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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
A Framework for Incorporating Information on Patient Preferences Regarding Benefit and Risk into Regulatory Assessments of Medical Technology
SUMMARY: A Framework for Incorporating Information on Patient Preferences Regarding Benefit and Risk into Regulatory Assessments of Medical Technology

The Medical Device Innovation Consortium (MDIC) is the first-ever public-private partnership created with the sole objective of advancing the regulatory science around the development and assessment of medical devices. Members of MDIC share a vision of providing U.S. citizens with timely access to high-quality, safe, and effective medical devices without unnecessary delay.

Background on the MDIC Patient Centered Benefit-Risk Project

The MDIC Patient Centered Benefit-Risk (PCBR) Project grew out of Food and Drug Administration (FDA) Centers for Devices and Radiological Health (CDRH) emphasis on benefit-risk assessment as a central component of the medical device approval process. CDRH’s 2012 “Guidance for Industry and Food and Drug Administration Staff Factors to Consider When Making Benefit-Risk Determinations in Medical Device Premarket Approval and De Novo Classifications” discusses the importance of bringing the patient’s perspective into CDRH benefit-risk assessments, and recommends that sponsors interact with FDA staff regarding the development of patient centered benefit-risk information. However, the document does not discuss in what situations or how sponsors should collect and present that information.

Given that there are no widely accepted approaches for assessing patient preferences that have been used in the regulatory process to date, MDIC saw an opportunity to help industry and the FDA think about when and how patient preference information might be incorporated into regulatory decision making.

To oversee this project, the MDIC set up a PCBR Steering Committee consisting of interested participants among MDIC’s member organizations supplemented with experts in decision science and preference assessment methods from academia and other organizations. The members of the PCBR Steering Committee are listed in Exhibit 1-2 of the report. The Steering Committee divided the PCBR Project down into two complementary efforts: 1) the development of a “framework” for incorporating patient preference information into benefit-risk assessment, which became this “Framework Report,” and 2) the development of a “catalog of methods” that can be used to collect and analyze patient preference information, which is the “Catalog of Methods” included as Appendix A. The MDIC PCBR Steering Committee contracted the development of the Catalog of Methods to RTI Health Solutions with the assistance of a “Catalog Working Group” that included experts in a variety of methods related to assessing patient preferences, as listed in Exhibit 1-4. Financial support from a FDA BAA contract (HHSF223201400011C) made this Framework Report possible, and was primarily used to fund the work of RTI and outside experts on the Catalog.

Purpose of the PCBR Framework Report

This Framework Report is intended to improve the understanding of industry, FDA staff, and others of how the patient’s perspective might be incorporated into the regulatory approval process. The Framework Report provides background on the concepts of benefit-risk and patient preference, discusses the potential value of including benefit-risk in a regulatory submission, discusses when in the product lifecycle such information might be collected, outlines factors to consider when selecting a patient preference method, and discusses considerations regarding the use of patient preference information in the regulatory process as well as potential uses in the reimbursement, marketing, and shared medical decision making.

Appendix A of this report is a “Catalog of Methods of Assessing Patient Preferences,” which is the first compendium of the range of research methods available to collect and analyze patient preference information. The report concludes with a discussion
of areas in which additional work would be useful to improve the ability to collect and use patient preference information in the regulatory approval process.

The Framework Report should be considered an initial thought piece that outlines a range of considerations for how industry and FDA might incorporate patient preference information into the regulatory approval process. The Report is not intended to be a prescriptive, “how-to” guide, nor does it purport to be a definitive document about incorporating patient preference information into the regulatory process. Rather, it is intended to be an initial version of what MDIC hopes will be a working document about this emerging field that is updated over time as industry, FDA, and others gain more experience with collecting and using patient preference information in the regulatory process.

Overview of this Framework Report

Section I: Introduction to the MDIC Patient Centered Benefit-Risk Project Framework Report provides background information on MDIC; the origins of the PCBR Project and the vision and process for developing this Framework Report; and the limitations of the report.

Section II: Patient Centered Benefit-Risk Assessment: Definitions and Background Concepts defines several important terms used throughout the report, including “benefit,” “harm,” “risk,” “preferences,” and product “attributes.” The section also introduces several important concepts regarding patient preferences used through the rest of the report, including “maximum acceptable risk,” “minimum acceptable benefit,” “uncertainty attitude,” and the important concept of “preference sensitive decisions,” which are illustrated in several hypothetical examples.

Section III: Evaluating the Potential Value of Patient Preference Information in Regulatory Benefit-Risk Assessments of Medical Technology discusses how to evaluate whether patient preference information would be valuable in the regulatory consideration of a specific technology. Rather than take an algorithmic or “cookbook” approach, this section discusses three categories of factors to consider in assessing whether patient preference information would be useful in a particular regulatory situation: 1) factors related to the perspective of patients as stakeholders, 2) factors related to the benefit-risk tradeoffs inherent in the use of a particular technology, and 3) factors related to regulatory novelty.

Section IV: Potential Use and Value of Patient Preference Information in the Product Development Lifecycle begins with a discussion of the three major uses of patient preference information: 1) framing benefit risk issues, 2) identifying groups of patients that would prefer the use of a particular technology, and 3) providing the information needed to build a quantitative benefit-risk model. The section then introduces the concept of the product development lifecycle, and goes on to discuss how patient preference information might be useful at each stage of this lifecycle and when in the product lifecycle it might be helpful to collect such information.

Section V: Factors to Consider in Undertaking a Patient Preference Study summarizes the work underlying Appendix A, the Catalog of Methods, including discussing the differences between qualitative and quantitative methods and listing the quantitative methods included in the Catalog. The section then discusses factors that can help someone thinking about undertaking a patient preference study select among the methods available. These factors include: factors related to defining the research question; factors related to the fit of particular methods to the research question; and factors related to the resources available to undertake a patient preference study. The final portion of the section discusses how to use these factors to help select among the methods available.

Section VI: Considerations in Using Patient Preference Information in the Regulatory Process discusses a range of topics, including what roles such information can play in regulatory approval, product labeling, and post-market studies; patient preference information being optional at the election of sponsors; when in the product development cycle to determine if patient preference information should be collected, and how patient preference studies might help identify and understand benefit-risk issues in emerging areas of technology.

Section VII: Potential Value of Patient Preference Information Beyond the Regulatory Process discusses at a high level the potential use of patient preference information in areas outside the regulatory process, namely reimbursement, marketing, and shared medical decision making.

Section VIII: Future Work in the Collection and Use of Patient Preference Information for Regulatory Purposes concludes the report with a discussion of areas for future work that would improve the ability of FDA, industry, and others to collect and use patient preference information in the regulatory process and in the total product lifecycle. The section begins with a summary of the “gap analysis” performed as part of the development of the Catalog of Methods, and then highlights several additional areas for future work identified during the course of the MDIC PCBR Project.
Appendix A: Catalog of Methods for Assessing Patient Preferences for Benefits and Harms of Medical Technologies summarizes the methods available for quantitative assessment of patient preferences regarding the benefit, risks, and other attributes of medical technologies. The Catalog includes a discussion of the key considerations in evaluating these methods, and then reviews each method identified. A concluding section identified areas for future research to improve the ability to assess patient preference information for regulatory purposes.

Appendix B: Glossary of Terms offers a handy summary of terms related to patient preference assessment used throughout the Framework Report and Catalog of Methods.

Key Points Emphasized in the Framework Report

Important take-away points from the PCBR Benefit-Risk Project Framework Report include:

• Collecting and using patient preference information can help sponsors and the FDA ensure that the benefit-risk assessment process is patient-centric. Patient preference information can help identify those benefits and harms most important to patients, frame the benefit-risk issues and tradeoffs from the patient perspective, identify whether there are subgroups of patients that would choose to use the technology over other alternatives, and support quantitative benefit-risk modeling that may assist in challenging benefit-risk assessments.

• Patient preference information does not replace or reduce existing information requirements or change the process for FDA approval of medical technology. Patient preference information can be a supplement to clinical and safety data and provide additional information for consideration by the FDA, but does not change the existing regulatory requirements.

• Patient preference information is not a requirement for FDA PMA, 510k or de novo approval of medical devices, and its inclusion in a regulatory submission is optional at the election of the sponsor. The collection and submission of patient preference information can be viewed as a means of enhancing regulatory submissions to help assure that benefit-risk determinations are patient-centric. Such information can be collected and included in an approval application at the option of the sponsor.

• The timing for collection of patient preference information is at the discretion of the sponsor, although sponsors may benefit from early conversations with FDA regarding plans for collecting and submitting such information. Patient preference information can be assessed when the sponsor believes there is a sufficient understanding of the particular benefits and risks expected with the treatment to identify if patient preference information might be valuable in the development or regulatory process. It would be prudent for sponsors to discuss plans for collecting and submitting patient preference information with FDA staff early in the regulatory process.

It is also important to note what this Framework Report is not: it does not represent the opinion or policy of FDA and does not include any specific recommendations to the FDA regarding how to collect or use patient preference information in regulatory approval decisions. It is also not a substitute for FDA guidance documents or for direct discussions with CDRH staff regarding the incorporation of patient preference information into the approval process for a particular technology.*

The MDIC PCBR Steering Committee hopes that this Framework Report and the Catalog of Methods will be helpful to those considering undertaking patient preferences studies, and thereby encourage the continued growth and maturation of this field. MDIC and the PCBR Steering Committee welcome constructive feedback on this report and ideas for further work in the field of patient preference assessment.

* As of the date of publication of this report but independent of this MDIC effort, CDRH was developing a draft guidance regarding the collection and use of patient preference information that should be released in 2015.
SECTION I:
Introduction to the MDIC Patient Centered Benefit-Risk Project Framework Report
A Framework for Incorporating Information on Patient Preferences Regarding Benefit and Risk into Regulatory Assessments of New Medical Technology

The MDIC Patient Centered Benefit-Risk (PCBR) Framework Report offers a framework for incorporating information on patient preferences regarding benefits and risks into Food and Drug Administration (FDA) Centers for Devices and Radiological Health (CDRH) assessments of medical technology. This introductory section of the report provides background on the Medical Device Innovation Consortium (MDIC), the origins of the Patient Centered Benefit-Risk (PCBR) Project, the process by which MDIC undertook the PCBR Project, and the purpose and organization of this MDIC PCBR “Framework” Report.

Background on the Medical Device Innovation Consortium (MDIC)

The Medical Device Innovation Consortium is the first-ever public-private partnership created with the sole objective of advancing the regulatory science around the development and approval of medical devices. Members of MDIC share a vision of providing U.S. citizens with timely access to high-quality, safe, and effective medical devices without unnecessary delay.

MDIC was formed in 2012, building on discussions between the FDA and LifeScience Alley in Minnesota about how the FDA and industry could work together to improve the regulation of medical devices. MDIC membership and participation is open to representatives of organizations that are substantially involved in medical or medical device research, development, treatment, or education; or in the promotion of public health; or that have expertise or interest in regulatory science. MDIC members include public entities such as FDA, Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS), National Institutes of Health (NIH), and Patient-Centered Outcomes Research Institute (PCORI); large and small medical device and diagnostics companies; patient advocacy groups and other interested non-profits; and academic experts in the scientific fields of statistics, engineering, health economics, risk evaluation, and communication.

MDIC has been designed to pursue several strategies that support its mission:

- Create a forum for collaboration and dialogue, working within a flexible governance structure to encourage broad participation from the medical device industry stakeholders, including non-profits, industry, and government.
- Make strategic investments in regulatory science, utilizing working groups to identify and prioritize key issues, and to request, evaluate, and implement project proposals that support MDIC’s mission.
- Provide tools from these projects that drive cost effective innovation, emphasizing education and the development of new methods and approaches with well-documented data and details to enable implementation.

The activities and output from MDIC will:

- Ensure that innovative technology is readily available to U.S. patients,
- Provide industry and government with methods and tools that may be used to expedite medical device development and regulatory process,
- Reduce the risk and expense of clinical research, and
- Reduce the time and cost of medical device development.

Member organizations help set MDIC priorities and provide experts to work on each of MDIC’s projects. Through its projects, MDIC seeks to improve the understanding of important aspects of medical device regulation and to help develop methods, tools, and
resources used in managing the total product life cycle of a medical device, thereby improving patient access to cutting-edge medical technology.

**MDIC has undertaken three initial projects to improve regulatory science:**

1. **Clinical Trial Innovation and Reform (CTIR):**
   Restoring U.S. leadership in clinical excellence and med tech innovation by innovating in clinical trial design.

2. **Computer Simulation and Modeling (CM&S):**
   Removing risk and increasing the certainty in using CM&S in regulatory submissions.

3. **Patient Centered Benefit-Risk (PCBR):**
   Developing a framework and identifying methods for incorporating patient perspectives into benefit-risk determinations.

Additional projects are added as recommended by MDIC members and approved by the MDIC Board.

**The Origins of the MDIC Patient Centered Benefit-Risk Project**

The MDIC Patient Centered Benefit-Risk (PCBR) Project grew out of CDRH’s shift to benefit-risk assessment as a central component of premarket approval (PMA) and de novo approvals. The importance of benefit-risk assessment in such approvals is discussed in the 2012 CDRH guidance document, “Guidance for Industry and Food and Drug Administration Staff Factors to Consider When Making Benefit-Risk Determinations in Medical Device Premarket Approval and De Novo Classifications.”

In outlining the key factors that CDRH considers in benefit-risk assessment of PMA applications and de novo requests, this CDRH Benefit-Risk Guidance emphasizes the potential value of the patient perspective in regulatory approval decisions and the importance of a patient-centric approach to benefit-risk determinations. Indeed, this guidance goes so far as to state that a product could be approved if a minority of the target patient population would accept the risks of the technology given the perceived benefits. In Section 4.3 of the “Benefit-Risk Guidance,” shown more completely in Exhibit 1-1, the FDA acknowledges that:

> “When making a benefit-risk determination at the time of approval or de novo classification, FDA recognizes that patient tolerance for risk and a patient-centric assessment of risk may reveal reasonable patients who are willing to tolerate a very high level of risk to achieve a probable benefit, especially if that benefit results in an improvement in quality of life...”

> “...When assessing such data [on patient risk tolerance and other patient-centered metrics] in a PMA application or de novo petition, FDA realizes that some patients are willing to take on a very high risk to achieve a small benefit, whereas others are more risk averse. Therefore, FDA would consider evidence relating to patients’ perspective of what constitutes a meaningful benefit when determining if the device is effective, as some set of patients may value a benefit more than others.”

The document goes on to say that:

> “Moreover, it may be appropriate to approve a device where only a minority of the intended patient population would accept the risks as weighed against the benefits if the information necessary for patients and health care practitioners to make well-informed decisions is available and can be presented in a manner that can be understood by the practitioners and patients.”

This discussion of the potential value of information on patient views of benefits and risks — which this report will refer to as “patient preference information”* — is a significant and innovative step by CDRH towards a patient-centered approach towards benefit and risk determinations in FDA approval decisions.

The CDRH Benefit-Risk Guidance identifies “the severity of a disease or condition,” “disease chronicity,” and “the availability of alternative treatment/diagnostic

---

* “Patient preferences” and “patient preference information” can be used in a narrow sense to refer to just the expression of preference about a choice that patients face regarding which treatment option to use, e.g., the preference of a patient to undergo a procedure using device A versus therapy with drug B. However, these terms can also be used more broadly to describe how patients consider the important benefits and risks of a technology, how they think about the tradeoffs of these benefits versus risks, and how they then make a decision to use one treatment over another given these views of benefits and risks. Unless otherwise noted in this report, the terms “patient preferences” and “patient preference information” are used in this broader sense to describe patient views of benefits and risks, and how patients think about benefit-risk tradeoffs.
options” as important factors that can influence patient risk tolerance. However, it provides limited detail on when and how to collect information on patient views of benefits and risks, or how to incorporate such patient preference information into the CDRH benefit-risk assessments. More clarity on the details of assessing patient views of risks and benefits is needed to increase the utility of this guidance for all stakeholders, including FDA reviewers, members of the medical device industry, and patient groups. The CDRH Benefit-Risk Guidance does recommend that sponsors interact with FDA staff regarding developing such patient preference information, but the document does not discuss in any detail in what situations such information would be helpful, how to determine the level of evidence required for a regulatory decision, what are validated methods and tools for collecting such patient preference information, or how sponsors should collect and present that information to CDRH.

The lack of specificity in the CDRH Benefit-Risk Guidance is understandable as the science around assessing patient preferences regarding benefits and risks of a technology is relatively nascent. In order to properly take patient preferences into account, investigators must have reliable and accurate methods, tools, and approaches to capture and analyze the information. There are no widely accepted approaches for assessing patient preferences that have been used in the regulatory process to date, nor are there many experienced people in the medical technology field with knowledge about the collection and use of such patient preference information. From a regulatory science perspective, there is a clear need to improve the understanding of how to collect and present such information about patient preferences and how to incorporate patient preferences into CDRH benefit-risk assessment.

The MDIC Patient Centered Benefit-Risk Project: Vision and Process

The vision of the MDIC PCBR project is “to establish a credible framework for assessing patient preferences regarding the probable benefits and risks of a proposed medical device and for incorporating patient preference information into pre-market and post-market regulatory submissions and decisions.”

Important issues to be addressed by the PCBR Project are:

- Why is a patient’s perspective valuable in benefit-risk determination?
- How do we identify, define, and measure “patient preferences”?
- In what situations should information on patient preferences be captured and incorporated into regulatory decisions?
- When in the product development lifecycle can patient preference information be captured?
- What methods are available to assess a patient’s perspectives on benefit and risk and patient preferences regarding the benefits and harms of a particular technology relative to its alternatives (if any)?
- What are the considerations in using patient preference information in regulatory decision making?
- How do we incorporate a patient’s perspective regarding benefits and risks to enable regulators to make decisions most congruent with patient preferences?
- What are other potential uses of patient preference information collected for regulatory purposes?
- What are the gaps in methods available to assess patient preferences and where might additional research be focused?

As an initial step in the project, the MDIC set up a PCBR Steering Committee to oversee the project. Members of the PCBR Steering Committee were recruited from interested participants among MDIC’s member organizations. As the PCBR Steering Committee formed, the committee leadership attempted to ensure a wide representation from CDRH, large, mid-sized, and small device companies, regulatory agencies, and patient groups. In addition, the committee sought to bring in experts in decision science and preference assessment methods from academia and other organizations. The members of the PCBR Steering Committee are listed in Exhibit 1-2.

The PCBR Steering Committee developed a vision statement for the PCBR Project, which was approved by the MDIC Board of Directors. The Steering Committee then broke the PCBR Project down into two complementary efforts: 1) the development of a “framework” for incorporating patient preference information into benefit-risk assessment, and 2) the development of a “catalog” of methods that can be used to collect and analyze patient preference information.

The “Framework” was developed by the Framework Working Group, a subgroup of the PCBR Steering Committee members supplemented by involvement of additional FDA reviewers, who represent those who would potentially be using the framework in the future, and other invited experts with experience in patient preference work or medical device assessment.
The members of the Framework Working Group are listed in Exhibit 1-3. The Framework Working Group focused on developing a guide to help CDRH staff and applicants think about what patient preference information is, when it might be useful in the regulatory process, how such information might be collected, other potential uses of patient preference information, and what additional research might be valuable to improve the use of patient preference information in the regulatory process. This “Framework Report” represents the output of that Framework Working Group effort.

In parallel, a Catalog Working Group was formed from PCBR Steering Committee members and outside experts in preference assessment methodologies to develop a “Catalog” of the methods that are available to assess patient preferences. Given the technical nature of the development of this Catalog of Methods, the MDIC PCBR Steering Committee sought external expertise for the development of the patient preference methods catalog. RTI Health Solutions (RTI), a health research organization with experience in health preference studies, was contracted to develop the Catalog and to identify areas where future research might be useful in improving the methods available for patient preference assessment. RTI then contracted with academic experts with specific expertise in the methods to be examined in the catalog, who also joined the Catalog Working Group. The members of the Catalog Working Group are shown in Exhibit 1-4. RTI also facilitated the identification of unanswered questions related to the use of patient-preference methods and developed suggestions for future research in patient preference assessment methods that are included in the Catalog and in the last section of this Framework Report. Financial support from a FDA BAA contract (HHSF223201400011C) made the Catalog and this Framework Report possible, and was primarily used to fund the work of RTI and outside experts on the Catalog.

The PCBR Framework Report

This Framework Report is intended to improve the understanding of CDRH staff and of applicants on how to identify the potential value of patient preference information in CDRH benefit-risk determinations, how to collect such preference information from patients, and how that information can be used in regulatory decision making. This Framework Report, including the Catalog of Methods as Appendix A to this report, is intended to further the thinking about how patient preference information might be used, not only in the regulatory process, but also more generally in the medical device product development lifecycle. Given the CDRH Benefit-Risk Guidance, the primary focus of this framework is on PMA applications and de novo requests, but the concepts explored here will likely apply to 510k submissions as well.*

In order to make the report as easy-to-use as possible, this Framework Report is organized as follows:

- Executive Summary
- Section I: Introduction to the MDIC Patient Centered Benefit-Risk Project Framework Report
- Section II: Patient Centered Benefit-Risk Assessment: Definitions and Background Concepts
- Section III: Evaluating the Potential Value of Patient Preference Information in Regulatory Benefit-Risk Assessments of Medical Technology
- Section IV: Potential Use and Value of Patient Preference Information in the Product Development Lifecycle
- Section V: Factors to Consider in Undertaking a Patient Preference Study
- Section VI: Considerations in Using Patient Preference Information in the Regulatory Process
- Section VII: Potential Value of Patient Preference Information Beyond the Regulatory Process
- Section VIII: Future Work in the Collection and Use of Patient Preference Information for Regulatory Purposes
- References
- Appendix A: Catalog of Methods of Assessing Patient Preferences
- Appendix B: Glossary of Terms

* While the CDRH Benefit-Risk Guidance, published in 2012 and discussed in this section, focuses on PMA approvals and de novo classifications, CDRH has also released a draft guidance regarding the application of benefit-risk concepts to 510(k) applications. See: “Benefit-Risk Factors to Consider When Determining Substantial Equivalence in Premarket Notifications [510(k)] with Different Technological Characteristics, Draft Guidance for Industry and Food and Drug Administration Staff,” July 16, 2014. The major difference between benefit-risk assessment for 510(k) applications versus those for PMA applications and de novo requests is the need to compare benefits and risks to those of the predicate device. As noted in that draft guidance, “This draft guidance addresses benefit-risk factors similar to those in the PMA and De Novo Guidance, but, unlike the benefit-risk determinations during the premarket review process for PMA applications and de novo classification requests which do not require a comparison to any other device, in evaluating the benefits and risks during a 510(k) premarket review, FDA considers the benefits and risks of the new device as compared to the predicate device.”
Because patient preference assessment for regulatory purposes is a relatively new area, the MDIC PCBR Steering Committee hopes that this report will function as a valuable, early thought piece about how to incorporate patient preferences into CDRH regulatory approval decisions. This report does not purport to be the definitive document on the subject of patient centered benefit-risk analysis, but rather a document that helps further the early thinking in a nascent field. Moreover, this report is just the first version of what is envisioned to be a living document, periodically updated by MDIC as more experience is gained in collecting and using patient preference information in the regulatory context, as well as in marketing, reimbursement, and shared decision making.

It is also important to note what this report is not: it does not represent the opinion or policy of FDA and does not include any specific recommendations to the FDA regarding how to collect or use patient preference information in regulatory approval decisions. It is also not a substitute for FDA guidance documents or for direct discussions with CDRH staff regarding the incorporation of patient preference information into the approval process for a technology.\textsuperscript{a}

Rather, in the absence of extensive experience collecting and using patient preference information, the major goal of this document is to help “sculpt the fog” around the concepts of patient-centeredness and patient preference information as applied in the regulatory context, thereby making these concepts more understandable and more useful to regulators, sponsors, patient groups, and other parties interested in these topics. In a world where health care decisions in general and medical device regulation specifically is increasingly “evidence-based,” this report is intended to further the understanding of patient perspectives through encouraging the collection of patient preference information, thereby helping discussions of the patient perspective regarding the benefits and risks of medical devices become more evidence-based. Towards MDIC’s goal of improving regulatory science to enhance medical technology innovation, the PCBR Steering Committee hopes that this Framework Report will be a valuable early discussion of patient preferences in the regulatory context that will encourage more work in this field and, thereby, encourage a more patient-centric approach to the development and regulation of medical devices.

\textsuperscript{a} As of the date of publication of this report but independent of this MDIC effort, CDRH was developing a draft guidance regarding the collection and use of patient preference information that should be released in 2015.
Exhibit 1-1: Excerpt Regarding the Potential Value of Information on Patient Perspectives on Benefits and Risks from the “Guidance for Industry and Food and Drug Administration Staff Factors to Consider When Making Benefit-Risk Determinations in Medical Device Premarket Approval and De Novo Classifications,” CDRH, March 2012, Section 4.3, pp. 11-12

Patient tolerance for risk and perspective on benefit – if the risks are identifiable and definable, risk tolerance will vary among patients, and this will affect individual patient decisions as to whether the risks are acceptable* in exchange for a probable benefit. When making a benefit-risk determination at the time of approval or de novo classification, FDA recognizes that patient tolerance for risk and a patient-centric assessment of risk may reveal reasonable patients who are willing to tolerate a very high level of risk to achieve a probable benefit, especially if that benefit results in an improvement in quality of life. How data concerning patient risk tolerance and other patient-centered metrics are developed will vary depending on a number of factors, including the nature of the disease or condition and the availability of existing treatments, as well as the risks and benefits they present. FDA encourages any sponsor that is considering developing such data to have early interaction with the appropriate FDA review division.

When assessing such data in a PMA application or de novo petition, FDA realizes that some patients are willing to take on a very high risk to achieve a small benefit, whereas others are more risk averse. Therefore, FDA would consider evidence relating to patients’ perspective of what constitutes a meaningful benefit when determining if the device is effective, as some set of patients may value a benefit more than others. It should also be noted that if, for a certain device, the probable risks outweigh the probable benefits for all reasonable patients, FDA would consider use of such a device to be inherently unreasonable.**

Different factors can influence patient risk tolerance, including:

- **Severity of disease or condition** – patients suffering from very severe diseases (i.e., those that are life-threatening) may tolerate more risk for devices used in treatment. For diagnostic devices, individuals might be more averse to the risk of a false negative result concerning a severe disease.

- **Disease chronicity** – some patients with chronic diseases who have adapted to their illness and minimized its interference with their daily lives may tolerate less risk and require risky devices to deliver a greater treatment benefit, whereas other patients who have suffered from a debilitating chronic illness over a long period of time may tolerate higher risk to gain less benefit.

- Availability of alternative treatment/diagnostic options (also see below) – if there are no other treatment/diagnostic options available, patients may tolerate more risk for even a small amount of benefit.

We recognize that patient-centric metrics such as validated quality of life measures can be helpful for health care practitioners when discussing treatment decisions with their patients, and may be used to demonstrate benefit for purposes of product approval. These types of metrics allow the physician to better quantify the impact of the device on the patient’s well-being and help the patient make a more informed decision. Moreover, it may be appropriate to approve a device where only a minority of the intended patient population would accept the risks as weighed against the benefits if the information necessary for patients and health care practitioners to make well-informed decisions is available and can be presented in a manner that can be understood by the practitioners and patients. Patient-centric assessments should take into account both the patient’s willingness and unwillingness to use a device or tolerate risk. Both preferences are informative and helpful in determining patient tolerance for risk and benefit and the benefit-risk profile of a device.

---

* 21 CFR 860.7(d)(1) states that: “The valid scientific evidence used to determine the safety of a device shall adequately demonstrate the absence of unreasonable risk of illness or injury associated with the use of the device for its intended uses and conditions of use.”

** For the purpose of this guidance the concept of “unreasonable risk” should be construed to mean a risk that no set of reasonable patients would be willing to endure to achieve a probable benefit.
Exhibit 1-2: MDIC PCBR Project Steering Committee Members
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Diana Salditt, Medtronic
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Committee Advisors:
Marc Boutin, JD, National Health Council
Scott Braithwaite, MD, MS, FACP, Department of Population Health, NYU School of Medicine
Brett Hauber, PhD, RTI Health Solutions
Bray Patrick-Lake, MFS, Clinical Trials Transformation Initiative (CTTI)
Kelly Slone, National Venture Capital Association, Interim Project Manager for PCBR initiative
Sean Tunis, MD, MSc, Center for Medical Technology Policy
Exhibit 1-3: MDIC PCBR Project Framework Working Group Members
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CDRH-Sponsored Weight Loss Devices Study

An Example of Patient-Preference Studies for Regulatory Use:
The Center for Devices and Radiological Health (CDRH) Study of Patient Preferences Regarding Devices for Obesity

Following the publication of the CDRH Benefit-Risk Guidance release in 2012, there has been interest on the part of Food and Drug Administration (FDA) staff and others in better understanding how to incorporate patient preferences into regulatory decision making. As an initial example of how to collect and use patient preferences to inform regulatory decision making, CDRH conducted a proof-of-principle study on the preferences of obese subjects regarding the use of medical devices to achieve weight loss. This “obesity study” was a groundbreaking initiative by the FDA to understand the preferences of patients who are candidates for emerging technologies and to use that information to inform regulatory assessment of those technologies. At the end of several sections of this report, this obesity study, and the use of information it provided in the January 2015 approval of the EnteroMedics Maestro™ Rechargeable System for weight loss, will be discussed as an example that illustrates concepts discussed in each of those sections of the report.

A study of preferences for weight loss devices was a natural choice for a pilot because of the significant amount of device innovation in the obesity area and the challenging benefit-risk issues that these devices raise. Obesity is a prevalent condition and a serious and costly public health problem, including being a major risk factor for type 2 diabetes, heart disease, high blood pressure, and other health problems. At the time of the obesity study, there were a variety of weight loss devices in the pipeline that would likely be pursuing FDA approval with a broad array of benefit–risk profiles, making benefit-risk comparison of these wide-ranging options challenging. Obese patients who are considering using a medical device to help them lose weight face difficult tradeoffs because the more invasive options that offer the potential for greater weight loss also pose greater risks in terms of mortality and morbidity, and often require more restrictive dietary and exercise regimens than less invasive, but generally less effective alternatives.

The FDA recognized the importance of taking into account the different benefit-risk profiles presented by different technologies rather than a “one-size-fits-all” approach. Based on the discussion at an FDA co-sponsored workshop in October 2011, CDRH staff proposed a benefit-risk paradigm for designing clinical studies of obesity devices, which was formally presented to an FDA advisory panel for discussion in May 2012 and published as a proposal in a journal article in December 2012.

Beyond this benefit-risk paradigm for clinical trial designs, information on how patients view benefit-risk tradeoffs is important for a “patient-centric” regulatory review of these devices, as discussed in the CDRH Benefit-Risk Guidance. The choice to use a weight loss device is “preference sensitive” in the sense that some patients will accept the higher risks and more stringent diet and exercise requirements for a given amount of weight loss, whereas other patients will not. Therefore, CDRH thought it would be useful to undertake a patient preference study to help frame the benefit-risk issues involved by quantifying the tradeoffs patients are willing to make, including defining the minimum clinically meaningful benefit (weight loss) for a given risk profile.

The obesity study consisted of a national survey of more than 600 obese respondents (BMI > 30 kg/m²). The survey was conducted through a discrete choice experiment whereby each respondent was asked to compare eight pairs of hypothetical devices defined by attributes, including benefits (amount and duration of weight loss), risks (mortality risk and risk of hospitalization), harms (duration of mild adverse events and type of operation), and other treatment
attributes such as diet restrictions. Each attribute had three to five associated levels (for example, the mortality risk from the surgery to implant the device could vary from 0 to 5% and the amount of weight loss could vary from 0 to 30% of baseline). Clinical expertise guided the choice of the attributes and levels, based on device profiles under review and anticipated to be submitted in the near future. The survey instrument, including the choice of device attributes and their levels, was collaboratively developed by CDRH and RTI Health Solutions. To limit respondent fatigue, the study divided 120 hypothetical device profiles into 15 survey versions of 8 questions each, and respondents were randomized to one of the versions. The instrument was pre-tested and validated in face-to-face interviews with 9 subjects to ensure the survey instrument was understandable to patients and the device attributes were relevant to patients, and then the web-based version was tested in 86 subjects prior to release. Of the 710 patients who responded to the invitation to participate in the survey, 568 qualified for the study and 540 patients provided data that could be used in the final analysis.

The study results were published in 2015. The results demonstrate that, based on preference score measurements, mortality risk was the most important attribute to patients, followed by weight loss, weight loss duration, and side effect duration. Side effects that required hospitalization, type of surgery, and dietary restrictions were less important, although it was clear that patients did not like open surgery or having restrictions on sweets or hard-to-digest foods. Based on the preference scores, the authors calculated the minimum acceptable benefit (MinB), which is the minimum acceptable weight loss that patients expect from a device to tolerate a specific level of risk and other device attributes. They also calculated the maximum acceptable risk (MaxR), which is the maximum device-related mortality risk that patients were willing to tolerate for a given level of weight loss and other device attributes. The study authors developed a “tool” that used the preference score estimates to calculate MinB and MaxR to help establish minimum clinical effectiveness (weight loss) reference points for regulatory benefit-risk assessment.

As the first study of patient preferences sponsored by the FDA and intended to assist in the regulatory benefit-risk assessment process, this obesity study is referenced throughout this Framework Report. This CDRH obesity study is used at the end of Sections II through VI of this report to illustrate important points made in those sections.
SECTION II: Patient Centered Benefit-Risk Assessment: Definitions and Background Concepts
The purpose of this section is to help ensure a common understanding of terms used in this Framework Report by providing definitions of important terms and background concepts regarding patient centered benefit-risk assessment and patient preferences. Several key terms in the Patient Centered Benefit-Risk (PCBR) Framework can be defined in multiple ways. This is especially true of terms that are used both in a technical manner and in conventional speech, such as risk, preference, and judgment, as well as terms with different meanings in different fields such as risk tolerance.

This section of the report will:

- Define important terms that will be used throughout the remainder of the report, and
- Discuss several important concepts related to how patient preference information can be used to inform benefit-risk determinations.

Beyond the terms discussed formally in this section, definitions for other relevant terms can be found in Appendix B: Glossary of Terms.

**Important Definitions**

**Benefit, Harm, and Risk**

The terms “benefit” and “risk” are subject to considerable ambiguity that often leads to confusion in discussions of benefit-risk. “Risk” in particular can refer to the concept of a harmful event, the probability of a harmful event, or the impact of that harmful event on a patient. To lessen this ambiguity, the MDIC PCBR Framework adopts terminology conceptually similar to that in the European Medicines Agency’s Benefit-Risk Methodology Project.

A **benefit** is a favorable effect or desirable outcome of a diagnostic or therapeutic strategy.

A **harm** is an unfavorable effect or undesirable outcome of a diagnostic or therapeutic strategy.

Both benefits and harms are subject to uncertainty. In the Framework, the uncertainty in the occurrence of a benefit or harm will be characterized by probability, with the understanding that this probability may be described in a variety of ways, including by proportions, person-year rates, Kaplan-Meier rates, or related measures.

**Risk** is defined as the qualitative notion of the probability and/or severity of a particular harm. This definition accommodates how the term “risk” is used in much of the benefit-risk literature and prior FDA CDRH guidance.

**Preferences**

The concept of “preferences” may be defined differently by different stakeholders. The definition of preference may also differ depending on the method by which preferences are elicited. For MDIC’s PCBR Project, preferences are defined as “qualitative or quantitative statements of the relative desirability or acceptability of attributes that differ among alternative health interventions,” a definition consistent with the use of the term in the patient preference literature.

**Attributes** of a medical device are features such as effectiveness, safety, tolerability, means of implantation/use, duration of the effect, duration of use, frequency of use, lifestyle aspects of use, and other device characteristics that impact benefit-risk considerations.**

---
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* It should be noted that this accommodation does lead to an unfortunate asymmetry in the definitions of “benefit” and “risk” as illustrated by the lack of a term to complete the analogy: “Harm is to risk as benefit is to X.” Since we do not have a term for the probability and/or magnitude of a favorable event, we commonly use benefit in both contexts — to convey both the notion of a favorable event and as the descriptor of the probability and magnitude of a favorable event — and will do so in this Framework.

** Other terms for attribute in different bodies of literature are “features,” “objects,” or “criteria.”
This definition was developed to meet the following criteria:

- Allows for characterizing preferences for desirable attributes (benefits) and acceptability of undesirable attributes (harms);
- Includes the relative nature of preferences (i.e., allows for direct or indirect comparison across attributes);
- Allows for qualitative and quantitative characterization of preferences;
- Is flexible enough to include perspectives of all relevant stakeholders (e.g., patients, physicians, caregivers, payers); and
- Enables comparative assessment with non-device therapeutic options.

Note that, while some of the language in this document refers to “preferences” as representative of a target population as a whole, preferences are heterogeneous and may vary considerably within any population or may differ considerably in different subgroups within the target population. The Catalog of Methods of Assessing Patient Preferences (the “Catalog”, attached as Appendix A and summarized in Section V) provides insights into the assessment and characterization of this preference heterogeneity.

It is also important to distinguish between preference and judgment. Preference refers to the tradeoffs that individuals consider or exhibit in making decisions or choices for themselves, while judgment refers to considerations of individuals in making decisions or choices for others. The methods described in the Catalog can be used to assess either preference or judgment, although most are used most commonly for preference elicitation.

While the focus of this report is on patient preferences, a variety of other stakeholders besides patients may have an interest in a medical decision. Physicians, other providers, family members, hospital administrators, and payers may have a stake in the decision and have a preference regarding which treatment is most appropriate. Assessing these preferences requires clarity on the decision being made and the role the stakeholder has in that decision. For example, when conducting “preference” studies with physicians, the assessment may be of the physician’s judgment about treatment for a patient, of the physician’s preference for their own treatment (actually a patient preference regarding their care), or their preference regarding the choice of instrument/device that they will use to perform a procedure (a preference regarding a purchase or use decision).

**Patient Preferences**

While the preferences of a variety of stakeholders can be assessed, the focus in the PCBR Framework is on those of the patient. **Patient preferences** are those expressed by patients with regard to decisions concerning their health care. In most situations, who is the patient and what decisions that patient faces are relatively clear. However, there are situations in which patients cannot express their preferences. Such situations include children, for whom parents are responsible for health care decisions, and those patients incapacitated in some way that impairs their ability to make decisions regarding their care, including patients with impaired consciousness (such as caused by delirium, coma, sedation) or impaired cognition (such as caused by dementia, traumatic brain injury, developmental disability, psychiatric illness). In these situations, preferences regarding health care decisions are generally expressed by those with decision responsibility for the patient, including parents, next-of-kin, guardians, or responsible health care providers.

While the perspectives of physicians or other providers involved in patient care may be useful in framing benefit-risk issues, the CDRH Benefit-Risk Guidance suggests that the patient’s perception of benefit and risk can be particularly helpful:

> “Patient-centric assessments should take into account both the patient’s willingness and unwillingness to use a device or tolerate risk. Both preferences are informative and helpful in determining patient tolerance for risk and benefit and the benefit-risk profile of a device.”

The CDRH Benefit-Risk Guidance also emphasizes that if there is a distinct subset of patients who would accept the benefit and risks of a particularly technology, even if a minority, then the product could potentially be approved for that subset of patients, so long as there is sufficient information for patients and health care providers to make well-informed decisions. The measurement of patient preferences is therefore distinct from that of other stakeholders and potentially valuable in the regulatory approval process for medical technology.

**Risk Tolerance, Maximum Acceptable Risk, and Minimum Required Benefit**

A key use of patient preferences is to assess how much of a risk an individual would accept for a given degree of benefit, or how much benefit an individual would require for a given degree of risk. These tradeoffs emerge directly from preference information.
For example, consider devices that enable a person with a limp to walk. Device A always causes a rash but completely improves one’s ability to walk. Device B always partially improves one’s ability to walk but does not cause a rash or other adverse events. The choice between these treatments is based on the preferences for rash, partially improved walking, and completely improving one’s ability to walk.

The PCBR Framework uses the terms “maximum acceptable risk” and “minimum required benefit” to characterize these tradeoffs. **Maximum acceptable risk** is the greatest increase in probability or magnitude of a harm that a patient would accept for a given benefit. **Minimum required benefit** is the smallest increase in probability or magnitude of a benefit that a patient would require to offset a given risk. Quantitative assessment of patient preferences can enable computation of these two metrics.

Consistent with prior use in CDRH guidance documents, the term “risk tolerance” is closely intertwined with the notion of maximum acceptable risk, as higher risk tolerance implies a greater maximal acceptable risk for a given benefit. Caution is required with the use of this term, however, because as described below, in the Decision Analysis literature, “risk tolerance” refers to the impact of uncertainty on decisions and applies to both benefits and harms. To avoid confusion from a potential clash in terminology, in the MDIC Framework, “risk tolerance” is a notion reflecting the degree to which a patient would accept greater probability or severity of a harm in exchange for a given benefit, while maximum acceptable risk and minimum required benefit are quantitative measures of this notion.

Note that both maximum acceptable risk and minimum required benefit can be applied to cases with no uncertainty, as in the walking example above. However, most therapies have harms and benefits that are probabilistic and require the introduction of an additional notion that reflects how uncertainty impacts patients’ views on maximum acceptable risk and minimum required benefit.

**Uncertainty Attitude**

**Uncertainty attitude** is a reflection of the degree to which uncertainty in the attributes of a treatment alters one’s decisions about use of the treatment. It is independent of the preferences that an individual places on particular benefits or harms. Uncertainty attitude is highly relevant to medical decision making because there is often uncertainty whether an individual patient will experience the benefits or the harms of a therapy. In medical terms, uncertainty attitude measures the enthusiasm or reluctance of a patient to choose a treatment that, if the benefits and harms of the treatment and alternatives were known with certainty, the patient would be indifferent about choosing.

Patients who are **uncertainty averse** react to uncertainty by decreasing their maximum acceptable risk for a given benefit, or by increasing their minimum required benefit for a given risk. The uncertainty regarding harms or benefits makes uncertainty averse patients less willing to take a chance on a treatment. In contrast, patients who are **uncertainty tolerant** react to uncertainty by increasing their maximum acceptable risk for a given benefit, or by decreasing their minimum required benefit for a given risk.

The uncertainty for the harm makes these patients more willing to take a chance on a treatment. Patients whose maximum acceptable risk is not impacted by uncertainty are referred to as **uncertainty neutral**. Note that the concept of uncertainty attitude (along a spectrum from averse through neutral to tolerant) is distinct from the concept of preferences. Knowing a patient’s uncertainty attitude helps estimate how preference tradeoffs change due to uncertainty.

**As an example of risk attitude, consider the following two weight loss devices:**

- Device A, that has 100% chance of resulting in a 10-pound weight loss, or
- Device B, that has a 50% chance of resulting in a 20-pound weight loss and 50% chance of resulting in no weight loss

Regardless of a patient’s preference for weight loss versus other symptoms, uncertainty averse (avoiding) patients are more likely to choose Device A, unless their preference-based valuation of the additional weight loss potentially offered by Device B is overwhelmingly strong. Uncertainty tolerant patients are more likely to choose Device B as they are more willing to gamble that they will lose the 20 pounds.

There are formal means to assess an individual’s uncertainty attitude, although in practice, the concept may be more useful than any formal measurement. It is often not practical to measure a person’s uncertainty attitude, much less that of a population, but it is often valuable to know whether a group of stakeholders is more averse/tolerant to uncertainty than another group.

---

*In the Decision Analysis literature, “uncertainty attitude” is referred to as “risk attitude,” with “risk” referring to uncertainty for any attribute, beneficial or harmful. The PCBR Framework adopts the term “uncertainty attitude” to clarify that the concept applies equally well to benefits and harms and to avoid confusion between the term “risk tolerance” as defined above and “uncertainty tolerant” patients as defined in this section, who would otherwise be labeled as “risk tolerant.”*
and whether differences in decisions between groups of patients are due to varied tolerance for uncertainty rather than varied preferences for benefits and risks.

**Preference Sensitive Decisions**

Preference sensitive decisions are those in which there are multiple diagnostic or treatment options, and the decision which option to pursue depends upon the particular preferences of the decision maker. This concept has an important role in assessing when patient preference information is of value, as will be discussed in more detail in Section III.

Preference sensitive decisions occur when a patient has multiple treatment options with at least one of the following characteristics:

- No option is clearly superior over a plausible range of preferences;
- The evidence supporting one option over others is considerably uncertain.

The first part of the definition is equivalent to stating that there is at least one realistic tradeoff. This is best demonstrated with an example, as illustrated in Exhibit 2-1 below. The exhibit shows five alternative devices that differ in reducing days in the hospital after a procedure (benefit) and in probability of infection (risk). The ideal device is the bottom right corner – large reduction in days with low probability of infection. The available Devices A – E have the tradeoffs shown and are not near the bottom right corner. In this case, it is clear that Device C is superior in both benefit and risk to all other alternatives, so it is said to “dominate” the other choices. Preference information is not needed to choose among these alternatives.

Exhibit 2-1
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Now consider the alternative example in Exhibit 2-2 below. Even without knowing a patient’s preferences of the relative importance of the benefit and risk, a patient can still observe that Device A is better than Devices D and E in both benefit and risk. Similarly, Device C is better than Device B in both benefit and risk. Therefore, neither the choice of Device A over Devices D and E or the choice of Device C over Device B is preference sensitive since Devices A and C dominate the other devices to which each is compared. In contrast, choosing between Devices A and C is a preference sensitive decision. A patient cannot choose between Devices A and C without choosing which is more important, reducing hospital days or reducing the probability of infection. By measuring patient preferences regarding the relative importance of these two attributes, we can better understand how patients will choose between Devices A and C.

Considering a plausible range of preferences also impacts whether a decision is preference sensitive in practice. The choice between Devices A and C in Exhibit 2-2 is not preference-sensitive if the tradeoffs are so unbalanced as to be unaffected by preference information when considering a realistic range of preferences. For example, it is implausible that a person would not accept the risk of a brief, minor infection with no sequelae to avoid spending a year in a hospital. If the differences between Devices A and C involved such an unbalanced tradeoff, then the decision between the two is clear and not preference sensitive. This understanding of a realistic range of preferences reflects an important role for expert clinical judgment as a proxy for assessing patient preferences in regulatory benefit-risk determinations.
As noted in the second part of the definition of preference sensitive decisions, considerable uncertainty can magnify the importance of preference information. Uncertainty can even convert a decision with only one dominant solution into a preference sensitive decision that depends on a patient’s uncertainty tolerance. Consider what happens when uncertainty about the measures of benefit and harm is included in an example similar to that in Exhibit 2-1. In Exhibit 2-3 below, the bubbles are stretched to represent uncertainty about the benefit and risk of each device. The benefit and risk for a device can lie anywhere within its bubble. It is now uncertain if Device C dominates Devices B and E, as their bubbles overlap to a great extent. For example, Device B may even be better than C in both benefit and harm, as C’s bubble extends to larger risk and lower benefit than much of B’s bubble. The actual benefit for Device C may be greater than, equal to, or less than that for Device B. An uncertainty neutral patient would likely regard Device C as the best option for the same reasons as given above, but an uncertainty averse patient who has preferences that strongly favor avoiding infection over reducing hospital days might choose Devices B or E over Device C, since the uncertainty in C’s probability of infection extends to much higher probabilities than do B’s and E’s. Hence, in the face of considerable uncertainty about benefits and risks, Device C no longer clearly dominates Devices B and E.
Application of the Patient Preferences in Benefit-Risk Determination

A thought experiment may further illustrate the role that patient preference information may play in benefit-risk determination decision making. This example is not intended to specify an algorithmic approach to the use of patient preferences in benefit-risk assessment, as formal mathematical formulation of these problems in device approval situations may not always be feasible. Rather, it serves to connect many of the ideas expressed above in one conceptual example and to depict the resulting benefit-risk questions.

Consider a simplified device approval case with the following characteristics:

- The target population for the device is clearly specified.
- Probabilities for benefits are homogeneous for the population (i.e., the probabilities for the benefits for any member of the population are the same as that for any other member of the population).
- Probabilities for harms are also homogeneous for the population.
- Preferences and uncertainty attitude are known for the population and were assessed with validated methods.
- Preferences for benefits and harms are heterogeneous within the population (i.e., the preferences for the benefits and harms for any member of the population may differ from those of other member of the population).

The last two assumptions require more a more detailed explanation:

- We also assume that the characteristics above are measured precisely enough to calculate an integrated benefit-risk measure for the target population of the device. Integrated benefit-risk measures are means to merge the probabilities of benefits and harms, patient preferences, uncertainty aversion, and potentially other related data into a single, unified metric. The purpose of these measures is to augment clinical judgment by enabling a clear means to understand the interactions between many of the core elements in a benefit-risk decision.
- While this thought experiment will make use of an integrated benefit-risk measure, it is important to note that whether and how to use integrated benefit-risk measures in regulatory decision making is an evolving dialogue and these measures currently have a limited role in regulatory discussions. As such, the use of the measure in this discussion is intended to be conceptual. The application of patient preferences to integrated benefit-risk measures for regulatory considerations is an area for further work related to patient preferences discussed in Section VIII. (Examples and discussions of integrated benefit-risk measures can be found in a number of studies.)

- The integrated benefit-risk measure in this thought experiment can roughly be considered a sum of differences in probability of benefits and harms, each weighted by their respective preference and by measures for uncertainty aversion.* A positive integrated benefit-risk measure indicates benefits outweigh risks, and a negative measure indicates risks outweigh benefits. The more the measure deviates from zero, the greater the difference from benefits and risks being balanced.
- Finally, we assume the benefits outweigh risks for a portion of the population due to preference heterogeneity. We also assume that no objective characteristics (such as demographics or diagnostic criteria) enable reliable prediction of the preferences for a given patient; i.e., no objective characteristics other than preference can be used to determine whether benefits outweigh risks for a particular patient. (If such a measure were available, a potential regulatory option would be to consider approval for patients with these objective characteristics.) Therefore, there is a distribution of values of the benefit-risk measure due to preference heterogeneity alone. As such, it would be possible to construct a curve that depicts a histogram of the benefit-risk measure’s values across the target population.

The implications of this thought experiment are illustrated in Exhibit 2-4.

The blue line shows the integrated benefit-risk measure, representing both probabilities of benefits and harms and patient preferences for them. The x-axis reflects the entire population for the device, with the population sorted in order of increasing integrated benefit-risk measure. The measure is negative for the portion of the population to the left of Q1 (20% in this example) and is positive for the remainder of the population. Q1 can also be defined as the proportion of the population for

* This example uses a common, simple approach for integrated benefit-risk measures: the sum of probability differences for each benefit and harm times the corresponding preference weight for each harm; i.e., The preferences are scaled to be per unit of probability for each attribute. This example measure does not incorporate uncertainty attitude.
which benefits do not exceed minimum required benefit or for which risks exceed maximum acceptable risk. A regulatory decision based on these types of benefit-risk considerations alone may favor approval because the vast majority of the population has benefits exceeding risks, and no patients have risks overwhelmingly exceeding benefits.

Exhibit 2-5 shows an alternative scenario. Here, benefits exceed risks due to preference for only 12% of the population, or risks are below maximum acceptable risk for only 12% of the population. Approval for the entire population could result in more risk than benefit for the population as a whole, yet the 12% may reflect a substantial number of patients who would choose to use the treatment were it available. In this case, a regulatory decision based on benefit-risk considerations alone might not approve the device for the entire population, but rather may indicate it for those patients whose preferences are such that benefits exceed risks. Such an approval would be for a subgroup of patients based on preference. These two examples demonstrate how regulatory knowledge of the distribution of patient preferences can potentially influence a regulatory decision.

---
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**Exhibit 2-5**
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One last step in this thought experiment is to extend the simple integrated benefit-risk measure depicted in Exhibits 2-4 and 2-5 to account for uncertainty. These exhibits show a single, deterministic measure for each patient, based on average rates (point estimates) for the benefits and harms and a deterministic set of preferences for each patient. Exhibit 2-6 below illustrates the effect of incorporating uncertainties for benefits, harms, and preferences into the integrated benefit-risk measure for the example in Exhibit 2-4.

Uncertainty in the integrated benefit-risk measure is represented by a band around the measure bordered by the light blue lines. The light blue lines can be considered a 95% confidence interval around the measure. Because of this uncertainty, the proportion of patients for which benefit exceeds risk (above Q1) could vary from 70% to 85%, with the range for the threshold Q1 represented by the dashed red line. If the decision were to use the treatment as long as the integrated benefit-risk measures’ confidence interval excludes risk exceeding benefit, then the set of patients for which the treatment is appropriate shifts from above Q1 to above Q2. Effectively, benefits have to exceed risk by the threshold depicted as X in Exhibit 2-6 in order to account for the uncertainty. The portion of the population for which this criterion is met is 70% in this example. An alternative description is that, when the maximum tolerated risk is computed with uncertainty, the risk must be below the maximum tolerated risk by at least X to have confidence that benefits exceed risk.

**Exhibit 2-6**

As stated above, the intention of this Framework Report is not to specify an algorithmic approach to incorporating patient preferences into FDA benefit-risk assessments. While benefit-risk analysis concepts originate from decision science, the most appropriate means for incorporating them into regulatory decision making is more a reflection of regulatory policy than decision analysis methods. Formal mathematical formulation of these benefit-risk problems in device approval situations will not always be necessary or feasible, nor will an algorithmic approach to incorporating patient preference information into regulatory benefit-risk assessments.

Rather, the discussion of terms and concepts in this section of the Framework Report are intended to inform discussion of incorporating patient preferences into regulatory decisions, which in the end will require judgment on the part of both sponsors and FDA staff. The next section of this report, Section III: “Evaluating the Potential Value of Patient Preference Information in Regulatory Benefit-Risk Assessments of Medical Technology,” will build on the concepts outlined in this section to discuss in what situations patients preference information might be valuable in helping to frame benefit-risk assessments for regulatory purposes.
SECTION II EXAMPLE:  

CDRH-Sponsored Weight Loss Devices Study

Background Concepts As Illustrated by the CDRH Obesity Study

The goal of the CDRH obesity study focused on assessing patient preferences regarding the major benefit and risk attributes of technologies for weight loss. Rather than just reach out and listen to the opinion of patients, this study “quantifies patients’ perspectives on benefits, providing the minimum benefit they expect from a weight-loss device to tolerate a given level of risk and other device attributes.”

The choice of the attributes evaluated in the weight loss devices study was based on clinical and regulatory knowledge at the time, including both a literature review and knowledge of devices that were likely to be reviewed by CDRH following the study. Due to sample size considerations, the number of attributes and levels was restricted and priority was given to those attributes that were most important to patients and clinicians. The selected attributes are listed in the following table:

| Exhibit 2-7: Weight Loss Devices: Benefits, Major Risks, and Other Harms |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Attribute</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Benefits</td>
<td>• % Total body weight loss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Weight loss duration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Reduction in dose of prescription drugs for comorbidity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Major Risks</td>
<td>• Chance of dying from obtaining the device (mortality rate)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Chance of side effects requiring hospitalization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Harms</td>
<td>• Side effects duration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Dietary restrictions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Type of operation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The decisions involving treatments for obesity are preference sensitive, that is, no option is clearly superior, so each patient has to make an individual choice about what treatment, if any, to use. The treatment options may range from non-invasive (e.g., diet and exercise, prescription drugs) to minimally invasive (e.g., vagus nerve stimulation) to moderately invasive, but reversible (e.g., laparoscopic-placed gastric banding) to invasive, irreversible surgery (e.g., gastric bypass). The benefit-risk profiles of these options are illustrated in Exhibit 2-8 below.
Diet and exercise poses small risks but offers limited benefit, whereas gastric banding may yield a significant amount of long lasting weight loss but is associated with higher risks. In this case the decisions are preference sensitive because a patient who chooses treatment D over C values the additional benefit provided by D more than he or she fears the additional risk. Another patient may chose C because, to that patient, the additional benefit of D does not compensate the additional risk.

In this example, the minimum required benefits are the minimum weight loss and weight loss duration that a patient will require to tolerate the risks, adverse events, and diet restrictions of the device. The information collected allowed the calculation of the minimal acceptable benefit for a given level of risk and other attributes (“MinB” in the study). The study also allows an assessment of patient risk tolerance by quantifying the maximum acceptable risk for a given level and duration of weight loss (“MaxR” in the study).
SECTION III:
Evaluating the Potential Value of Patient Preference Information in Regulatory Benefit-Risk Assessments of Medical Technology
A key question regarding the use of patient preference information is how to identify situations in which patient preference information would help regulatory decision making. Patient perspectives on benefit and risks will be more valuable in regulatory evaluation of some clinical indications, benefit-risk scenarios, and technologies than in others. This section of the PCBR Framework Report discusses factors to consider in deciding in what situations patient preference information might be useful in regulatory decision making.

**Factors to Consider in Determining if Patient Preference Information Could be Useful in a Particular Regulatory Decision**

The decision to collect and submit patient preference information to help in the regulatory approval of that technology is at the judgment of the sponsor. In other situations, FDA staff may want to collect patient preference information to help them frame the thinking about the regulatory requirements in an emerging area of medical technology, as is illustrated by the study of patient preferences regarding weight loss technologies undertaken by CDRH and discussed throughout this report.4 The big issue facing sponsors or FDA staff is deciding in what situations collecting such information will be valuable in the regulatory process and worth the time, cost, and effort.

As described in Section II, one set of conditions under which patient preference information is likely to be of value is if the clinical decision to use the medical device is “preference sensitive” based on its benefits and harms. As discussed below, there are other conditions in which such information is potentially valuable as well. In developing a process for determining whether patient preference information could be useful in the regulatory approval of that product, the PCBR Project Steering Committee decided not to take an algorithmic or prescriptive approach. Rather, the approach outlined in this Report is to describe factors which suggest that patient preference information would be a meaningful addition to a regulatory submission.

The factors outlined below focus on the benefits and risks of specific technologies. Section 513(a) of the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act requires demonstration of reasonable assurance of safety and effectiveness for devices subject to premarket approval. Determination of reasonable assurance of safety and effectiveness involves weighing any probable benefits to health from use of the device against any probable risk of injury, in addition to other factors. CDRH's Benefit-Risk Guidance for premarket approval and de novo classifications1 recognizes a number of these other factors in addition to clinical data on benefit and risk, such as availability of alternative treatments and the importance of patient-centric assessment of benefit and risk. Information on how patients value a new technology compared to therapeutic alternatives provides context for benefit-risk decisions. In alignment with CDRH’s structure for benefit-risk assessment, preference is not limited to benefits and harms, but also includes attributes such as means of implantation/use, frequency of use, lifestyle aspects of use, and other non-therapeutic outcomes. The PCBR Steering Committee acknowledges that benefit-risk decisions may be based on these characteristics in addition to therapeutic outcomes. However, the focus of this section is on preference information regarding benefits and risks due to the explicit relationship between benefit-risk assessment and the statutory approval standard.

Factors that are broadly relevant for preference-sensitive decisions and situations in which patient preference information could be valuable include:

1) factors related to the perspective of patients as stakeholders, 2) factors related to benefit-risk tradeoffs inherent in the use of a particular technology, and 3) factors related to regulatory novelty. While these three groups of factors may not capture all possible considerations about whether or not to collect patient preference information in a specific situation, they do...
represent a core set of factors that can be considered. Each of these three types of factors is discussed in more detail below.

None, some, or all of these factors may be relevant to a particular technology or clinical indication. While preference-sensitivity is a common denominator of whether preference information might be valuable, a useful “rule of thumb” is that the more factors that apply to a technology or clinical indication, the more important patient preference information is likely to be in a regulatory decision.

**Factors Related to the Perspective of Patients as Stakeholders**

Patient preferences might differ significantly from what would be expected by providers, FDA staff, or others who do not experience the challenges of living with the disease, particularly in the context of rare diseases, end-of-life care, or coping with debilitating chronic diseases. To the extent that technologies are used in such indications, patient preference information may be helpful in informing the benefit-risk assessment for regulatory approval.

**Specific factors related to the perspective of patients as stakeholders include:**

- **Differences in patient preferences or risk tolerance from that of other key stakeholders.** Information on patient preferences might be useful when there is a suggestion that patients are willing to accept a different degree of risk or require a different degree of benefit than providers or regulators (have different maximum acceptable risk or minimum required benefit), and understanding that difference may alter the regulatory decision.

- **Heterogeneity in patient preference.** Patient preference information can be valuable when it illustrates the preferences of an “average” patient, but it is especially valuable if it illustrates the range of patient preferences across the population and the existence of a subgroup of patients with considerable differences in preferences. Preference information would be particularly valuable when there is a suggestion that these differences are important enough to alter the decision whether to approve a product for at least one subgroup of patients. Understanding the heterogeneity of patient preferences may help sponsors and regulators agree on label claims that appropriately identify the patient population for which the technology is indicated. This characterization of heterogeneity by patient preferences can be considered a complement to efforts to elucidate heterogeneity of treatment effect by defining clinical factors (e.g., physical exam, biomarkers, imaging, disease severity measures) that enable more precise prediction by patient subgroup of the likelihood of the harms and benefits.

- **Understanding the clinical experience requires considerable personal familiarity with the disease.** Personal experience with the disease or condition might be necessary to understand the acceptability of benefits and harms or to report clinical endpoints for products with certain indications. For example, the perspective of the patient might be valuable in technologies addressing rare diseases or unmet medical needs or in submissions supported by subjective clinical endpoints.

Information on patient preferences might be particularly valuable in the following instances:

- When the clinical experiences of key endpoints for the device are highly subjective (e.g., pain, fatigue, nausea, paresthesia, itch, depression), or when impact on quality of life is an important outcome measure. The more subjective the outcome measures for benefits and/or risks of a technology are, the more useful patient preference information might be in interpreting and weighing those subjective responses. Quality of life (QOL) measures and Patient Reported Outcomes measures (PROs) are often used when measurement of the outcomes of a therapy are based on the subjective experience of the patient. PROs may be primary, secondary, or exploratory endpoints, and in many situations, provide information on the level of patient perception of an outcome (e.g., pain, shortness of breath, quality of life). In some situations, they measure patient satisfaction with the outcomes of a therapy (e.g., satisfaction with appearance after a dermatologic procedure or satisfaction with an orthopedic surgery). However, these subjective outcome measures do not provide information on the relative importance attributes to patients or how patients tradeoff benefits and risks. Information from patient preference studies can provide information that complements subjective outcome information from PROs and QOL instruments by helping understand how patients value and tradeoff those outcomes.

- When the key benefit is considered a “lifestyle” or fully elective benefit and decisions to use the product are patient-driven. Patient preferences and risk tolerance are of particular interest for those classes of technologies that by their very nature are preference-sensitive, notably elective medical procedures or technologies that are used based on patient preference and not on severity of symptoms or other more objective medical needs. Information on how patients think about the benefits and risks might help in the regulatory evaluation of
In the evaluation of such patient self-use products, it is important to draw a difference between patient preference information and human factors information. Patient involvement in use of the technology.

Patient populations would choose to use the product. Patient preference information may be useful in showing that a portion of the target population may accept more risk in exchange for benefits of convenience and better outcomes from more frequent dialysis compared to in-center hemodialysis.*

Factors Related to Benefit-Risk Tradeoffs Inherent in the Use of a Particular Technology

While there is a formal definition for preference-sensitivity, there are situations in which the use of a technology is almost certain to be highly preference sensitive even in the absence of formal analysis. Patient preference information could be particularly useful in regulatory decision making for products with challenging benefit-risk scenarios, including products with marginal benefit-risk profiles or complex benefit-risk tradeoffs.

Such situations include:

- Marginal benefit-risk scenarios (“close calls”). As illustrated in Exhibit 3-1 below, patient preference information is less likely to be useful for regulatory decisions where there are clear benefits and little risk to patients (top left box, green). The choice to use a medical technology in this situation would likely not be a preference sensitive decision as the benefits clearly exceed the risks. Benefit-risk assessment in other situations, illustrated by the other quadrants of Exhibit 3-1, can be less straightforward when it less clear whether benefits exceed risks. In these more challenging to assess benefit-risk situations, the decision to use the technology is more likely to be preference sensitive and preference information more valuable in making the benefit-risk determination. Patient preference information may be particularly useful:
  - When there is a clear benefit with serious risks (top right box, orange). In this situation, patient preference information would be valuable to clarify that at least a portion of the patient population has a risk tolerance that would allow them to choose the therapy.
  - When there is modest benefit but also modest risk (bottom left box, yellow). For technologies with this benefit-risk profile, patient preference information would be valuable to make sure the technology delivers at least the minimum required benefits for the level of risk, as the low level of risk is not likely to exceed the maximum acceptable risk.

* In the evaluation of such patient self-use products, it is important to draw a difference between patient preference information and human factors information. Human factors information focuses on how patients or providers use a technology and on the user experience. The FDA will likely require sponsors of patient self-use products to present human factors studies to demonstrate that targeted patients can safely and effectively use the product. However, patient preference information focuses on the patient’s decision whether to use a technology given its benefits and risks relative to other alternatives. While human factors information is needed to show that most, if not all, patients are able to use the product, patient preference information may be useful in showing that a portion of the target patient populations would choose to use the product.
When there is significant risk with modest benefit (bottom right box, red). In this situation, a product is unlikely to be approved unless it addresses a clinical need for which the modest benefit with significant risk of the technology represents an attractive alternative to the other available treatment options. Patient preference information would be valuable to demonstrate that there is at least a subset of patients who would accept the level of benefit offered and for whom the harms do not exceed the maximum acceptable risk.

Additional factors, such as uncertainty about benefits and risks, can add complexity to benefit-risk assessments, particularly if the assessment is a “close call.” Studies that assess patient preferences in light of those factors can assist in sorting through the complexity of benefit-risk assessment in those situations. Situations in which complex benefit-risk tradeoffs arise may include those in which:

- The technology is so different from existing therapies or so novel that either (1) incremental benefits and/or harms are likely to be large, or (2) there is little existing data that indicates the likelihood of benefits and harms. Such situations overlap with those discussed under “regulatory novelty” below, and might occur when:

- The technology is a therapy for a chronic condition traditionally treated with drugs. The technology has a different benefit-risk tradeoff compared to the drug, for example where there may be lower efficacy with the technology but there are likely fewer systemic side-effects than the drug. Patient preference information might be useful in demonstrating that patients will want to use this technology instead of or in addition to drug.

- The technology is less invasive. The new technology and more invasive alternatives may have fundamentally different benefit-risk profiles (e.g., the minimally invasive approach is less risky but also less effective than the more invasive approach). Patient preference information might reveal if and how patients are willing to trade off invasiveness for safety or efficacy differences.

- The technology changes the provider or caregiver or the setting of care. For example, the technology may enable patient self-care versus physician or nurse-provided care. If so, information on the patients’ view of which setting they prefer may impact the regulatory benefit-risk assessment.

- The technology is reversible. Patients may prefer a reversible treatment that is less beneficial but which preserves future treatment options to an irreversible treatment that is potentially more beneficial, but which cannot be reversed if it fails.
Non-compensatory tradeoffs. Patient preference information can be particularly valuable to discover subgroups of patients for whom there are risks for which no benefit would compensate (e.g., for some patients, no degree of reduction in mild pain will compensate for an increase in mortality). While in some cases the importance of the risk (e.g., death) may be obvious, but in other situations patient preference information may be required to demonstrate that no patient would accept the risks of a technology (e.g., chronic pain or disability) for the benefits offered. A challenging aspect of regulatory decision making is that the full spectrum of these risks may not be known a priori or even after initial clinical trials.

Decision is preference sensitive due to uncertainty. As discussed in Section II, an important component of patient preferences is uncertainty attitude, or how uncertainty about benefits and harms of a treatment affect patient decisions to use that treatment. There may be a subset of patients that prefer the possibility of a cure over the certainty of an improvement. For example, some risk-tolerant patients may be willing to accept the risk of a new treatment that offers a 50% chance of curing a chronic disease, whereas other risk-averse patients may not and would prefer an existing treatment that does not offer a cure, but would improve 100% of the patients. Accordingly, patient preferences are particularly germane to regulatory decisions when:

- The average benefit clearly exceeds the risks, but the probability of an individual patient experiencing the benefit or the degree of benefit experienced by an individual patient varies widely; or
- The average benefit clearly exceeds the risks, but it is unclear in an individual case whether the benefits will occur before the disease progresses or whether the patient might die before the benefit occurs.

Factors Related to Regulatory Novelty

In addition to data that is required for regulatory decision making, there might be a large array of knowledge that exists a priori before additional data is collected. This knowledge, or the lack thereof, influences the understanding of sponsors, FDA staff, and others of the disease state, and of benefits and harms of a particular treatment approach, and therefore is directly relevant to discussions about the importance of incorporating patient preferences into regulatory decision making. The more familiar that clinicians, sponsors, and FDA staff already are with the benefits and harms of an existing technology, particularly with how patients perceive those benefits and harms, the less need they have for additional patient preference information. The less familiar clinicians, sponsors, and FDA staff are with a disease state or a new treatment approach, the more valuable that patient preference information may be in helping each of these groups understand how patients view the benefit-risk tradeoffs inherent in the use of the technology.
Additionally, in areas with a significant regulatory precedent, it is less likely that patient preference information will make a significant difference in the regulatory process, unless such information is needed to help change that precedent. The less regulatory precedent there is for the approval of a new technology, the more likely it is that patient preference information could help shape the benefit-risk determination for approval of that technology.

To illustrate, assume a novel technology emerges in a new clinical area in which there is not much existing knowledge regarding its benefits and harms or about patient preferences regarding the use of that technology. In this situation, patient preference information can be particularly helpful to sponsors and FDA staff in framing the benefit risk issues to be considered in the approval process. As mentioned earlier in this section, situations in which challenges of regulatory novelty might arise include using a device for a clinical indication that has traditionally been treated by drugs (e.g., a device treatment for hypertension) or a new less-invasive technology for a clinical area already served by a more invasive technology (e.g., percutaneous heart valves compared to traditional surgically implanted valves).

Sponsors might consider collecting and submitting preference information, and FDA might consider encouraging such collection based on:

- **FDA staff familiarity with a particular clinical area.** Patient preference information will be more useful in informing regulatory decisions in clinical areas with which the FDA staff have less familiarity than in areas where there is significant regulatory precedent and the staff have a good understanding of the clinical context of use of the technology.

- **FDA staff familiarity with the use of a particular technology.** Patient preference information can be useful in situations where it can help sponsors frame for reviewers the clinical context and clinical issues around the use of a new technology in an existing clinical area or the use of an existing technology in a new clinical indication.

The CDRH study of patient preferences regarding weight loss devices referenced throughout this report is the best existing example of patient preference information being used to identify the key benefits and risks important to patients and using that information to frame regulatory requirements in a clinical area. The preference information from that study was then used in the approval of a novel medical device, the Enteromedics Maestro™ Rechargeable System for patients with obesity.

### When Patient Preference Information is Less Likely to be Valuable

In addition to thinking about when patient preference information might be valuable for CDRH benefit-risk determinations, it is also helpful to identify situations in which such information would likely not be of great value. Preference information is less likely to be valuable when decisions are not preference-sensitive.

**Such situations include:**

- **When the patient is not a major decision maker or stakeholder.** This may be the case in situations in which it is primarily the preferences of others, particularly providers, that determines the use of a particular technology (e.g., the decision of a surgeon to use one particular surgical tool versus another). In such situations, information about the preferences of other key decision-makers may be much more useful than patient preference information.

- **When the disease state, technology, study design, and clinical inputs are generally understood by both sponsors and FDA staff, and there is significant regulatory precedent for approval.** In these situations, patient preference information may be nice to have, but would likely not be as valuable in the regulatory benefit-risk assessment process as it would in areas in which sponsors and FDA staff have less experience.

- **When the benefits of the technology are so high and the risks so low that approval is highly likely.** This is the situation illustrated in the upper left, green box in Exhibit 3-1. In such cases, the benefit-risk assessment is so straightforward based on clinical data that patient preference information will not add much information to the regulatory decision.

- **When the treatment is clearly superior to existing therapies such there is no benefit-risk tradeoffs compared to alternative therapies.** This situation can occur when the treatment is likely superior to all alternatives in terms of effectiveness with no tradeoff in safety; when the treatment is likely safer than all other alternatives with no loss of effectiveness; or when the treatment is likely superior in both safety and effectiveness to all other treatments.

- **When the treatment addresses an unmet medical need with poor outcomes such that the risks of the treatment will not be greater than the risks of the untreated disease.** In this case, the patient does not have treatment alternatives. From a regulatory approval point of
view, the key benefit-risk issue is whether there are benefits to the patient of the treatment, and collecting patient preference information is less likely to be of value in the regulatory benefit-risk assessment process decision.

While collecting patient preference information in these situations might be valuable for other purposes such as reimbursement, marketing, or shared medical decision making, as discussed in Section VII, such preference information is not likely to be of significant value in the regulatory benefit-risk determinations in these situations.

Based on the factors outlined and summarized above, sponsors might decide that it would be helpful in the approval process for a specific technology to include patient preference information that can frame, for CDRH staff, patients' perspectives on benefits and harms of that technology. In particular, a sponsor might identify areas in which they want to collect and present to FDA information about patient preferences to strengthen their evidence supporting a positive benefit-risk determination, to help them identify subgroups of patients for whom the initial approval of a new technology is particularly compelling, or to better align the product labeling with the treatment decisions patient and providers will need to make once the product is in the market. FDA staff might decide to undertake their own evaluation of patient preferences to help them better understand the benefit-risk tradeoffs in a particular clinical area, particularly an emerging clinical area, as they recently did for medical devices used to treat obesity. Section VI of this Framework Report discusses the use of patient preference information in regulatory benefit-risk assessments. Patient preference information can have other value to sponsors as well. Section IV discusses the value of collecting patient preference information at different stages in the product lifecycle, and Section VII discusses the potential value of patient preference information beyond the regulatory process in marketing, reimbursement, and shared decision making.
At the time the CDRH obesity study was conducted, gastric banding was the only invasive device for treating obesity approved for the U.S. market. A significant number of new technologies under development were taking a variety of different approaches to facilitating weight loss. Some required surgery, others involved endoscopic procedures, and some were non-invasive. CDRH appreciated that these different technologies offered different types and amounts of benefits and risks to patients, as reflected in the benefit-risk paradigm for clinical trial design published by FDA in 2012. To help develop a consistent basis for regulating such devices, FDA staff thought it would be valuable to determine quantitatively what would be the minimum clinically meaningful effectiveness (weight loss) to patients that would offset the different types of risk posed by the variety of weight loss devices that were under development.

Devices for obesity lend themselves to assessment of patient preferences because they are elective procedures that are clearly preference sensitive. While surgical options for weight loss such as gastric bypass and gastric banding have been available for many years, only a relatively small subset of obese patients have chosen to undergo an interventional procedure to help with weight loss to date.

In addition to obesity being a clinical area in which treatment decisions are preference sensitive, technologies for weight loss fit many of the factors outlined in Section III. Several factors related to the perspective of obese patients suggest the value of gathering preference information in this patient population. The perspective of patients with obesity is clearly different from physicians and others who are not severely overweight and may not understand why diet and exercise alone are not enough for many obese patients to lose weight. Additionally, patients will have to live with the dietary restrictions and side effects that may come with the use of specific devices for obesity, the challenges of which may not be fully appreciated by those without the disease state. There is also likely significant heterogeneity in how patients view the benefits and risks of device options, with some patients more willing to comply with dietary restrictions and tolerate side effects such as mortality risk or nausea and vomiting than others. Finally, the decision to use a device to treat obesity is an elective decision on the part of the patient. If fully informed of the benefits and risks of specific options, patients may or may not choose to use that technology to facilitate weight loss.

Several of the factors regarding the benefit-risk tradeoffs involved in the use of a technology apply to devices for obesity as well. As illustrated by both the CDRH benefit-risk paradigm for design of clinical trials for obesity devices and the CDRH obesity study itself, there are a variety of levels of benefits in terms of both amount and duration of weight loss as well as several different types of risks – mortality, morbidity, and quality of life side-effects – that make the benefit-risk tradeoffs complex. The level of invasiveness and reversibility of the technologies under development varies significantly, making it important to understand how patients view the risks associated with these attributes of obesity devices. Understanding the importance of the duration of weight loss as well as the amount of weight loss illustrates how temporal factors may affect benefit-risk assessment.

A significant driver for the CDRH obesity study was the desire for staff to better understand an important emerging area of technology, that is, the “regulatory novelty” of treating obesity with less invasive medical devices. While gastric bands had been approved in the past, the range of new devices under development raised issues of how to ensure a consistent approach to determining the clinical requirements for FDA approval. The study undertaken by CDRH allowed not only the confirmation of which benefits and risks are of importance to patients, but also the quantitative modeling of how patients tradeoff benefits and risks. This information helps to inform FDA staff as they set the clinical requirements for and perform benefit-risk assessments of new obesity technologies, as illustrated by the recent EnteroMedics Maestro Rechargeable System approval.
SECTION IV: Potential Use and Value of Patient Preference Information in the Product Development Lifecycle
Section III discussed the factors to consider in deciding whether patient preference information would be useful in the regulatory approval process for a given technology. If patient preference would be useful, a question arises regarding the timing of collection of this information. This section of the Framework Report will focus on the basic uses of patient preference information in the regulatory process and how such information can be collected and used throughout the product development lifecycle. While this section focuses on the collection of patient preference information for regulatory process, it will also mention the potential use and value of patient preference information for other purposes, including product development, reimbursement, marketing, and shared clinical decision making, topics that will be discussed in more detail in Section VII.

What is the Role of Patient Preference Information in Regulatory Benefit-Risk Assessments?

The CDRH Benefit-Risk Guidance discusses the value of a patient-centric approach to benefit-risk analysis in identifying at least a subset of patients willing to accept the risk of a technology for the benefits it offers. As was discussed in the Introduction to this report and is discussed further in Section VI, information on patient preferences can help FDA reviewers understand patient perspectives regarding benefits and risks of a technology.

Patient preference information can be useful to FDA reviewers in three major ways:

- **Framing benefit-risk issues.** Patient preference information can help identify the key benefit-risk issues of a particular therapy and how patients trade off benefits and risks of the therapy. Patient preference information can elucidate how patients with a disease or clinical need perceive the benefits and risks of a particular technology for addressing that disease or clinical need. This information can help identify the full range of benefits or risks that are important to patients.

Beyond elucidating the benefits and risks important to patients, preference information can help reviewers understand how patients think about and trade off benefits and risks. As discussed in Section II, patient preference information can help identify the maximum acceptable risk and minimum required benefit that patients will accept in deciding whether to use the product. It can also help identify the amount of additional risk patients are willing to accept in exchange for a specific amount of benefit. Information on how patients think about the tradeoff of benefit and risk can help reviewers frame their benefit-risk assessment in a patient-centric way. This can be of particular value when patients are willing to accept more risk for a given benefit or less benefit for a specific level of risk than reviewers might otherwise expect.

- **Identifying subgroups of patients that would prefer a technology under review.** Patient preference information can be helpful to identify subgroups of patients with decision-relevant differences in preferences, particularly those subgroups who would be willing to accept the currently known benefit-risk tradeoffs of the technology under study. As outlined in the FDA Benefit-Risk Guidance, a key regulatory consideration is whether there is a significant subpopulation of patients (if not all patients) that is willing to accept the risks of a particularly technology given the benefits that it offers. An important value of patient preference information in the regulatory process is helping to identify if there is a subgroup of patients that is willing to accept the risks of a particularly technology offered by a particular technology.
Subgroups of patients may be defined by traditional demographic or disease categories, such as age, gender, race/ethnic background, disease severity, trajectory of disease, or refractoriness to other treatments. Patient subgroups may also be identified by preferences themselves, particularly if there is a subset of patients with the disease that, because of greater risk tolerance, higher valuation of the benefits, greater tolerance for uncertainty, or some combination of those factors, would prefer a specific treatment when other patients would not. As is discussed in more detail in Section VI, if there is an identifiable subset of patients that would use the product that cannot be defined based on traditional demographic or clinical characteristics, but that can be identified based on preferences, such products might be labeled for those patients expressing that preference.

- **Building a quantitative benefit-risk assessment model.** Patient preference information is essential to bring the patient’s perspective into cases where a quantitative benefit-risk model is used to inform a product approval decision. While generally not needed in most regulatory situations, such quantitative benefit-risk models can be particularly valuable in those few complex cases where there is a mixture of several important benefits and harms, some favoring the study technology and some favoring the comparator, such that quantitative modeling is the best way to understand benefit-risk tradeoffs. The preferences can be used as weights to scale differences in probability or severity of benefits and harms to reflect their importance to patients.

By helping frame risk-benefit issues from the patient’s perspective, the use of patient preference information in a benefit-risk assessment for regulatory approval can help ensure that such an assessment is “patient-centric” and reflects the patient perspective. By using patient preference information to help identify at least a subset of patients for which benefits exceed risks, patient preference information supports the approval of a product for that subset of patients even if the benefit-risk analysis for the “average” patient or the majority of patients with the disease would not be indicated for the product. And for more complex cases, patient preference information can support quantitative benefit-risk modeling. Used in these ways in a patient-centric regulatory approval process, patient preference information helps ensure that products are appropriately approved for the subgroups of patients that would choose to use those products based on their benefits and risks.

### Building a Body of Knowledge About Patient Preferences

The assessment of whether the benefits of a technology exceed the risks for a particular patient population is central to the decision to approve the product. Such a benefit-risk assessment is usually based not just on one study, but on a body of knowledge about the product that has been built over time. While a major pivotal trial may provide critical information on the benefits and harms of the technology, the design of such trials is usually based on knowledge derived from existing literature about the disease and its treatment, experience with other devices used to treat the same disease, and earlier pre-clinical and clinical studies of the device in question. Indeed, a key element of every product approval application is communicating to the reviewers the body of knowledge about the disease state, the current therapies available, and the demonstrated safety and effectiveness of the product under consideration.

Similarly, information about patient views of benefit and risk for a given technology can contribute to the body of knowledge about a product and thereby help inform this benefit-risk assessment. In essence, a body of knowledge about patient preferences can be a subset of the broader body of knowledge about the product. While one major preference study may provide critical information about patient preferences regarding a product, such a major preference study could, and probably should, be designed based on prior literature about patient preferences in the particular disease state, information on patient preferences about prior products, and information gathered earlier in the product development process about patient preferences. The application for approval could then communicate to reviewers the full body of patient preference knowledge about the disease state, about alternative products, and about the product under consideration to help inform the benefit-risk assessment for that product approval.

In building a body of knowledge around patient preferences for regulatory purposes, it might be helpful for the sponsor to “begin with the end in mind,” that is to start with the goal of obtaining regulatory approval for the product and consider the patient preference information that might be helpful to the benefit-risk assessment needed for that regulatory approval. The sponsor, perhaps with input from FDA staff, can then work backwards from the regulatory benefit-risk assessment to identify how a body of knowledge about patient preferences can be built up through the product development and regulatory processes, as will be discussed in more detail later in this section.
Before discussing this approach to building up the body of knowledge about patient preferences further, it is helpful to think about how patient preference information can be collected and used at each stage of the product lifecycle.

Patient Preference Information and the Product Lifecycle

The key stages of the Product Lifecycle can be described in terms of typical activities that occur during the product development process, including the relationship of each activity to steps in the regulatory process, such as design controls, that are required for regulatory approval. Exhibit 4-1, “Incorporating Patient Preferences into the Medical Device Total Product Lifecycle,” is a diagram developed by CDRH staff to illustrate the major steps in the product development process and how patient preference information might be collected at each stage to enhance product development and help build the body of patient preference information that informs the regulatory approval decision as well as serve post-market purposes. Each step is discussed briefly below.

Discovery and Ideation. This stage often consists of basic market research, gathering key stakeholder (patient, payer, and physician) inputs through a variety of means to characterize clinical needs for a new product. This may include literature reviews of the safety, effectiveness, and gaps associated with existing procedures and therapies to understand benefits and risks. Informal, proof of concept testing in animals may occur to demonstrate feasibility and generate intellectual property. Information gathered from patients regarding their view of the disease and preferences regarding existing treatments can help innovators understand the clinical needs and the characteristics of the new technology required for success. This phase often includes a focus on understanding the clinical, commercial, organizational, and technical risks of the new opportunity and developing plans to address them.

Given that details on the full range of benefits and risks of a new technology are generally not known at the time of conceiving of the technology, much of the patient preference information that can be collected at this early stage in the product development process will likely be qualitative more than quantitative. Nevertheless, such information from patients,
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even if qualitative, can be quite helpful in defining important attributes or features of the product and in thinking about what additional information will need to be captured going forward through the product development process.

**Invention and Prototyping.** At this stage, the concept and market assessment is mature enough for an organization to commit resources to begin a formal development effort using design controls, often culminating in the execution of clinical studies.

**Key steps relevant to patient preferences include:**

- **Design and development planning efforts to schedule key activities required to bring the product to market.** This planning stage will often include characterizing the clinical, regulatory, and reimbursement pathway to commercialization, including the need for clinical trials. Such planning can include considering what additional information about patient preferences might be valuable to framing benefit-risk issues and building the body of knowledge needed for the regulatory benefit-risk assessment of the technology.

- **Development of design inputs and specifications.** This includes **Invention** that contains further details on the concepts developed in the Discovery and Ideation phase and **Prototyping** of the proposed design to assess its ability to meet key stakeholder inputs using Pre-Clinical Testing techniques. Patient feedback on initial designs may be helpful in this process, not only on attributes of the products themselves, but also on how patients perceive the benefits and risks of this technology versus other options. Much of this feedback may be qualitative, although some quantitative information may be captured at this stage as well.

- **Design Verification. Pre-Clinical Testing** (e.g., animal studies, modeling, electromechanical testing, and software testing) to show that the finished design meets the design specifications.

- **Design Validation. Pre-Clinical Testing** (modeling and simulation), risk analysis, and Clinical Trials to ensure that the finished device meets stakeholder (patient, payer, and physician) needs. Again, patient feedback from early clinical use, both qualitative and quantitative, is often very valuable in design iterations.

**Clinical Testing.** This stage begins when prototype products are moved into formal human clinical trials in the U.S. or abroad. Such testing may begin with feasibility studies, followed by one or more larger clinical trials to demonstrate safety and efficacy. Information collected on patient preferences and key concerns can help inform clinical trial design. Clinical trials can offer an opportunity to collect additional feedback from patients both on the technology itself and their preferences about the use of this technology compared to other alternatives. As data about the actual benefits and risks of a product increases based on clinical trial results, patient preference studies can become more specific to the product itself and more quantitative.

**Regulatory Approval.** When FDA issues an order approving a product for marketing in the U.S., it approves the specific product labeling and may also specify additional post-approval requirements. As discussed earlier in this section, patient preference information submitted for regulatory approval can help frame benefit-risk issues from a patient perspective, help identify a population of patients for whom the benefit exceeds the risk, and, if needed, help inform a quantitative benefit-risk tradeoff model.

**Product Launch and Reimbursement.** The scope of the product launch is dictated by company strategy and the availability of reimbursement for the new technology. A company may undertake a full market launch, or the initial product launch may be limited to a small group of initial physicians or hospitals to test marketing strategies, obtain additional stakeholder feedback, and develop additional longer-term outcome data to support reimbursement. Initial launch may be limited by reimbursement issues, particularly if new coding, coverage, and payment levels need be established before providers will use the technology. As will be discussed in Section VII, patient preference information may supplement clinical data on technology safety and effectiveness in such reimbursement discussions. Additionally, patient preference issues may help guide informed consent or shared decision making efforts around a new technology.

**Post-market Monitoring.** During commercialization, additional data on safety and effectiveness, as well as customer satisfaction, may be gathered by actively conducting post-market studies (including FDA-mandated post-approval activities) and seeking customer feedback about product use. Knowledge gained during post-market monitoring may trigger product changes, leading back into the discovery and ideation phase (e.g., application to a new disease state) and the product development process (e.g., evolutionary design changes). In addition to clinical data and traditional customer feedback, formal studies of patient preferences may help inform product changes, regulatory considerations around expanding the indications/labeling for the technology, and perhaps the risk assessments underlying product recalls.
Exhibit 4-2, “Patient Preference Information and the Product Development Lifecycle,” provides additional thoughts on the role patient preference information (PPI) can play at each stage in the product development lifecycle. The table focuses on how information collected at each stage of the process can help inform each of the major uses of patient preference information in the regulatory approval decision: framing benefit-risk (B/R) issues, defining subpopulations for which benefits exceed risks, and informing quantitative benefit-risk tradeoff models. It also highlights other uses of patient preference information collected at each stage and offers some additional comments about patient preference information.

**Early Planning for Collecting Patient Preference Information**

As discussed above, the body of knowledge about patient views of benefit and risk for a given technology collected throughout the product development process can help inform the regulatory benefit-risk assessment for product approval. Again, it is reasonable for sponsors, perhaps with input of FDA staff, to consider the patient preference information that is needed for the regulatory approval decision, and then decide how best to collect this information during the pre-approval portion of the product lifecycle. Starting with consideration of what information about patient preferences would be helpful in the FDA regulatory approval decision, the sponsor, perhaps with FDA staff input, can work backwards through the product development cycle to identify opportunities earlier in the cycle to collect such information. To this end, sponsors need to make sure that the planning for obtaining patient preference information begin early in the product development lifecycle to make sure such information is available to inform later product development, regulatory approval, product launch, and reimbursement decisions. In the CDRH Benefit-Risk Guidance, the FDA “encourages any sponsor that is considering developing such data [on patient tolerance for risk and perspective on benefits] to have early interaction with the appropriate FDA review division.”

Sponsors may want to start understanding issues related to patient preferences long before their discussions with FDA staff. The Discovery/Ideation and Invention/Prototyping stages often occur before the sponsor has any interaction with FDA staff regarding the technology. Information on patient preferences collected prior to interaction with the FDA can provide valuable background information that can help inform initial discussions about regulatory requirements, clinical trial design, and what additional patient preference information might be valuable to the regulatory approval process. These early stages of product development can also be a good time to initiate interactions with the FDA regarding the product concept to discuss the appropriate regulatory pathway and the potential value of patient preference information.

It is important to recognize, however, that many of the risks that may occur with a particular technology may not be known until the end of pivotal trials. Conducting patient preference studies for the purposes of supporting a regulatory benefit-risk assessment without including all key risks can greatly hamper the use of the preference information in supporting an application. In some cases, it may be necessary to delay collection of patient preference information until after the pivotal study, but before submission for regulatory approval. The decision when best to conduct preference studies will depend on knowledge of the treatment’s mechanism of action, information on prior treatments of the same class, results from studies conducted to date, and clinical judgment, and is an appropriate topic for sponsor/FDA discussions.

This section of the Framework Report has focused on when in the product lifecycle information on patient perspectives and preference can be collected and how that information might be used to help inform the product development process as well as regulatory approval decisions. Section V discusses the “how” of collecting patient preference information by summarizing Appendix A of this report, the “Catalog of Patient Preference Assessment Methodologies,” which reviews the range of quantitative methods available to assess patient preferences, and discussing considerations in method selection for assessing patient preferences in a particular situation.
**Exhibit 4-2: Opportunities for Collection and Use of Patient Preference Information during the Product Development Lifecycle**

PPI = patient preference information; B/R = benefit-risk

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lifecycle Stage</th>
<th>Framing B/R Issues</th>
<th>Defining Subpopulations</th>
<th>Other Uses (including Quantitative B/R Models)</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Discovery and Ideation</td>
<td>Characterizing the need for and important attributes of a new product by examining the B/R associated with existing procedures and therapies</td>
<td>Identifying patients for whom new product might apply</td>
<td>Using PPI and patient risk tolerance to frame B/R tradeoffs associated with existing procedures as an input to product design steps above</td>
<td>Helpful to start thinking about patient preferences from the early days of need assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Invention and Prototyping</td>
<td>Understanding how patients think about B/R may lead to creative insights/ideas about product design</td>
<td>Understanding perspectives of subpopulations with disease may lead to creative insights/ideas about product design</td>
<td>• Preliminary risk analysis from PPI drives patient-specific design controls as part of product specifications • PPI gathered during “formative” testing of prototype usability</td>
<td>Early patient feedback can be valuable in prototyping phase and can help refine understanding of B/R issues important to patients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-clinical Development</td>
<td>• Seek early patient feedback on key design elements • Seek early patient input on what outcomes are important</td>
<td>• Early patient feedback may identify patients subgroups particularly interested in product • Preclinical testing might identify limits on technology that affect the patient population targeted</td>
<td>• Patient-specific design controls can be used during pre-clinical design verification testing • Risk analyses finalized with results of formative testing</td>
<td>Gather PPI during non-clinical trial validation studies involving users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-submission Interactions between Sponsor and CDRH Staff</td>
<td>• PPI used to help define B/R issues identified as part of B/R process (as outlined in CDRH B/R Guidance) • PPI can help sponsors and FDA understand the relative importance of different benefits and/or risks as well as how patient might tradeoff benefits and risks • Identify gaps in PPI that would be valuable for regulatory decision</td>
<td>• PPI used to inform staff about heterogeneity of patient perspectives on benefit and risks • Identification of gaps in understanding of how patient subpopulations think about B/R</td>
<td>• PPI can help identify need for quantitative B/R model in areas with significant B/R tradeoffs and inform design of such models • Sponsors may identify gaps in PPI that would be valuable to fill for reimbursement, marketing, informed consent, and shared decision making (see Section VII)</td>
<td>Most important decision during this phase is whether patient preference information would be valuable in regulatory evaluation of the technology in question per factors discussed in Section III; in many cases it is not needed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical Trial Design and Execution</td>
<td>• PPI can be used to help define primary and secondary endpoints • Clinical trial can be an opportunity to collect information on patient impression of B/R of product and whether patients would choose technology over alternatives</td>
<td>• PPI used to help define patient populations/enrollment criteria • PPI used to define subpopulations for analysis</td>
<td>• Quantitative PPI used to supply weights for factor weights in quantitative B/R models. • Identification/collection of information useful for reimbursement, marketing, future product development, and/or shared clinical decision making • Patient-specific design controls, including instructions for use, validated from patient feedback gathered during clinical study and other “summative” testing of product design</td>
<td>Most efficient to collect information on patient preferences during clinical trials, but in some cases may have to wait until actual benefits and risks are known from clinical trial results</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Regulatory Approval Submission/ Regulatory Decision | • PPI needed to bring patient perspective into B/R assessment  
• PPI can be used to identify B/R issues, measure relative importance of B/R issues to patients, and to show how patients tradeoff benefits and risks (see Section V)  
• Identify heterogeneity in patient risk tolerance and in valuing of benefits  
• Define subpopulations based on symptoms, severity, or other illness characteristic that would choose technology based on B/R  
• Define subpopulations based on preferences – need to specify how to inform patients and identify those that would choose the product  
• Quantitative B/R models may inform FDA decisions in areas with significant or complex B/R tradeoffs  
• PPI helps focus PMA conditions of approval or post-market surveillance requirements on important remaining B/R questions | Regulatory decisions incorporating PPI may be based primarily on a single preference study or may be based on body of knowledge about patient preferences that is built over prior steps in product lifecycle |
| Post-market studies | • PPI can help frame B/R issues and clinical value for post-market studies and regulatory evaluation  
• PPI can help in designing and interpreting trials on expanded indications  
• PPI can help in designing and interpreting trials in expanded target patient populations | • Collect PPI to support reimbursement efforts, refine market strategy and messaging  
• Refine information for patients and providers, and to develop shared decision making tools  
• Collect PPI to help identify areas for further product development |
| Post-market Launch | • Use PPI to identify/frame additional opportunities for label changes and/or new indications  
• Use PPI to understand the significance of emerging safety issues and their impact on the product’s B/R profile  
• Use PPI to identify to expand subpopulations indicated  
• Use PPI to identify opportunities for the technology in other disease states | • Marketing: help define target patient population, key messages, and launch strategy to optimize initial adoption and success rates  
• Shared decision making: B/R information important basis of informing patients regarding product use decisions  
• Actively and passively obtain PPI to identify new design features and design changes |
Patient preference information, such as obtained in the CDRH obesity study, can provide relevant information in the development of less invasive devices for treating obesity. The obesity study highlighted the attributes that are important to patients, which can help organizations developing new weight loss devices understand the product attributes that are most important to obese patients. The CDRH study sheds light on what would be the minimum clinically meaningful weight loss and weight loss duration that is expected to offset the risks and diet restrictions of weight loss devices. Sponsors can use the information from this study to help determine weight loss performance requirements for a device under development, as well as to understand the side effect profile and dietary restrictions that patients are willing to accept. For example, the study showed that patients are more willing to eat small meals and wait a long time between small meals than to restrict their consumption of sweets and hard-to-digest foods such as pizza, considered favorite foods.

The minimum clinically meaningful weight loss derived from the CDRH obesity study can help inform sponsors about the required benefit for their device that they need to demonstrate and can help in the estimation of the sample size required for a clinical trial for pre-market approval. In addition, the minimum clinically meaningful weight loss required by risk-tolerant patients can help sponsors identify if there may be a subgroup of obese patients who would be willing to accept the risks of the device.

The CDRH study results can also help companies estimate the portion of patients who would accept a specific device profile, providing valuable information about the potential market share of a device profile under consideration. Understanding the attributes important to patients may also help in the initial identification of key marketing messages to both patients and physicians regarding a technology under development.
SECTION V: Factors to Consider in Undertaking a Patient Preference Study
Beyond issues regarding in what situation and when in the development cycle patient preference information might be helpful, a topic of critical importance is how to obtain information on patient preferences. While a detailed “how to” guide on designing and implementing patient preference studies is beyond the scope of the PCBR Project, this section of the PCBR Framework Report discusses issues to consider when planning to undertake a patient preference study. The section describes briefly the process of developing Appendix A of this report, the “Catalog of Methods for Assessing Patient Preferences for Benefits and Harms of Medical Technologies,” and summarizes the methods cataloged. It then discusses factors to consider in selecting a method for a patient preference study. This section also suggests questions that sponsors, FDA staff, or others should address when designing such a study.

Background on Appendix A: Catalog of Methods for Assessing Patient Preferences for Benefits and Harms of Medical Technologies (the “Catalog of Methods”)

There are many methods that can be used to elicit patients’ preferences. These methods have different theoretical foundations and have been developed and applied in different research disciplines. Some have originated in economics, others in consumer marketing, others in decision analysis, and several in health services research. Because benefit-risk preference analysis is an emerging field, researchers in this area may not be aware of the variety of assessment methods available, what they measure, how they are used, and important differences among them.

In undertaking the Patient Centered Benefit-Risk Project, the Steering Committee quickly realized that there is no compendium of existing methods to collect and analyze information on patient preferences regarding the benefits and risks of a medical technology. As described in more detail in Appendix A, the PCBR Steering Committee contracted with RTI Health Solutions to oversee the creation of a “catalog” of methods for assessing patient preferences. To oversee the work, the PCBR Steering Committee created the “Catalog Working Group,” the members of which are listed in Exhibit 1-3. RTI Health Solutions, in conjunction with the Catalog Working Group, created the “Catalog of Methods for Assessing Patient Preferences for Benefits and Harms of Medical Technologies.”

Both qualitative and quantitative methods can be used to elicit information about patients’ preferences for benefits and risks associated with medical technologies. Qualitative methods are designed to gain an understanding of patients’ thoughts, feelings, and experiences in an unstructured or semi-structured manner. While the concepts of interest are broadly defined before interacting with patients, patients are encouraged to share and provide input without restrictions. The most commonly used qualitative methods are individual interviews and focus groups, although open-ended survey questions and social media also provide the opportunity to capture qualitative data. Typically, information gathered using qualitative methods is organized using some form of thematic analysis. While qualitative methods may also yield data that can be summarized numerically (e.g., the percentage of patients reporting a specific symptom, treatment benefit, or side effect), quantifying patient responses is not the primary objective of these methods.

Within the context of benefit-risk assessments, qualitative methods often are used to identify issues that are important to patients in managing their disease and in evaluating treatment options. In fact, qualitative research, particularly concept elicitation, is often an important early step in the development of more rigorous studies designed to quantify benefit-risk preferences. The development of most quantitative patient-preference studies relies heavily on qualitative research to help identify the important benefits, risks, and other factors that will be evaluated by the quantitative study. While qualitative methods may also provide an indication of patients’ preferences among medical technologies, these methods are
not optimal for quantifying the relative importance of treatment attributes or patients’ willingness to trade off among attributes.

In contrast to qualitative methods, quantitative methods are structured, with the type of data to be collected clearly defined and the response options limited to permit statistical analysis. For example, benefit-risk preference studies are explicitly designed to provide quantitative estimates of preference weights or the rate at which patients are willing to trade off among the benefits and risks of a medical technology.

Quantitative and qualitative methods need not be used in isolation and may actually prove most powerful when used in combination. For example, a survey that is primarily quantitative may include open-ended questions that provide supplemental information that can be analyzed using thematic analyses, and quantitative tasks such as rating or ranking may be included within a qualitative study to provide numerical outputs.

While both qualitative and quantitative methods can be used to elicit patients’ benefit-risk preferences, qualitative methods alone will likely not provide the level of information required to inform regulatory benefit-risk assessments. Therefore, the Catalog of Methods in Appendix A focuses on quantitative methods for collecting and analyzing patient preference data.

The first step in developing the Catalog of Methods was to develop a definition of “patient preference methods:”

Patient preference methods are methods for collecting and analyzing data that allow quantitative assessments of the relative desirability or acceptability to patients of attributes that differ among alternative medical treatment approaches.

As noted above, the preference methods included in the Catalog are quantitative. Desirability refers to preferences for positive outcomes or attributes (i.e., benefits). Acceptability refers to aversion to negative outcomes or attributes (i.e., harms). In addition, benefit-risk preference measures are most useful when preferences for one attribute can be directly compared to preferences for all other attributes that matter to patients. Therefore, methods should provide information on “relative” preferences. Finally, because the ultimate purpose of benefit-risk analysis is to evaluate the benefit-risk balance between treatment alternatives, it is patient preferences for differences in the attributes of alternative medical treatments that matter most. While this Framework Report is focused on patient preferences regarding medical technologies, the definition more broadly includes assessing of preferences regarding medical treatments since technology-based approaches may be compared to drugs and other non-technology treatments.*

The definition of patient preference methods above focuses on methods that elicit relative preferences over attributes of a medical technology. However, there are preference methods that provide information about preferences for different medical technologies, but that do not provide information about relative preferences for or aversion to individual attributes of medical technologies. While these methods do not meet the strict technical requirements of the definition presented above, they are potentially valuable methods and are included in the Catalog for completeness.

The second step in developing the Catalog was to develop a set of principles that could be used to guide the selection of methods for inclusion in the Catalog. These principle are listed in Exhibit 5-1.

**Exhibit 5-1**: Principles for Including Methods in the Catalog

- The method should provide information on the relative importance of or tradeoffs among attributes that differ among alternative health interventions or diagnostic strategies, either directly or indirectly.
- The methodology, analysis, and interpretation of results of the method should be published in peer-reviewed literature.
- The method should have been applied previously to health interventions.
- The method should be able to be applied to eliciting patient preferences, even if the method is typically applied to elicit preferences or evaluations of stakeholders other than patients.

The methods identified in this step by the Catalog Working Group are presented in Exhibit 5-2. This list of methods was developed by the consensus of this working group with input from the Steering Committee. The Catalog Working Group did conduct informal searches of the literature to identify methods; however, a systematic review of the literature was not conducted. Therefore, some possible methods for assessing patient preferences may have been overlooked or determined by consensus to be inappropriate for inclusion in the Catalog.

---

* One treatment alternative that is available in all situations is to do nothing (i.e., no active treatment). In situations where there is no alternative therapy to the one under considerations, preferences can be assessed for the attributes of the medical technology compared with no active treatment.
Exhibit 5-2: List of Methods Included in the Catalog

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Structured-weighting| • Simple direct weighting  
                      | • Ranking exercises                   
                      | • Swing weighting                     
                      | • Point allocation                     
                      | • Analytic hierarchy process           
                      | • Outranking methods                   |
| Health-state utility| • Time tradeoff                             
                      | • Standard gamble                       |
| Stated-preference    | • Direct-assessment questions              
                      | • Threshold technique                   
                      | • Conjoint analysis and discrete-choice  
                      |     experiments                        
                      | • Best-worst scaling exercises          |
| Revealed-preference  | • Patient-preference trials                
                      | • Direct questions in clinical trials    |

The final step in developing the Catalog was to evaluate each method against criteria identified by the Catalog Working Group as important to understanding the method and its ability to provide useful preference information for a patient-centered benefit-risk analysis of a medical technology, and how the usefulness of the methods depends on the stage of the product lifecycle. The criteria against which each method was evaluated address how the method is implemented, the type of patient sample in which the method can be implemented, the ability of the method to generate useful outputs, and the resources required to use the method. The evaluation of each method is not a rigorous or systematic review of the method. Neither is it intended to provide a detailed “how to” guide for implementing the method. Instead, it is intended to provide a high-level assessment and general characteristics of each method to sponsors, FDA staff, and others. Each method identified in Exhibit 5-2 is summarized and assessed based on these criteria in the Catalog of Methods in Appendix A.

The high-level evaluation of the methods contained in the Catalog should help those interested in pursuing a patient preference study to better understand the methods available and to identify the methods that might be of greatest value in their particular situation. The factors outlined below are designed to help sponsors, FDA, and others consider the important patient preference issues related to the area they want to study, which methods might best fit their research question, and what resources are required to undertake their studies.

Factors to Consider in Selecting a Method to Assess Patient Preferences

While the Catalog of Methods in Appendix A provides an overview of most methods available to assess patient preferences, the challenge for sponsors, FDA staff, or others who want to assess patient preferences is how and when to design and implement a patient preference study. Designing and implementing a preference study is dependent on numerous considerations, including the level of existing knowledge about benefits and risks in a particular clinical situation, the ability of each method to provide the type of patient preference information needed for the particular benefit-risk assessment, and the resources and experience of the organization undertaking the study. Designing and implementing a patient preference study does not follow a cookbook process, but requires judgment on the part of the organization undertaking the study.

Rather than providing a prescriptive approach, this section outlines three sets of factors to consider when undertaking a patient preference study:

- Factors related to defining the research question;
- Factors related to the fit of particular methods to the research question;
- Factors related to the resources available to undertake a patient preference study.

Each set of factors is discussed in more detail below.

Factors Related to Defining the Research Question

A critical first step in designing a patient preference study is defining the research question, specifically what are the benefit-risk issues for which patient preference information is needed and from which patient population such information is needed. The greater the clarity on the benefit-risk issues and the patient population that needs to be studied, the more straightforward it will be to design a patient preference study.

Role of preference patient preference information. The choice of method depends critically on whether the preference information is intended for use in defining strategic requirements for a device, informing the design of a clinical study (e.g., endpoint selection), providing evidence for a transparent and defensible regulatory benefit-risk assessment, identifying subgroups of patients with decision-relevant differences in preferences, or providing information to support reimbursement.
The requirements of a preference study intended to support strategic planning and informing the design of a clinical trial will generally be less than those required to support a regulatory benefit-risk assessment. Preference methods used in strategic planning or trial design often can be simpler (e.g., smaller sample size, less need for statistical rigor) or potentially qualitative in nature. In contrast, the standards required of studies used for regulatory purposes likely will be higher than those for non- regulatory purposes, including greater emphasis on statistical rigor and the ability to audit and validate the study results. Indeed, the requirements of patient preference studies used for regulatory purposes may be similar to the standards required of clinical trials.* Identifying subgroups will typically require large sample sizes and methods that provide statistically meaningful measures of the differences between the subgroups. Such generalizations about sample sizes and methods might not apply to specific situations, however. In the end, the specific requirements for a patient preference study will need to be assessed on a case-by-case basis reflecting the goals of that study and the way the information from that study will be used.

Current level of knowledge of the benefits and harms of the medical technology. The current level of knowledge of the benefits and harms of a medical technology will influence the type of patient preference method that may be useful. Fundamentally, the purpose of a patient preference study is to provide context around objective data regarding the benefits, harms, and related attributes of a medical technology. The more information that is currently known about benefits and harms, the more straightforward the selection and application of a study method will be.

Knowledge of benefits and harms can be divided into four broad categories:

- Very little or nothing is known about the actual benefits and harms of the device. When little is known about the outcomes or attributes of a device, identifying the potential attributes that matter to patients will provide much greater value than any attempt at quantitative preference assessment. It likely is not necessary to quantify how important each of these attributes is or the tradeoffs that patients are willing to make among them. Therefore, qualitative research methods will have a much greater role (such as to identify the benefits and harms that matter to patients as well as those that do not matter) than will quantitative methods.

- There are known potential benefits but little is known about the potential harms of the device. Often the actual or expected benefits of the device are well-known. However, the potential harms associated with a device may not be known because of novelty of the device, the novelty of its application, or because clinical studies have not been completed or those studies completed to date were not powered to detect or quantify potential harms. In this case, if there are a number of potential benefits, assessing the relative importance of the benefits can be instrumental in determining a device development strategy and selecting primary and secondary endpoints in future trials. Quantitative methods would be useful for assessing the relative preference for benefits. It may also be important to identify which potential harms matter to patients and which do not. Identifying harms that matter may be easier in this case than in the previous case because the harms may be limited to those that, alone or in combination, could potentially offset the known or expected benefit.

- The benefits and possibly some of the harms are known, but the probability of benefit is uncertain and the full range of potential harms and their probabilities are unknown. In this case, as above, qualitative evidence may be sufficient to identify harms that matter. However, having information about the actual or expected magnitude of the benefit, even if data on the device are highly uncertain, provides an opportunity to quantify the harms’ importance when weighed against the actual or expected level of benefit. In this case, it may be desirable to quantify the relative importance of harms, both known and potential, compared with different levels of expected benefit. Depending on the purpose of the study, it could also be important to elicit detailed information about the degree to which patients are willing to tradeoff benefits and harms over the ranges of possible benefits, known or expected harms, and hypothetical harms, even if the probability of occurrence of the hypothetical harms is very low or unknown. Quantitative methods will be valuable in this case.

- The benefits and harms and the probabilities of each benefit and harm are well known. When benefits and harms and the probabilities with which these occur are well known, it is possible to use advanced methods to understand

---

* As of the date of publication of this report but independent of MDIC PCBR Project, CDRH was developing a draft guidance regarding the collection and use of patient preference information that will likely address the requirements for patient preference information used in the medical device regulatory process. It is anticipated that this draft guidance will be released in the spring of 2015.
the degree to which patients are willing to trade off among these outcomes. The more the benefits and harms are understood, the more targeted a study can be in eliciting detailed preference information. The level of detail required of a benefit-risk preference study under these circumstances will depend on how the study results will be used.

A clear understanding of the current level of knowledge regarding benefits and risks will help clarify the research question under consideration, and therefore, which methods might best address those research questions. The process of assessing patient preferences becomes more straightforward as more is known about the actual benefits and harms of a technology based on clinical experience.

**Patient sample to be studied.** A clear definition of the patient sample from which patient preference information needs to be gathered is essential to designing a patient preference study.

There are two primary considerations when determining the patient sample to be studied:

- **Inclusion and exclusion criteria.** In a broad sense, the patient population for which the sponsor intends the product to be indicated will define that patient sample. However, there is often a distinction between the clinical trial population that meets study inclusion and exclusion criteria and the population that will use the product after launch. This distinction is well-understood for clinical efficacy and safety measurements, but likely will also be the case for preferences. For example, patients willing to enroll in a clinical trial may have different views on the benefits and harms associated with the treatment of their illness than those who are not willing to enroll. In addition, exclusion criteria may induce a bias in preference for the trial sample relative to the general population. Finally, information obtained by patients during the screening process may result in preference changes. In some cases, sponsors or FDA staff may want to define the sample frame for a preference study more broadly to better assess a wide range of patient preferences and to collect information that may support not only the current approval but also the potential for label expansion. The decision as to whether preferences should be elicited by patients enrolled in a clinical trial, before or after screening for a clinical trial, or from patients recruited through an alternative source (e.g., a patient panel or patient advocacy group) will require consideration by the sponsor and FDA staff of the particular needs of the patients, the inclusion and exclusion criteria used in the clinical study, and the difficulty of recruiting patients through different means.

- **Diversity of the patient sample.** Diversity* of a sample may be necessary to ensure that the sample matches the diversity of the population whose preferences are relevant for the study. Diversity in a population also is necessary to conduct analyses of subgroups of patients. Diversity can be imposed on the sample by setting targets or quotas for achieving a sufficient sample of patients with a specific characteristic or sets of characteristics to be able to quantify preferences for that group of patients and to compare that group of patients with another group of patients. Characteristics that can be used to stratify a sample could be related to patient demographics (e.g., age or gender), related to health history (e.g., disease stage, prior treatment), or related to patients’ experience with a particular technology. Even if diversity is not imposed on the sample, having a diverse sample will allow for the post hoc testing of the effect of observable patient characteristics on preference.

A key challenge in sample selection is avoiding bias in the sample. There are many potential sources of bias, many of which are similar to those in clinical trials and are amenable to the same solutions used in clinical trials. One of the biggest challenges in finding the right sample for a patient preference study is avoiding bias that could be introduced through self-selection. In part, this is unavoidable because patients participating in clinical research or a patient-preference study must consent to participate, though the nature of voluntary patient panels and self-reporting of diagnoses often used for preference studies may require special consideration. It may be that those who choose to participate may have preferences that differ systematically from those who choose not to participate. Another potential source of bias is that patients who have chosen to use a medical technology may be more inclined to believe that the benefits of the device outweigh the risks than patients who have not. Therefore, including only patients who have chosen to use a medical technology in a sample for a benefit-risk preference study may bias the results in favor of the

*The term diversity is used here to describe diversity in characteristics of the population that are known. Diversity is related to preference heterogeneity to the extent that subgroups of patients with a specific characteristic or set of characteristics may have preferences that differ from patients without those characteristics or with different characteristics. This concept differs from unobserved preference heterogeneity, in which that heterogeneity is not explained by observed patient characteristics. The ability of a method to detect unobserved preference heterogeneity is, at least theoretically, independent of the diversity of the sample.
technology. While a full discussion of all the potential sources of bias in sample selection are beyond the scope of this report, it will be important for sponsors and others undertaking patient preference studies to consider potential sources of bias in their selection of a patient sample and how this sample differs from those in associated clinical trials.

Factors Related to the Fit of a Particular Method to the Research Question

Patient preference methods yield information that can be valuable in informing benefit-risk assessments. However, different methods yield different types of preference information. As noted above, some methods provide information about what attributes are important to patients without quantifying the relative importance of these attributes. Some methods provide quantitative measures of the relative importance of different attributes, but do not provide information about the tradeoffs patients are willing to make among these attributes. Finally, some measures yield quantitative measures at the rate at which patients are willing to trade off changes in one attribute for changes in other attributes. In addition to the types of information provided by the different methods, different types of methods require different commitments of time and money as well different expertise to implement.

Type of information needed. The specific research question will help define the type of information needed. Patient preference assessment methods can be used to provide three general types of information, each of which is described below.

- **Attributes.** This type of information indicates what matters to patients; that is, which attributes of a medical technology are important to patients when they weigh benefits and risks. This type of information often can be obtained using qualitative methods; however, simpler quantitative methods such as ranking can also be used to separate those attributes that matter to patients from those attributes that do not.

- **Relative importance.** This type of information indicates how much each attribute matters to patients. Obtaining this type of information requires using quantitative methods that provide a weight for each attribute. While these weights can be used to infer the tradeoffs patients are willing to make among attributes, this type of information does not necessarily require an in-depth understanding of the tradeoffs.

- **Tradeoffs.** This type of information indicates both how much each attribute matters and what tradeoffs patients are willing to make to obtain or avoid a given attribute. While this type of information can be approximated by comparing the weights that patients assign to each attribute, obtaining accurate trade-off information may require quantitative methods designed explicitly for this purpose.

Exhibit 5-3 lists the patient-preference methods included in the Catalog, stratified by the type of information they provide. This categorization of methods is meant to be a guide, because some methods can provide multiple types of information. In general, qualitative methods and simple ranking methods often are sufficient to identify attributes. More quantitative methods used to estimate the relative importance of attributes can be used to determine which attributes are important and which are not, in addition to providing weights for those attributes. If we assume that relative importance of attributes is a reflection of the tradeoffs patients are willing to make between attributes, then methods used to estimate relative importance can also provide trade-off information. Methods used to explicitly estimate tradeoffs among attributes can also be used to estimate relative importance and to determine which attributes are important to patients and which are not.

**Exhibit 5-3: Patient-Preference Methods Grouped by the Type of Information They Provide**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Information</th>
<th>Method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Attributes**      | Qualitative methods (concept elicitation)  
|                     | Ranking |
| **Relative importance** | Simple direct weighting  
|                     | Ranking (if converted to relative importance scores)  
|                     | Outranking  
|                     | Time tradeoff  
|                     | Standard gamble  
|                     | Rating questions  
|                     | Best-worst scaling (case 1)  
|                     | Best-worst scaling (case 2) |
| **Tradeoffs**       | Swing weighting  
|                     | Analytic hierarchy process  
|                     | Threshold technique  
|                     | Conjoint analysis and discrete-choice experiments  
|                     | Best-worst scaling (case 3) |
Revealed preference methods and direct-elicitation methods are not included in Exhibit 5-3 because these methods often provide only an estimate of the extent to which one profile or medical technology is preferred to another. These methods typically do not provide information about the relative importance of individual attributes or about the tradeoffs that patients are willing to make among these attributes. These methods are often supplemented with other patient preference methods to tease out the relative importance of different attributes to the observed decision. These methods could also be used to validate the conclusions implied by other patient-preference methods.

The type of patient-preference information needed probably varies across the product lifecycle. In general, using patient-preference methods to identify attributes will be important in earlier stages; quantifying relative importance will become more important later in the product lifecycle; and quantifying tradeoffs is most important when used to support a formal benefit-risk assessment as part of a regulatory submission. Understanding differences in preferences across a group of patients or identifying subgroups of patients with different preferences may be important in several stages of the product lifecycle, but may be especially important as part of regulatory submissions for products that are preference sensitive or raise challenging benefit risk issues.

**Ability of a particular patient population to provide the preference information needed.** In general, the more quantitative and complex the method, the more detailed and complicated the process of collecting information from patients becomes. In designing a preference study, it is important to make sure that the patient population can provide the information needed. Children, patients with debilitating health problems, those with cognitive impairment, and those with significant handicaps that limit their ability to read, write, or use a computer to respond to questions, for example, may have challenges providing the information needed for complex, quantitative patient preferences studies. In these cases, eliciting preferences from parents, caregivers, or other proxies for patients are important options to consider.*

In determining which patient preference assessment method to choose in a particular situation, it is important to factor in the ability to collect the needed information from patients.

---

* The Parent Project Muscular Dystrophy’s study of parent preferences regarding treatment for children with Duchenne’s muscular dystrophy is a good example of the use of a parent as a caregiver proxy for a child in preference studies.28

---

**Factors Related to the Resources Available to Undertake a Patient Preference Study**

All preference studies require a commitment of resources and some experience with collecting patient preference information. Studies using most of the patient preference methods in the Catalog require primary data collection. Therefore, a study sponsor and other decision makers should consider the level of resources available for conducting a study and weigh the costs of the study against the expected benefit of completing a patient-preference study before determining which method to use. There are basic resource constraints that must be taken into account when determining which method to use when conducting a patient-preference study, as below.

**Time available to obtain patient preference information.** Most patient preference methods described in the Catalog require primary data collection. Even the simplest studies using primary data collection can take weeks or months to complete. Studies using more sophisticated survey methods can take many months – 6 to 9 months being typical, depending on prior experience with similar preference studies and the availability of sponsor experts to work on the project during survey development. Clinical trials can take years. Therefore, it will be important to determine how much time is available to complete a study before the results are needed. In addition, designing the appropriate study and getting agreement from relevant stakeholders regarding the research objectives and study design will, in and of itself, take time. The time needed for study design and approval should also be factored into evaluating the time required to complete a patient preference study. Rough estimates for the time needed for the different methods are included in the Catalog, but the time needed to plan and complete a patient preference study needs to be evaluated on a situation-specific basis.

**Budget available to conduct a patient preference study.** Even simple studies using existing data or simple surveys require an investment of time by staff or a research partner. Developing surveys for primary data collection require resources for developing the survey instrument and collecting and analyzing the data. Costs for these types of studies can range from tens of thousands of dollars to hundreds of thousands of dollars depending on the complexity of the study and the cost of collecting data from a sample of patients. Rough estimates for the cost of the different methods

---

* Medical Device Innovation Consortium | www.mdic.org
are included in the Catalog, but, as noted above, the time and expense of undertaking a patient preference study needs to be evaluated on a situation-specific basis.

Prior experience with conducting patient preference studies. Many sponsors and decision makers are unfamiliar with the full range of patient preference methods that can be used to answer any given research question. Even if a sponsor or decision maker is familiar with one method, he or she is likely unfamiliar with alternative methods for assessing patient preferences. Prior experience is not necessary for conducting a patient preference study; however, greater experience with one or more preference methods can increase the level of confidence that a sponsor or other decision maker has with undertaking the study and using its results. Prior experience will also generally reduce the time and budget needed to complete a successful preference study.

Expertise required to conduct patient preference studies and interpreting and applying patient preference information. Even sponsors and stakeholders who have experience with one or more preference methods may lack the necessary expertise to conduct a patient preference study of sufficient quality to inform a benefit-risk decision. There is also a benefit to having external experts involved in the design, conduct, and analysis of a preference study, as it provides an additional layer of objectivity in the process. When a sponsor or other decision maker lacks the expertise to conduct a study or evaluate its results, it may be necessary to bring external experts into the process. The availability and cost of outside consultants for specific methods may be an important factor in deciding what method to select for a particular preference study.

How to Use These Factors in Selecting Among Methods

As mentioned in the introduction to this section, the Catalog is not intended to provide a cookbook approach to conducting a benefit-risk preference study. However, there are some broad characteristics of methods that may assist sponsors, FDA staff, and other stakeholders think about the appropriate quantitative method to use in a given situation.

Generally speaking, the complexity of a patient preference study is related to the type of information the study is designed to generate.

As described above, there are three different types of outputs:

- Information regarding which outcomes or attribute of a medical technology are important to patients and which are not (Attributes);
- Information regarding the relative importance of different outcomes or attribute of a medical technology (Relative importance);
- Information regarding the tradeoffs among outcomes or attributes that patients are willing to make (Tradeoffs).

Identification of attributes provides less information than relative importance, and relative importance provides less information than tradeoffs. Therefore, these three types of outputs can be placed on a continuum from a low level of information (identification), through a medium level of information (relative importance), to a higher level of information (tradeoffs). Similarly, although with a number of exceptions, the complexity of the methods required to elicit patient preference information increases as the level of information provided by the methods increases.*

The conceptual relationship between the information provided by a method and the complexity of a study using the method is meant to help sponsors and other decision makers think about each method when determining which method(s) will be most useful in achieving their study goals and allowing them to complete the study. However, the relationship between the information provided by a method and the complexity of the method is imprecise and variable based on the specifics of the situation. Therefore, sponsors, perhaps in consultation with FDA staff, will need to evaluate in each situation how well a particular method provides the information needed, and how challenging it will be to complete the specific study given each method that may apply, and then decide which method they want to use in that situation.

In addition, sponsors planning to submit patient preference information as part of a regulatory submission should consider the level of burden such a submission represents. Given the goal of a least burdensome path to regulatory approval, sponsors can work with FDA staff to determine the level of information needed to inform the regulatory decision and then determine the study design, including the method to be used, that can provide this level of information in the most efficient or least-burdensome way possible.

* Generalization about the relative complexity of methods or the challenges of using methods is difficult, however, because the complexity or challenge is highly dependent on how the study is implemented.
Questions for Sponsors and Reviewers to Consider when Deciding on a Preference Methodology

As mentioned in the introduction to this section, the Catalog is intended to present the range of methods that can be used to assess patient preferences, how each method is implemented, the type of patient sample in which the method can be implemented, the ability of the method to generate useful outputs, and the resources required to use the method to collect benefit-risk preference information. Below is a list of questions that sponsors and other stakeholders might consider when choosing among the available patient preference methods.

• **What is the purpose of the patient preference study?** Patient preference information may be useful in guiding internal decisions regarding product development or positioning. They may also be useful in providing data to be communicated externally to other stakeholders, not only FDA staff but also patients, payers, or purchasers of a technology, as discussed in Section VII. As a general rule, data used to guide internal decisions by sponsors may require less statistical rigor than data used to support decision making by external stakeholders, particularly the FDA.

• **Are the data being used to evaluate a single technology against one standard of care, or are they intended to be used to evaluate multiple technologies?** Patient preference methods can be used to evaluate a decision regarding a single technology or to evaluate multiple potential technologies in a given therapeutic or diagnostic area. Using patient preference methods to evaluate a single technology provides an opportunity to target the research to the known or expected benefits and harms, and thus, gain a deeper understanding of patients’ preferences for that technology. However, the results of such a study may not be easily applied to other technologies in the same therapeutic or diagnostic area if the attributes of those other technologies differ substantially from those of the technology for which the preference study was developed. In contrast, the results from a preference study designed to evaluate multiple potential technologies may provide information relevant to multiple decisions but may not provide everything a sponsor or other stakeholder may want to know about a specific technology.

• **What are the characteristics of the sample from which patient preferences will be elicited?** Determining the sample from which to elicit patient preferences is key to developing a patient preference study and has substantial implications for the applicability of study results to any given research question. Samples chosen to match the population for which a technology is indicated provide evidence of the preferences of the group of patients for whom the technology is intended. However, a narrowly defined sample limits the applicability of the study results to other patients for whom the technology may eventually be indicated or other patients who may use the technology in the real world. Conversely, eliciting preferences of a broad sample of patients may allow you to understand the preferences of a broader, and perhaps more realistic, population, but it may not provide sufficient information about a specific subgroup of patients unless the sample includes sufficient numbers of patients in that subgroup.

• **What type of patient-preference data is required for the benefit-risk preference study?** Before designing a preference study, it is critical that a sponsor or FDA determine whether the study is designed to identify benefit-risk issues, designed to assess the relative importance of benefit-risk issues, or designed to assess how patients trade off benefits versus risks around the use of a particular technology.

• **How important is the preference study to the regulatory or market success of the medical technology?** In the end, the decision regarding whether or not to undertake a patient preference study and the method to use in a patient preference study should be determined by the business need, particularly the value in the regulatory approval process. While a patient preference study may provide interesting and potentially useful information, conducting such a study may not make sense if the patient preference information obtained from such a study does not make a significant difference in the assessment of the technology by FDA or other stakeholders.

• **How much time and money is available to support the preference study?** As discussed earlier in this section, the amount of time and money available to support a study will be an important determinant of which methods are feasible to undertake in a given situation and which are not.
• *What expertise is available to assist in undertaking the preference study?* Organizations considering a patient preference study need to assess if they have the expertise in-house or whether they will need to contract with outside experts to undertake the study. If outside consultants are required, the availability and expense of such consultants may be an important determinant of what methods are selected and how the study is designed.

As stated earlier, there is no algorithmic or cookbook way to design and implement a patient preference study. Consideration of the questions above should help organizations think about the research question to be answered, the patient population to be studied, the method to be used, and the time and expense of the study.

Beyond the collection of patient preference information for regulatory purposes, there are a variety of issues to consider about how to use such information in the regulatory process. Section VI of this report explores a range of questions about the use of patient preference information in the regulatory approval of medical technology.
CDRH-Sponsored Weight Loss Devices Study

The CDRH obesity study was designed to provide a quantitative assessment of how patients traded off benefits and risks of obesity technology. A major goal of the study was to provide an estimate of the minimum clinical benefit (weight loss amount and duration) that patients would require for a given level of risk. As an FDA-initiated study to help inform regulatory requirements in an important emerging area of medical technology, the study was designed to assess attributes that would apply to a wide range of devices for weight loss.

CDRH staff in consultation with RTI Health Solutions decided on discrete choice experiments as an appropriate approach for a quantitative assessment of how patients trade off benefit and risk attributes of weight loss devices. Among the factors that drove this study design was the research question itself. Since obesity is a national public health issue affecting a wide range of patients, it was important to study the preferences of a large sample that would capture the full spectrum of preferences across the population of obese patients. The need to assess preferences for a wide range of potential technologies meant that the benefits and possibly some of the harms were known, but the probability of benefit was uncertain and the full range of potential harms and their probabilities were unknown. The method selected had to handle assessing patient views on benefit and harms offered by a wide range of potential devices across a wide range of obese patients.

As mentioned above, the goal of the study was to quantify how patients trade off the benefit and harms as well as other major attributes of devices for treating obesity. As suggested by Exhibit 5-3, this goal restricted the methods that would apply well in this situation to those few that allow quantification of benefit–risk tradeoffs. The discrete choice experiment approach worked well for this study because it did not require information on the specific probability of benefits and risks; rather it allowed the creation of a variety of benefit-risk scenarios that patients could consider. Conjoint analysis of how patients choose among these different scenarios enabled the quantitative analysis of how patients trade off benefits and risks. Discrete choice experiments have a long track record of publication and of good research practices established by the International Society for Pharmacoeconomics and Outcomes Research (ISPOR).

This approach allows estimation of the relative importance of individual attributes and patient segmentation by risk tolerance (i.e., it provides preferences of average patients and risk-tolerant patients). It also provides the percentage of patients who would be willing to accept a given benefit-risk device profile. The study results can be used to develop an interactive “tool” to inform clinical trial design and analysis, as illustrated by the tool developed based on the obesity study and currently used by CDRH reviewers to inform clinical trial design, clinical trial analyses, and regulatory decisions.

As illustrated by the CDRH obesity study, discrete choice experiments can be an effective choice for evaluating patient preferences for a wide array of treatments, and could even be used to compare preferences for drugs, biologics, and devices for the same disease state. Note, however, that the discrete choice experiment approach used in the CDRH’s obesity study may not be applicable in every situation. For example, it may not be applicable if an investigator is only interested in collecting patient preferences for a single device, such as an investigative device versus standard of care. In that case, the required number of attributes, levels, and sample size can be smaller, and simpler methods may be more efficient to achieve the same goal.
SECTION VI:
Considerations in Using Patient Preference Information in the Regulatory Process
As outlined in Section I, the MDIC Patient Centered Benefit-Risk (PCBR) Project grew out of FDA and MDIC interest in how patient preference information could be better collected and integrated into CDRH product approval decisions. Previous sections of this report have discussed background concepts regarding patient perspectives and preferences; outlined factors to consider in determining whether collecting patient preference information might be useful in the regulatory evaluation of a particular technology; discussed how patient preference information could be collected at different points in the product development cycle; and discussed considerations in selecting a method to collect information on patient preferences. The purpose of this section of the Framework Report is to discuss the potential use of patient preference information in the regulatory process, particularly key elements, timing, submission, and use of patient preference information in product approval decisions.

This section of the PCBR Framework Report does not take a prescriptive approach regarding how to use patient preference information in regulatory decisions. The regulatory decision making process for approving medical technology is the purview of the CDRH. As discussed in Section I, this report is not intended to make recommendations to CDRH regarding how FDA staff should use patient preference information in benefit-risk assessments. Rather, this section addresses several general considerations in the use of patient preference information in the regulatory process that might be helpful for FDA, industry, and others to consider.

**Topics addressed by this section of the report include:**

- What roles can patient preference information play in informing CDRH benefit-risk determinations regarding product approval decisions?
- How could patient preference information be included in post-market studies?
- Is patient preference information optional at the election of the sponsor?
- How could patient preference information submitted as part of an approval process be validated and audited?
- When is the right time in the product development cycle to determine if patient preference information should be collected?
- How could patient preference information be collected and used to better understand important benefit-risk issues in new or evolving areas of medical technologies, and thereby help frame development of expectations regarding clinical effectiveness in such areas?

These topics, discussed in more detail below, represent initial questions that arose from PCBR Steering Committee discussions. Additional considerations in the use of patient preference information in the regulatory process will likely arise with greater experience on the part of FDA staff, industry, physicians, patients, researchers, and others with the collection and use of such information.

**What Roles can Patient Preference Information Play in Informing CDRH Benefit-Risk Determinations Regarding Product Approval Decisions?**

Collecting and using patient preference information can help ensure that the CDRH benefit-risk determination process is patient-centric by helping to identify those benefits and harms most important to patients, by framing the benefit-risk issues and tradeoffs from the patient perspective, by helping to identify whether there are subgroups of patients that would choose to use the technology over other alternatives, and by supporting quantitative benefit-risk modeling.
Outlined in the CDRH Benefit-Risk Guidance, “Patient tolerance for risk and perspectives on benefits” are important factors in FDA benefit-risk determinations regarding the PMA or de novo approval of new medical device technologies. The guidance acknowledges the heterogeneity of patient preferences that may exist regarding the use of a technology, and that there may be subgroups of patients that may want to use a particular technology given its benefits and risks even if many other patients would not:

“When assessing such data in a PMA application or de novo petition, FDA realizes that some patients are willing to take on a very high risk to achieve a small benefit, whereas others are more risk averse. Therefore, FDA would consider evidence relating to patients’ perspective of what constitutes a meaningful benefit when determining if the device is effective, as some set of patients may value a benefit more than others.”

The CDRH Benefit-Risk Guidance goes on to state that if the benefits outweigh the risks for a subpopulation of patients, the product may be approved so that it is available for that subpopulation of patients to be able to use:

“. . . it may be appropriate to approve a device where only a minority of the intended patient population would accept the risks as weighed against the benefits if the information necessary for patients and health care practitioners to make well-informed decisions is available and can be presented in a manner that can be understood by the practitioners and patients. Patient-centric assessments should take into account both the patient’s willingness and unwillingness to use a device or tolerate risk. Both preferences are informative and helpful in determining patient tolerance for risk and benefit and the benefit-risk profile of a device.”

The CDRH Benefit-Risk Guidance recognizes the importance of patient-centric assessment of benefits and risks and the potential value of patient preference information in helping to inform CDRH’s benefit-risk determinations. It goes further to state that if there is a meaningful subgroup of well-informed patients who will accept the benefits and risks of a technology, even if that subset is a minority of patients, that technology can be approved if patients can work with their health care providers to make informed decisions about the use of that technology. Such technology should be safe and effective and would still be expected to meet the statutory standard for approval, and CDRH’s benefit-risk determination takes into account several other factors in addition to patient-centric assessments.

As outlined in Sections IV and V, patient preference information can be useful in informing CDRH’s benefit-risk determinations in several major ways:

- To help identify from a patient’s perspective what are the important benefits and risks of a technology used to treat a particular clinical condition;
- To assess what is the relative importance to patients of different benefits and risks, and to clarify how patients think about the tradeoffs of these benefits and risks of a technology;
- To help understand the distribution/heterogeneity of patient preferences regarding the use of a particular technology versus other available treatment alternatives; and whether a group of patients exist with the preferences and risk attitudes such that they are expected to choose to use a technology over other options given the benefits and risks of those technologies;
- In situations with complex benefit-risk tradeoff issues, to help develop weights for specific benefits and risks as input into quantitative benefit-risk models. While generally not needed in most regulatory situations, such benefit-risk models can be developed for those few complex cases in which there is a mixture of several important benefits and harms, some favoring the study technology and some favoring the comparator, such that quantitative modeling is a useful way to evaluate benefit-risk tradeoffs. Patient preferences can be used as weights to scale differences in probability or severity of benefits and harms to reflect their importance to patients.

These uses of patient preference information are discussed in more depth below.

Patient preference assessment can help identify which benefits and harms are important to patients, and elucidate how patients think about the tradeoffs of those benefits and harms of a technology. The CDRH Benefit-Risk Guidance acknowledges the importance of a patient-centric approach to benefit-risk assessment. The guidance acknowledges that patient perceptions of the important benefits and harms of a technology may differ from those of others who do not have the
 Clinical FDA staff or physicians. While FDA staff and physician advisors have historically helped define the issues of safety and effectiveness about which sponsors are asked to provide data in the approval process and ranked their relative importance, neither group actually experiences the disease state, is responsible for the ultimate decision whether or not to use the technology, nor bears the consequences of those decisions and actually experiences the benefits and harms of the technology.

From this patient-centric point of view, the CDRH Benefit-Risk Guidance discusses aspects of benefits and risk assessment in which patient preference information can play an important role. First, the guidance focuses on “probable benefits” and “probable risks” supported by valid scientific evidence, not theoretical benefits and risks. This emphasis on probable rather than theoretical benefits and risks based on valid scientific evidence indicates an important role for formal studies of patient preferences which could help FDA reviewers identify what benefits and risks are important from a patient’s point of view.

Second, the guidance explicitly anticipates the collection and submission of information on patient preferences and risk tolerance. Appendix B of the CDRH Benefit-Risk Guidance contains a “Worksheet for Benefit-Risk Determinations” that is designed to help FDA reviewers document the information that forms the basis of CDRH benefit-risk determinations. This worksheet contains areas for summarizing clinical information regarding the types of benefits and harms, the magnitude of benefits and the harms, the probability of the patient experiencing the benefits and the harms, the duration of the benefits and harms, and the level of uncertainty about the clinical data and the generalizability of the results. Much of this information is anticipated to be collected from clinical studies rather than patient preferences studies, but patient preference information could potentially inform some of those categories as well, and potentially be collected within the same clinical studies. Indeed, the worksheet includes a section for information on “Patient tolerance for risks and perspective on benefits,” which includes questions on disease severity, disease chronicity, and a “patient-centric assessment.” This “patient-centric assessment” includes how patients perceive the benefits-risk issues raised by the technology, how they tradeoff benefits and risks, and whether they would accept the risks for the benefits.

The CDRH Benefit-Risk Guidance summarizes well the types of information that can be collected to help inform CDRH benefit-risk determinations, as listed in the guidance’s Appendix B, the “Worksheet for Benefit-Risk Determinations.” Beyond the questions listed under the section titled “Patient tolerance for risk and perspective on benefit(s),” however, information gleaned from patient preference studies might inform a variety of other categories listed in the worksheet. There are some additional categories of information not included in the guidance worksheet that might be useful as well, which are also discussed in this section.

The following discussion of how the patient perspective can be brought into a variety of the categories of information used in benefit-risk determinations is not intended to be prescriptive about what patient preference information is required for a submission. It is also not meant to imply that, for a given technology, patient preference information needs to be collected in any particular category or that one or more patient preference studies needs to be undertaken. Rather, it is intended to discuss the possibilities for using patient preference information to bring the patient’s perspective into each category of information listed in the CDRH Benefit-Risk Guidance. In the end, sponsors, with or without FDA staff input, will need to decide what information about patient preferences to include in their applications for approval.

Patient preference information can help bring a patient-centric view to the following categories of information:

- **Type of benefits and harms.** While the probable benefits and harms of a new technology may generally be clear to all parties – patients, physicians, FDA reviewers, and sponsors – there may be situations in which patient perceptions of benefit and harms may be different from those of other parties. In particular, physicians and reviewers may not perceive the lifestyle benefits or challenges of a particular technology that might be very important to patients in their consideration of using a particular technology. Collecting information on patient perception of benefits and harms may help ensure that all the probable benefits and harms of a technology that may affect its use are identified and factored into a benefit-risk determination.

- **Magnitude and probability of benefits and harms.** As discussed in the CDRH Benefit-Risk Guidance, the magnitude and probability of the benefits and the harms of a particular technology are central to the benefit-risk assessment process. While clinical trial and observational studies are needed to quantify the magnitude and probability of benefits and harms, the magnitudes and probabilities of benefits and harms of new technologies, including patient preferences regarding those benefits and risks.
and harms, studies of patient preferences may provide information useful for understanding the minimal level of benefits and maximum level of harms that are acceptable to patients.

- **Duration of benefits and of harms to patients.** While the CDRH Benefit-Risk Guidance explicitly discussed the importance of assessing the duration of benefits and harms, it does not discuss how the value placed on the duration of benefits or harms may differ between patients, health care providers, and sponsors. Additionally, patients may differ in their willingness to accept lower benefits of longer duration versus higher benefits of shorter duration, or in their willingness to accept lesser harms of long duration versus greater harms of short duration than providers or sponsors might expect.

- **Effect of disease severity.** The CDRH Benefit-Risk Guidance notes that disease severity may affect how patients view the benefits and risks of a treatment. Patient preferences may be influenced significantly by severity of disease. For example, patients more severely affected by a disease may tolerate more risk or accept less benefit than patients less affected by the condition. Understanding how disease severity affects patient preferences may be important in benefit-risk assessment of some technologies.

- **Effect of disease chronicity.** The CDRH Benefit-Risk Guidance discusses how patient adaptation to chronic disease may affect their perspective on benefit and risk. Patient adaptation to their disease can be gleaned from direct patient reporting and from preference studies conducted longitudinally. Such studies may show how this adaptation to chronic disease can change patient tolerance of risk or perception of benefits over time.

- **Effect of disease trajectory and prognosis.** While not explicitly discussed in the CDRH Benefit-Risk Guidance, the trajectory of the disease, particularly whether the disease is stable, worsening slowly, or worsening rapidly will likely affect patients’ acceptance of risk or valuing of benefits. Additionally, patients’ perception of their prognosis will likely affect patient perspective on risk and benefits, with patients with poor prognosis willing to accept greater risk for a given level of clinical benefit than patients with better prognosis.

- **Patient benefit-risk tradeoffs.** The CDRH Benefit-Risk Guidance places how patients view benefits and risks and whether they would choose to use the technology under the category of “Patient-centric Assessment” information. Clearly, information on how patients trade off benefits and risks to make a decision whether or not to use a technology is essential to a patient-centric benefit-risk assessment. Physicians, FDA staff, or sponsors may have a different view of the tradeoff of benefits versus risks than patients. For example, physicians, FDA staff, or sponsors may be primarily concerned with mortality risk or other objective measures of benefit or harms whereas patients may be more concerned about quality of life issues. People without the disease also may have a different view of the time tradeoffs of benefits and risks than patients. For example, patients could have a different view of the tradeoff between near-procedure stroke risk versus longer-term mortality benefit in the use of percutaneous heart values than physicians. Patient preference information that not only identifies the relative importance of benefits and risks to patients, but also elucidates how patients think about benefit-risk tradeoffs can help FDA staff take a more patient-centric approach to their benefit-risk determinations for regulatory approval. Additionally, as discussed in Sections IV and V, quantitative information on how patients trade off benefits and risks can be used to develop factor weights for quantitative benefit-risk models that could be particularly useful in complex benefit-risk situations.

- **Informed decision making.** The “Patient-centric Assessment” category in the Benefit-Risk Guidance worksheet includes information about how well patients can understand the benefits and risks of a technology, and what information it takes to enable patients to make an informed decision about the use of the technology. Patient preference studies can provide information that is valuable for this “patient-centric assessment.”

- **Availability of alternative therapies.** The CDRH Benefit-Risk Guidance worksheet notes the importance of reviewers understanding the benefits and risks of other treatment alternatives for patients. Beyond the clinical data about the benefits and risks of other treatments, understanding how patients view the benefits and risks of alternatives will help reviewers better understand the minimum level of benefit and the maximum levels of risk that might prompt a patient to choose the new technology over the alternatives. It would also help to identify whether there is a group of well-informed patients who would choose the new treatment over the other options available.

- **Uncertainty.** The CDRH Benefit-Risk Guidance worksheet notes the importance of understanding the uncertainty of (or the inverse, the confidence
in) the clinical results used in benefit-risk determinations. Clearly, FDA reviewers need to understand how confident they can be in the information they are using in their decision making, not just the clinical data, but also the information on patient preferences. Several methods for preference studies provide measures of uncertainty in preference overall or within subpopulations. Additionally, as noted in Section II, patient uncertainty about the likely outcomes of using a technology – the probable benefit and risks – can affect their uncertainty attitude. Understanding how uncertainty concerning benefits and risks affects patient choice about whether to use a technology may be important in regulatory benefit-risk determinations, and also in designing post-approval studies to help improve patient confidence in the use of a technology.

In summary, the CDRH Benefit-Risk Guidance recognizes the value of taking an approach that is more patient-centric when assessing the importance of benefits and risks for regulatory approval. Since it is ultimately the patient that takes on the risks for the promise of the benefits, collecting patient preference information helps FDA staff, sponsors, physicians, and others understand what benefits and risks are important to patients, how they view the value of specific benefits or the concerns about harms, and how they think about benefit-risk tradeoffs. Such information can help ensure a patient-centric approach to the benefit-risk determinations that are core to CDRH approval decisions.

Patient preference studies can help understand the heterogeneity of patient preferences and thereby identify whether there is a subgroup of patients willing to accept the benefits and risks of a particular technology. As outlined in the CDRH Benefit-Risk Guidance, it may be appropriate to approve a product if a minority subgroup of patients that would view that the benefits of a technology exceed the risks, if the information necessary for well-informed decision-making is available and can be presented in a manner that enables a well-informed choice by the patient. Traditionally, subgroups of patients that are indicated for a technology have been defined on patient demographics, such as age and gender, or disease characteristics, such as specific diagnosis, specific physiological parameters, or disease severity. Patient preferences may indeed vary by such demographic or disease characteristics. For example, older patients may view mortality or quality of life issues differently than younger patients do. Alternatively, patients with a more severe form of disease may tolerate greater risks or accept lower benefits than do less severely affected patients. Patient preference information can therefore be helpful in identifying whether there is a subgroup of patients defined by demographic characteristics or disease severity that might choose to use a technology based on the benefits and risks that it offers.

Beyond demographic or disease characteristics, patient preference differences may inherently define a group of patients willing to use a technology. Within a group of patients with a disease that is potentially indicated for a device, there may be a subset of patients who are sufficiently risk tolerant or who value the benefits so highly that they would choose to use the technology. Identifying that subgroup of patients would require some form of patient preference study that describes the distribution of patient preferences in the targeted patient population and shows a clear delineation of a subset of patients that would choose to use the device.

**Patient preference assessment can help support quantitative benefit-risk modeling when valuable to inform benefit-risk assessment.** Benefit-risk assessments for regulatory purposes generally do not require quantitative modeling. Most assessments are conducted by assessing the clinical data and other scientific evidence in light of the nature of the disease and medical need, potentially informed by patient preference information. However, there are cases where disentangling the net effect of multiple endpoints, dealing with endpoints that manifest at different times, or interpreting important endpoints that are subjective make benefit-risk assessments challenging. In these more complex situations, quantitative benefit-risk models can sometimes be highly informative. Generally, these models require a combination of statistical data from clinical trials and information from preference studies, with the preference information used as weights to scale differences in probability or severity of benefits and harms to reflect their importance to patients. While a detailed discussion of quantitative benefit-risk modeling in the regulation of medical devices is beyond the scope of this Framework Report, an exploration of the use of such quantitative models in the regulatory process might represent a useful area for future work by CDRH, MDIC, and others.*

---

* The European Medicines Agency (EMA) undertook a project to explore the use of quantitative benefit-risk modeling in the regulatory assessment of pharmaceuticals, with the results of that project published in 2012.49,50
In summary, collecting and using patient preference information can help ensure that the CDRH benefit-risk determination process is patient-centric by helping to identify those benefits and harms most important to patients, by framing the benefit-risk issues and tradeoffs from the patient perspective, by helping to identify whether there are subgroups of patients that would choose to use the technology over other alternatives, and by supporting quantitative benefit-risk modeling.

How Could Patient Preference Information be Included in Product Approval Labeling?

As is common with benefit-risk information collected from clinical trials, it may be valuable for patient preference information that is important to a product approval decision to be communicated to providers and patients through the product labeling. Such inclusion may be particularly useful when patient preference information helps define the population of patients indicated for the product in the label or has an important role in the approval decision. If the product is approved for use in a subset of patients defined in part by patient preferences – those patients that would choose to use the product when appropriately informed of the product’s benefits and risks – it may be appropriate for the labeling to include specifics about informing patients of the benefits and risks to help ensure that patients make an informed choice about whether they want to use the product.

Members of subgroups based on demographics or disease characteristics can be readily identified by health care providers, while members of subgroups based on preference will generally require self-identification through provider or sponsor elicitation of preferences from patients. Preference studies may provide information on the distribution of preferences in the study population and in subgroups of patients within that population, but they do not allow a direct, prospective inference of preferences for an individual patient.

In specific situations in which potential risks to a patient are substantial, benefits quite limited, or preference studies indicate that only a small group of patients out of the larger population might choose the treatment, the FDA could consider making documentation of this informed consent process a formal part of the labeling. Such an informed consent approach could help assure that only appropriately informed patients receive the therapy, which also might help mitigate risks that the product be used inappropriately by limiting use to appropriate patients. It is important when considering such an informed consent approach to understand that this would represent a significant burden to sponsors and physicians, and may be most appropriate in limited scenarios in which it is particularly important to identify those patients and to ensure they are well informed.

Such product labels could specify the key elements for informing patients of the benefits and risks of the technology. Such labeling might: 1) make it clear that patients be informed of specific benefits and risks of a technology identified in clinical and preference studies that are important to patient decisions around that technology; 2) include specific FDA-approved information that be presented to patients; and 3) perhaps include an additional FDA-approved instrument to document the patient’s choice based on that information. In other words, the label may specify that the indicated population is defined, in part, based on preferences, where appropriate patients are identified by involvement in pre-defined informed consent/decision making process that assures that they are clearly informed of the probable risks as well as probable benefits to them, and have the information needed to make an informed choice whether or not to use the product.*

Labeling may specify how information about risks and benefits about a technology are communicated to patients. A comprehensive discussion of how best to communicate benefit and risk information to patients is beyond the scope of this report. As discussed in Section VIII, a review of current best-practices for communicating information on benefits and risks to both patients and providers might be a valuable future

---

* An example of such an approach identified during the PCBR Project is the Vision Care Implantable Miniature Telescope (IMT) for vision impairment due to age-related macular edema. The PMA approval letter dated July 1, 2010 includes a requirement for distribution of an informed consent document:

“Informed Consent Process:

3. As part of your formal decision process, you must distribute your approved Acceptance of Risk and Informed Decision Agreement, which will serve as a collective source of information (including patient labeling) for the patient. Both the physician and the patient are intended to sign designated sections in order to best assure that a patient has obtained the labeling in an adequate enough time prior to surgery to read it and has understood the risks and other information associated with the Implantable Miniature Telescope™.”

This Vision Care IMT informed consent labeling helps to assure that physicians inform patients of the benefits and risks of a technology using an FDA-approved information document that is intended to be signed by both the physician and patient to show that the patient was informed in a timely manner and that the patient understands the risks of the technology. The Vision Care IMT PMA approval letter dated July 1, 2010, p. 3. as downloaded from http://www.accessdata.fda.gov/cdrh_docs/pdf5/p050034a.pdf
project for MDIC, FDA, or others. While the information communicated to patients will be situation-specific and depend on the disease state, the technology, and other factors, members of the PCBR Steering Committee did note a few important approaches to such communication. Risks and benefits should generally be conveyed using absolute rather than relative measures since varying baselines make comparing relative measures potentially very misleading. Absolute risk changes may be communicated textually using "common language" phrases that have been shown to correlate with the level of uncertainty corresponding to the absolute risk change. For communication with physicians, forest plots and effects tables are valuable means to summarize such information. For communication of risk and benefit information to patients, well-validated graphical risk communication methods may be useful. **

How Could Patient Preference Information be Included in Post-Market Studies?

The collection and analysis of patient preference information may be valuable as a part of post-market studies.

Post-market studies are sometimes required as part of FDA approval, particularly for technologies that address a significant clinical need but for which there is remaining uncertainty about benefits and harms, such as long-term performance or rare events. The purpose of those studies is to confirm the value of the technology in the indicated patient population and develop more evidence to reduce the uncertainty regarding the potential risks and/or benefits of the technology. Additionally, sponsors may initiate studies post-approval to support expanded clinical indications or the use of the technology in additional patient populations.

Post-market studies generally fall into one or more of the following categories:

- Post-market studies to obtain more information about the general benefits and risks of a product;
- Post-market studies to examine a particular risk or benefit of the product;
- Additional sponsor-initiated studies to evaluate an expanded clinical indication; or
- Additional sponsor-initiated studies to evaluate an approved clinical indications for an additional patient population (e.g., pediatric studies of a device approved in adults for the same clinical indication).

Similar to the value of patient preference information discussed for pre-market studies, patient preference information might be helpful in each type of study listed above, whether an FDA-mandated post-market approval study or sponsor studies initiated after approval. As previously discussed, there is no statutory requirement for incorporating patient preference information into FDA decisions. Similarly, there is no requirement for incorporating patient preference information into post-market studies. Rather, sponsors, with or without FDA encouragement, can choose to include patient preference information if they believe it will help better inform post-approval regulatory decisions and enhance the decision processes.

As with the initial FDA approval decision, patient preference studies might enhance post-market assessment and adoption of a particular technology by:

- Helping clarify which risks and which benefits are most important to patients;
- Helping assess the relative importance of these benefits and risks to patients;
- Identifying a population of patients that, based on the benefits and risks of the technology, prefer the technology over other treatment alternatives;
- Supporting quantitative benefit-risk models.

Patient preference information may also be valuable should there be a discovery of a different or larger risk in other post-market studies that impacts benefit-risk considerations of the study technology. Patient preference can help frame those risks and whether the patient population would have an interest in continuing to use the product given the new risk information or treatment alternative. Similarly, new information on greater or additional benefit derived from post-market studies may result in the benefit and risks of the technology appealing to a larger patient population, thereby potentially supporting an expanded labeled indication. If sponsors are considering the potential use of such patient preference information collected as part of post-approval studies to support

---

* For example, in a grid of 100 or 1000 faces, the proportion of patients with benefits but no risks can be shown with faces that have positive emotions, the proportion of patients with harms but no benefits can be shown with negative emotions, proportion of patients with both benefits and harms can be shown with conflicted emotions, and the remaining proportion of patients with neither harms nor benefits can be shown with non-emotive faces. Other graphical techniques are available as well.

expanded indications for a technology, they may want to discuss their plans for post-market collection of patient preference information with the appropriate CDRH staff.

Is Patient Preference Information Optional at the Election of the Sponsor?

Patient preference information is not currently a requirement for FDA PMA, 510(k), or de novo approval, but such information can be viewed as a means of enhancing regulatory submissions to help ensure that benefit-risk determinations are patient-centric. Patient preference information can be included at the option of the sponsor, perhaps based on a suggestion or request from FDA staff.

Patient preference information is not currently a requirement for FDA PMA, 510(k), or de novo approvals, so any patient preference information submitted would be at the election of the sponsor. Patient preference information can be considered additional information the sponsor can choose to submit to enhance the benefit-risk assessment process in specific situations. Additionally, as illustrated by the CDRH obesity study and discussed in more detail later in this section, the FDA might decide to undertake patient preference studies to better understand benefit-risk issues in emerging areas of medical technology.

As noted in the CDRH Benefit-Risk Guidance, when sponsors are considering the use of patient preferences for their submission, it would be helpful to discuss with FDA staff their plans for collecting patient preference information and how that might help in understanding benefit-risk issues around a new technology and/or in identifying subpopulations of patients that will choose the technology given their preferences and uncertainty attitudes.

For patient preference information to have significant value in the regulatory process, it would be important for FDA to develop sufficient knowledge and experience with the collection and analysis of patient preference information to provide guidance to sponsors in these discussions. Given that the collection and use of patient preference information is a nascent area in regulatory decision making, it is unlikely in the near term that most FDA reviewers will have much experience with the collection or analysis of such patient preference information. Sponsors, investigators, patient groups, and others bringing such information into regulatory submissions on their own may not only increase the likelihood of approval of a specific medical technology or improve the understanding of patient preferences in a particular disease state, but also help to increase FDA staff familiarity and appreciation of the value of patient preference information.

How Could Patient Preference Information Submitted as Part of an Approval Process be Validated and Audited?

Patient preference data might be audited and validated in a manner similar to how other pre-clinical and clinical data submitted to FDA approval process are audited and validated.

As noted earlier, the CDRH Benefit-Risk Guidance makes it clear that the benefits and risks considered as part of the FDA approval process are those that are based on valid scientific evidence, not just unsubstantiated reports or opinions. Indeed, the guidance states:

“FDA relies on valid scientific evidence in making risk and benefit determinations, including the critical issue of identifying ‘probable risks’ and ‘probable benefits’ in the first place. In general, a ‘probable risk’ and a ‘probable benefit’ do not include theoretical risks and benefits, and instead are ones whose existence and characteristics are supported by valid scientific evidence.”

Beyond the focus on traditional pre-clinical and clinical data as the source of evidence for benefit-risk determinations, the guidance implies that other information about benefits and risks, such as information on patient preferences, needs to be scientifically valid as well.

As with other pre-clinical and clinical data, patient preference data submitted to the FDA will need to be collected, analyzed, and presented in ways that are consistent with established methods or best practices to be considered as valid scientific evidence. Sponsors can consider patient preference information as another form of clinical data, subject to the same data handling and quality system requirements as other clinical data. The source data for patient preference information submitted to the FDA should be available to be examined by FDA auditors, if so requested. Such patient preference data need to be collected in a way that is acceptable to the FDA, meeting standard data handling requirements, software requirements, patient confidentiality requirements, etc. CDRH is developing a guidance document regarding patient preference information that is expected to discuss issues related to the collection and use of patient preference information.
preference information data." Best practices for the collection and presentation of patient preference data is beyond the scope of this report, but should be considered as an area for future work by FDA, MDIC, or others.

When is the Appropriate Time in the Product Development Cycle to Determine if Patient Preference Information Should Be Collected?

There is no “right time” in the product development life cycle for collecting patient preference information. Rather, each sponsor will need to decide if such information is needed and then determine when and how to collect that information. The timing for collection of patient preference information can be assessed when the sponsor believes there is a sufficient understanding of the benefits and risks expected with the particular treatment to identify if patient preference information might be valuable in the development or regulatory process. Sponsors should consider whether it would be helpful to collect some patient preference information before initial interactions with the FDA staff as background information for those discussions. It may be helpful for sponsors to begin discussions with FDA staff regarding the collection of patient preference information early in the interactions between the sponsor and CDRH, likely before finalization of plans for a pivotal clinical trial, rather than leave such discussions until after pivotal clinical trial results are available and the sponsor is filing its application for approval.

As discussed in Section IV, patient preference information can have value throughout product development life cycle. The appropriate timing for collecting patient preference information for regulatory purposes will depend on the characteristics of each technology and the disease(s) it addresses. In general, thinking about the potential value of patient preference information early in the planning for regulatory approval is better than waiting until late in the process, particularly after pivotal clinical data are collected. As described in Section IV, it may be helpful early in the product development process to consider what benefit-risk information will be required for regulatory approval and how patient preference information might enhance that benefit-risk determination. Thinking backwards through the clinical and development steps that will lead up to an approval decision is one approach to identifying the best stages in the development process for collecting patient preference information about that product.

Early discussions between the sponsor and FDA can help assess whether the current understanding of benefits and risks is sufficient to guide patient preference studies about a technology. Preference studies conducted early in development, often with qualitative or less rigorous methods, may be helpful in the product development process as well as in framing the benefit-risk issues to be addressed in the regulatory approval process. It is important to recognize, however, that early patient preference information collected before there is significant clinical experience with a technology may not address the full range of risks or benefits identified later in development after more extensive clinical experience. More rigorous (and more time-consuming and costly) preference assessment methods would be more appropriate for later in development when the clinical benefits and risks are identified and the potential value of preference information in assessing those benefits and risks for regulatory approval is better understood.

On the other hand, conducting preference studies after pivotal trials are completed may be challenging due to limited time between the unblinding of clinical results and the filing the application for approval. Such post-pivotal trial preference studies may be feasible and valuable, however, depending on what issues are identified during pivotal clinical trials and on how much preference information is required. It may be particularly valuable for a pivotal trial itself to include pre- and post-evaluation of patient preference regarding outcomes in both treatment and control arms to give a better understanding of how patients view the benefits and risks of technology changes in both arms of the study. In those situations in which it is difficult to collect patient preference information until after the completion of a clinical trial, each sponsor will need to decide if it would be better to delay the filing of an approval application to collect patient preference information than to submit the application without that information.

* As of the date of publication of this report but independent of this MDIC effort, CDRH was developing a draft guidance regarding the collection and use of patient preference information that should be released in the spring of 2015.
How Could Patient Preference Information be Collected and Used to Better Understand Important Benefit-Risk Issues in New or Evolving Areas of Medical Technologies, and Thereby Help Frame the Development of Regulatory Standards for Clinical Effectiveness in Such Areas?

The FDA, industry, patient groups or other interested organizations, or a collaboration among these groups, might proactively undertake patient preference studies to help enhance the understanding of patient preferences and risk tolerance in emerging or changing clinical areas.

The process of obtaining regulatory approval in emerging or rapidly changing clinical areas can be challenging given uncertainty about which benefits and harms are most important to patients as well as other stakeholders. Recent examples of such emerging clinical areas include transcatheter heart valves, device interventions for hypertension, invasive neuromodulation devices, and devices for treatment of obesity. In such areas, FDA staff and industry may have differing views on the clinical outcome and safety issues that should drive benefit-risk assessments and which will be important considerations in regulatory approval decisions.

Patient preference information may be particularly helpful in such scenarios to frame the development of regulatory standards for clinical effectiveness by providing evidence on how patients view the benefits and harms of a new technology in a particular disease state, and thereby help clarify what patients may view as minimum acceptable benefit or maximum acceptable risk for that technology. As discussed in the introduction to this report, historically, FDA has received information on patient preferences anecdotally from patient comments during open public hearing sessions in advisory committee panel meetings or letters from patients or patient advocacy groups.

However, such anecdotal information is limited in its ability to inform regulatory decisions because it is challenging for FDA staff:

- To assess the representativeness of these testimonies;
- To know how well informed about a device’s benefit-risk profile these patients are;
- To determine what proportion of patients would consider the benefit-risk profile acceptable; and
- To formally assess maximum acceptable risk and minimum acceptable benefit from the patient perspective.

Indeed, it is hard to consider individual statements or letters of endorsement as “scientifically validated evidence” as described in the CDRH Benefit-Risk Guidance.1(p7)

As CDRH staff developed the Benefit-Risk Guidance, they became aware of the need for more effective, scientifically rigorous ways to assess patient preferences to inform benefit-risk determinations. Therefore, they looked for an opportunity to survey a group of patients regarding a relevant disease state as a proof of concept for incorporating patient preferences into regulatory considerations for new technologies. FDA staff decided to undertake the study of patient preferences in obesity referenced throughout this report. This CDRH-sponsored study of patient preferences and risk tolerance for weight-loss devices is an example of how quantitative patient preference information can be used to understand the benefit and risk issues important to patients; develop a quantitative model of how patients tradeoff key benefits and risks; and use such information to help inform regulatory assessment in a specific product area.4

The CDRH obesity study is described in more detail elsewhere in this report. The results of this discrete choice experiment (DCE) survey and conjoint analysis helped FDA:

- Clarify which risks and benefits were most important to the obese patients surveyed;
- Understand the heterogeneity of preferences across the obese patient population;
- Develop a benefit-risk “tool” that quantifies how patients tradeoff key benefits and risks to help inform reviewers of the minimum clinical effectiveness (weight-loss and weight-loss duration) that should be required of a device by patients, given its benefit attributes and risks;
- Develop a model based on preferences to help understand the proportion and characteristics of a subpopulation willing to accept specific levels of risk in exchange for the benefits; and
- To quantify maximum acceptable risk and minimum acceptable benefit from a patient perspective.

Of note, the CDRH obesity preference study was not focused on a specific medical device but on the range of potential devices in terms of benefits and risks, and thereby helped frame an emerging area so as to better enable FDA staff to determine the regulatory standards for approval for weight-loss devices as...
pre-IDE requests and IDE applications are submitted. This particular patient preference study in obesity has helped FDA develop a benefit-risk based framework for thinking about clinical trial requirements for a variety of weight-loss technologies with different levels of risk and potential weight loss. Beyond showing the value of patient preference information, this study illustrates the value of proactive assessment of patient preferences in an emerging area of medical technology.

Indeed, the first obesity product approval informed by this obesity device framework is the Enteromedics Maestro Rechargeable System, an implantable vagal stimulator for obesity. Despite the fact that the additional weight-loss provided by the device compared to diet and exercise was lower than expected, it received PMA approval in January 2015 based on the positive benefit-risk assessment by an FDA advisory panel and the FDA reviewers. The pivotal study suggested that the additional weight loss provided by the device as compared to diet and exercise was lower than expected but still clinically meaningful, and the patient preference study suggested this would still be important to obese patients. As noted in the FDA press release about the approval:

“The [Enteromedics] clinical study did not meet its original endpoint, which was that the experimental group lose at least 10 percent more excess weight than the control group. However, an FDA Advisory Committee (the Gastroenterology and Urology Devices Panel) found the 18-month data supportive of sustained weight loss, and agreed that the benefits of the device outweighed the risks for use in patients who met the criteria in the device’s proposed indication.

In considering the benefits and risks of the device in its review of the Maestro Rechargeable System, the FDA considered the clinical study and the Panel’s recommendations. Additionally, the Agency looked at an FDA-sponsored survey relating to patient preferences of obesity devices that showed a group of patients would accept risks associated with this surgically implanted device for the amounts of weight loss expected to be provided by the device.”

This PMA approval represents the first example among medical devices in which patient preference information played an important role in informing a regulatory benefit-risk-based approval decision.

Given limited funding and personnel, however, FDA cannot be expected to undertake patient preference studies in a wide range of fields. An individual company may want to undertake a patient preference study regarding a specific technology on its own to present to FDA to help frame regulatory standards for approval for that technology. For emerging clinical areas, there will likely be opportunities for FDA, industry, and other interested groups such as PCORI, NIH, and patient advocacy groups to work together on patient preference studies.

While FDA-sponsored patient preference studies regarding a clinical indication in an emerging area of technology can be valuable, as the CDRH obesity study and Enteromedics Maestro Rechargeable System approval has demonstrated, they do take time to plan, execute, analyze, and report. Again, identifying early in the regulatory process if patient preference information would be valuable in the assessment of a particular technology would help sponsors plan ahead for their own studies of patient preferences as well as identify situations in which a broader, multi-sponsor patient preference study may be important to frame the benefit-risk issues in a clinical area.

The comments in this section are offered as “considerations” rather than recommendations given the limited experience in using patient preference information in the regulatory approval process for medical devices. As has been discussed throughout this Framework Report, the use of patient preference information in regulatory benefit risk assessments is a nascent area with much to be learned as sponsors, FDA staff, and others work to identify situations in which patient preference information would be useful, collect such information, and use it in the regulatory process. Additional work is needed to improve the regulatory science around the use of patient preference information in benefit-risk assessment.

The final section of this report, Section VIII, discusses unanswered questions in current methods for assessing patient preferences and topics for this additional work that have been identified during this PCBR Project that might help further efforts to make CDRH benefit-risk assessment more patient-centric.
CDRH-Sponsored Weight Loss Devices Study

At the time the CDRH obesity study was conducted, gastric banding was the only FDA-approved invasive weight loss device in the U.S. market. There was a need to determine what would be the minimum clinical meaningful effectiveness (weight loss) that would offset the risks posed by devices that were less invasive than gastric banding. The quantitative study on patient preferences fulfilled this need because it provided a mathematical tool capable of determining the amount of clinically meaningful weight loss required to offset the risks for a wide variety of weight loss devices. For example, based on the study results one could say that to choose a device associated with a mortality risk of 0.5%, an average respondent (243 lbs. and 5' 10”) would expect to lose at least 24% of his body weight and the weight loss should last at least 2 years. This quantitative study of patient preferences can also provide an estimate of the proportion of patients willing to accept a device with a specified benefit-risk profile.

The benefit-risk tool built based on the obesity study proved to be instrumental in informing the FDA reviewers when evaluating pre-market applications of weight loss devices. The Center for Devices and Radiological Health has been using the results of the weight loss devices study to inform the clinical trial design of new submissions that have some of the attributes considered in the survey. It is also using the study results to inform regulatory decisions. The benefit-risk tool generated by the study provides an estimate of the proportion of patients that would tolerate the risks of a new weight loss device in exchange for its benefits. If such proportion is meaningful, the Center will consider approving the device and indicating it for those patients for whom the benefits outweigh the risks.

In the case of EnteroMedics Maestro Rechargeable System’s approval in 2015, the CDRH used the benefit-risk tool to compute the minimum clinically meaningful weight loss required by risk tolerant patients and to estimate the proportion of patients who would use the device. Those analyses were important considerations in the regulatory approval of the Maestro device, particularly as they showed that there was a subgroup of patients that would accept the risks of this implantable device for the promise of the amount and duration of weight loss expected from its use.
SECTION VII: Potential Value of Patient Preference Information Beyond the Regulatory Process
This MDIC PCBR Framework Report has focused primarily on the use of patient preference information in benefit-risk assessments for regulatory approval. Section IV also discusses at a high level the potential value of patient preference information in the product development process. Beyond product development and the regulatory approval process, information on how patients view the risks and benefits of a technology may be useful for other purposes, notably reimbursement, marketing, and shared medical decision making. While an in-depth discussion of how patient preference information might be useful in each of these areas is beyond the scope of this report, this section will discuss briefly how patient preference information might be useful in each of these areas and how future work in each of these areas might be useful.

**Patient Preference Information and Reimbursement**

Patient preference information regarding the potential risks and expected benefits of a medical device could be useful in reimbursement decisions, but, at present, such information is not explicitly sought or considered as part current of coding or coverage decisions processes. For example, evidence of clinical effectiveness is central to coding and coverage decisions, but information on how patients view a new treatment option, particularly compared to other treatment options, is not explicitly mentioned in either American Medical Association (AMA) Current Procedural Terminology (CPT) Code application process or the CMS National Coverage Decision (NCD) process. While the CMS NCD process does provide opportunity for public comment, such comments are usually in the form of statements by individual patients or by patient advocacy groups, not quantitative information from formal studies of how patients view treatment options.

Payers are interested in reimbursing technology that leads to effective clinical care for patients, as demonstrated by clinical evidence of improved patient outcomes. Patient outcomes are typically measured in clinical studies as the mean or median of one or more physiological, functional, or patient-reported parameters across a representative sample of the patient population. Such studies may or may not examine the heterogeneity of patient outcomes or patient preferences about those outcomes across the patient population. Payer staff involved in coverage decisions may not fully understand how patients see the benefit-risk tradeoffs of a given procedure or technology, and how patient perceptions of the value of a technology may differ from those of physicians or other providers. If a patient preference study reveals that many patients, or even a significant minority of patients, have a strong preference for new product given its attributes, payers may be persuaded to cover that product which otherwise would not be covered based on available clinical data alone.

As patient preference information is developed for regulatory purposes, it may be beneficial to make sure that such information is published and becomes part of the clinical literature that supports the use of the technology. Such published studies may provide additional perspective on the value of a new technology that may influence coverage decisions, particularly if they identify a subset of patients that prefer a less expensive technology with a different benefit-risk profile than the average patient prefers. Submission of patient preference information may also help make sure that coverage decisions are more patient-centric, not just based on payer and provider perception of benefits and risks.

Again, given its regulatory emphasis, the MDIC PCBR Project did not focus significantly on the use of patient preference information in the reimbursement process. Indeed, the MDIC PCBR Steering Committee does not include significant payer or provider representation. In the future, MDIC or other groups might consider convening a group of interested stakeholders, including payers as well as industry and patient groups, to discuss...
how patient preference information might be valuable in coding, coverage, and payment decision processes.

**Patient Preference Information and Marketing**

Patient preference information can be used throughout the entire product lifecycle to help characterize a market opportunity, identify target patient populations for the technology, identify key technology attributes that are important or problematic for patients, and develop patient-facing marketing materials.

As described in Section IV of this document and illustrated in Exhibit 4-1, information on patient preferences regarding clinical needs for diagnosing or treating a disease state can be collected at each stage of the product development lifecycle. In early development, companies can obtain qualitative information through focus groups and structured interviews, and may work to obtain more quantitative information through some of the methods described in Appendix A. These efforts can inform the needs assessment and initial product description used as the basis product development activity, as well as product design and clinical testing efforts. Some of the most useful information that can be collected relates to patient-perception of the risks and benefits of established treatments and the risk profile of the target patient population, as well as their desired outcomes. Patient preference information about existing treatment options can provide an important benchmark against which the new technology may be compared through the rest of the product development process, identifying potential issues that need to be solved to make the new product successful in the market.

With more developed prototypes available during pre-clinical and clinical development, patients can provide even more direct feedback about the potential value of a new technology compared to existing treatment options. For patient self-use technologies, focus groups and clinical trials offer the opportunity to obtain direct patient feedback regarding specific features of the technology as well as information regarding patient preferences for the new technology versus others treatment options. While pre-approval clinical trials are often designed to look at issues of safety and effectiveness of the product, they also offer an opportunity to collect preference information from patients who have experienced the technology. For technologies that require clinical trials for which it may be difficult to randomize patients, “preference trial” methodologies described in Appendix A may offer a way of obtaining both clinical and preference information about the technology.

After regulatory approval, marketing departments routinely collect and analyze preference information aimed at understanding and engaging patients and other customers. Data collection strategies range from simple analysis of social media sites and focus groups to more sophisticated analysis of patient preferences using some of the methods described in Appendix A. This patient-derived information, used in conjunction with preference information collected from physicians or other important stakeholders, can be used to help optimize advertising and promotional material as well identify new feature sets and other product changes that would be important to patients.

Preference information can be used to develop patient-facing marketing material to facilitate adoption. The validity of such marketing material is enhanced by using information evaluated during the regulatory approval process, both clinical outcome data as well as patient preference information. Developing materials that help patients understand the potential benefits and risks of a technology or treatment so that they can make an informed decision about its use will become increasingly important in a more “patient-centric” health care system that encourages shared medical decision making. Exploring better ways of communicating benefit and risk information to patients, particularly in complex medical decisions, represents an important area for future research in regulatory science that may be valuable in marketing efforts as well.

Given the evolving health care system and the changing way in which medical products are being marketed, companies might think about how patient preference information can enhance their marketing efforts as well as facilitate regulatory approval. The investment they make in collecting patient preference information for regulatory purposes may prove valuable in their marketing efforts as well. The application of patient preference information in marketing is outside the regulatory science purview of MDIC, and is perhaps best explored by individual companies or an industry group if there is such interest.

**Patient Preference Information and Shared Medical Decision Making**

The concept of incorporating patient perspectives on benefit and risk into regulatory decision making is consistent with broader efforts to incorporate patient perspectives into clinical decision making. In the end, it is the patient who is the ultimate consumer of medical care and has the choice of what medical care to receive. The shared medical decision making (SDM) movement has grown out of a desire to ensure that patients have the appropriate information they need to make major decisions about their medical care.
The process of shared decision making involves providing patients with accurate, unbiased, and clear information about the risks and benefits of a procedure or treatment that the patient, in collaboration with his/her provider(s), can use to make a decision about the best course of action. As outlined by the Informed Medical Decision Making Foundation:

“Shared decision making (SDM) is a collaborative process that allows patients and their providers to make health care decisions together, taking into account the best scientific evidence available, as well as the patient’s values and preferences. . . . .

SDM is particularly important when it comes to preference-sensitive care, where there is more than one clinically appropriate treatment option for the condition, each with benefits and drawbacks, and in which the patient’s values and preferences should be critical in determining the chosen intervention.

Unfortunately, patients often make decisions about medical treatments without completely understanding their options. Decision aids present the various treatment options in an unbiased, balanced way to patients so they can make an informed choice. These tools, which are designed to complement, rather than replace, counseling from a health care provider, can be used to facilitate a shared decision making conversation between patient and provider.”

The methods used to assess patient preferences for benefits and potential risks have the potential to be useful in the realm of shared decision making. Certainly patient preference information collected on new technologies can help confirm whether the use of the technology is preference sensitive and therefore a good candidate for shared medical decision efforts. Patient preference information that is used as a basis for a regulatory approval decision may be important information to present to patients to assist in their decision making about the use of that product, particularly if it is incorporated into the product label. As discussed in Section VI, for a technology with significant risks, CDRH may include in labeling the use of approved informed consent materials to ensure that patients are adequately informed of the risks and benefits of that technology. Additionally, as health care providers increase the use of shared decision making as a way of assuring that only desired and appropriate care is provided to their patients, the preference information developed initially for regulatory purposes may be used in the development of shared decision making tools to help a patient understand the potential benefits and risks of a treatment approach to them. Of importance to providers and companies, shared decision-making processes may help reduce potential liability by assuring that patients receive consistent and clear about the benefits and risks of a particular technology and that their decision to use the product is well documented.

Given the focus of the MDIC PCBR Project on the regulatory use of patient preference information, the PCBR Steering Committee did not explore in depth the use of patient preference information in the context of shared decision making. MDIC, PCORI, patient groups, or others may want to convene a group of experts in shared decision making as well as representatives of industry, FDA, patients, providers, and payers to further explore the use of patient preference information in shared medical decision making and the use of patient preference information collected for regulatory purposes in such efforts.

Reimbursement, marketing, and shared decision making are areas where patient preference information collected for regulatory purposes might also have value. Additional experience with collecting patient preference information along with additional thought and research is needed to explore the possibilities of using patient preference information in these areas and to establish best practices for the collection and use of such information. Section VIII discusses the unanswered questions regarding methods to collect, analyze, and present patient preference information.
SECTION VIII:
Future Work in the Collection and Use of Patient Preference Information for Regulatory Purposes
As outlined in the Introduction of this report and emphasized throughout, the field of patient preference assessment for regulatory purposes is relatively new. This Framework Report is intended to be an early thought piece about how to incorporate patient preferences in the regulatory approval process. This report does not purport to be the definitive document on the subject of patient centered benefit-risk analysis, but rather a document that helps further the thinking in a nascent field. Moreover, it is envisioned that this report is the first version of a living document, updated periodically by MDIC, likely with the help of FDA and other organizations, as more experience is gained in collecting and using patient preference information in the regulatory context, as well as in marketing, reimbursement, and shared decision making.

In the process of developing this Framework Report, the PCBR Steering Committee identified several areas where additional experience, thought, or analysis would be valuable to improve the ability to collect and use patient preference information in the regulatory process. Additionally, in the process of developing the Catalog of Methods, the Catalog Working Group identified areas in which additional work might improve our understanding of the properties of patient-preference methods and their use in benefit-risk assessments.

The purpose of this section of the Framework Report is to discuss areas for future work that would improve the ability of FDA, industry, and others to collect and use patient preference information in the regulatory process and in the total product lifecycle. The section begins with a summary of the outstanding issues identified during the development of the Catalog of Methods, and then highlights several additional areas for future work identified during the course of the MDIC PCBR Project.

Areas for Future Research Regarding Patient-Preference Methods

The Catalog Working Group identified a number of questions regarding patient-preference methods and their application in benefit-risk assessments for which there were no clear answers. These questions reflect those that arose during the development of the Catalog as well as questions raised during review by members of the Patient Centered Benefit-Risk project Steering Committee, CDRH staff, and Medical Device Innovation Consortium (MDIC) member companies. These questions fall into four broad categories: 1) the choice of method; 2) the sample; 3) the development of a study; and 4) the validity of the method. Suggestions for future research are provided to address each question. The suggestions for future research are only suggestions and are not meant to be prescriptive nor exhaustive. There may be other approaches to providing information to address these questions. These questions and suggested areas for future research on these questions are discussed below. Additional information regarding these questions and suggestions is provided in Section 6 of Appendix A: the Catalog of Methods.

Choice of Method

Once a sponsor has identified the type of patient preference information required and the point in development when the information can best be collected, it is not always clear which methods are the best option among the alternative methods available. A key question is whether using different methods to answer the same research question will yield similar and consistent results. There are only a few studies comparing the outputs of different patient-preference methods applied to the same underlying research question.28,33,34 An area for future research would be applying multiple patient-preference methods to answer the same research question. Such studies
will enable users to directly compare and contrast the performance of different patient preference methods and the relative advantages and limitations of any given method in a different situation.

**Sample Selection**

There is no clear guidance on whose preferences should be measured in a patient preference study. Representativeness is evaluated entirely by comparing the sample with the population of interest, which is determined, in large part, by the research question. The research question may involve understanding the preferences of a population with well-defined characteristics (e.g., a clinical trial population for which there are well-defined inclusion and exclusion criteria). In this case, recruiting a representative sample is relatively straightforward. However, the research question may be broader and involve understanding the preferences of the population that will be exposed to the medical technology in the future. In this case, recruiting a representative sample may be difficult because the characteristics of the overall population of interest may not be well understood. For example, a medical technology may be indicated to treat a given condition, but the number of patients with that condition and the distribution of ages and genders of patients in that population may not be known with any degree of certainty. Even if observable characteristics of the population are known, it is impossible to ensure that the preferences of any sample are representative of the overall population because differences in preferences may not be completely explainable by observable characteristics. Another complication is that preferences can change over time, such as patients with chronic illnesses often learn to adjust to their illness and may show different preferences later in life, so that chronicity of disease may need to be factored into sample selection considerations.

Because it is difficult to know how the representativeness of a sample is likely to affect the results of a patient preference study, one research project might be to conduct the same patient preference study with different samples with different characteristics. Such a study would provide evidence regarding the sensitivity of the results obtained with specific patient preference methods to the choice of sample and may provide evidence of systematic biases resulting from sampling choice or the degree of sensitivity of some methods to the choice of sample when compared with other methods.

Another issue in sample selection is whether prior experience with treatment biases preferences relative to patients who have not been treated for the condition. Of particular interest is whether people with prior experience with the medical technology or a similar technology have preferences that vary systematically from those people who do not have such experience. Whether prior experience influences patients’ preferences for medical technologies in any case, every case, or only in cases with certain properties is unknown. To better understand these issues, a study of patients’ benefit-risk preferences for medical technologies might be conducted with samples of patients who have prior experience with a medical technology as well as patients who may potentially be eligible for a medical technology to provide evidence of the extent to which people with prior experience have systematically different preferences from those who do not. This type of study might be repeated for different types of medical technologies to provide evidence regarding the extent to which such differences in preferences may or may not exist for different technologies.

Alternatively, a patient preference study could be conducted among patients who would be eligible for a medical technology but who have no prior experience with the medical technology. The same patient preference study could then be conducted among patients who receive the medical technology once the medical technology becomes available. Information on differences in preferences between these groups would provide both an understanding of the effect of an experience on patient preferences and may also provide a method for validating the premarket patient preference study (see suggestion for future research under Study Validity).

**Development of a Study**

There is no definitive guidance on the selection of device attributes to be used in a preference study. For some studies, the primary objective is to identify the attributes of the medical technology that are important to patients. However, in studies in which the objective is to quantify the relative importance of attributes or to quantify the tradeoffs patients are willing to make among attributes, the choice of specific attributes among those available is critical to study design. Sometimes the attributes that are identified as important by patients during qualitative research are used in quantitative studies. Other approaches to identifying the attributes for a study include asking a group of medical or regulatory experts to identify those attributes that are most important to a regulatory decision, or conducting a literature review or review of product labels to determine those attributes that distinguish one medical technology from alternative medical technologies or a standard of care. Benefit-risk frameworks such as the BRAT Framework and PrOACT-URL also provide guidance on attribute selection.11,14,35-38 However, these approaches to
selecting attributes are applied inconsistently across patient preference methods and across patient preference studies using a given method.

To better understand how best to select product attributes, a patient preference study could be designed to determine the impact of changing the list of attributes with any given method. Such a study could have two arms in which patients are assigned randomly to see different sets of attributes developed using different approaches to attribute identification. A key component of such a study would be to ensure that a number of attributes (perhaps half) are common to both studies. The results of such a study could provide an understanding of whether differences in attribute selection result in comparable weights or tradeoffs for a common set of attributes or whether the inclusion of different attributes affects patients’ evaluations of the common set of attributes.

Another challenge with defining attributes for a patient preference study is how best to define those attributes for patients to understand them. There is no definitive guidance on how to assure that patients understand attributes. Differences in the description of attributes may lead to different estimates of relative importance or different measurements of how patients make tradeoffs. The extent to which differences in attribute definitions and patients’ comprehension of those definitions affect patient preference estimates are not well understood.

One way to better understand how different definitions of attributes might influence preference measurement would be to design a patient preference study that examines the impact of changing definitions of attributes. Such a study could include two arms in which patients are assigned randomly to one of two sets of attribute definitions. The results of such a study could provide an understanding of the extent to which patient preference estimates are sensitive to the way in which attributes are described. In addition, comprehension questions could be included to evaluate patients’ understanding of the definitions presented in the survey, and the data could be analyzed to test whether differences in the level of comprehension systematically affect patient preference estimates.

**Study Validity**

There is also no definitive guidance on how to assure a patient preference study is valid. In addition, it is not yet clear what regulators or other users of patient preference data would need to be comfortable with using patient preference study results. While there are academic standards for good design and conduct of conjoint analysis preference studies and there are internal consistency tests that can be used in these studies, there currently is no clear definition of what constitutes a valid patient preference study. Unlike in patient reported outcomes (PRO) research, there is not a standard set of validity tests that can be applied to patient preference studies. A review of standards and methods for assuring validity in other types of clinical studies, such as studies using PROs, might identify principles that could be used in developing analogous, but likely different, approaches to validating patient preference studies.

Stated-preference methods typically involve scenarios in which patients are asked to make hypothetical choices without actually experiencing the consequences of that choice. Therefore, it is unknown whether patients would actually do what they say they would do. Often hypothetical choices are necessary because observing actual choices is impossible or observing actual choices does not provide sufficient variation in attributes and attribute levels to tease out the rates or levels of severity at which patients would be willing to trade off among attributes. Despite providing experimental control over the attributes and attribute levels that are considered in treatment decisions, the hypothetical nature of the choice from which patient preference data are derived may weaken the validity of patient preference estimates.

Although some methods exist for evaluating the consistency of hypothetical choices when patients are asked to make multiple choices in the same study, there is little evidence as to what level of consistency would be required for a study to be considered valid. One method for establishing the validity of patient preference methods is to determine whether the hypothetical choices patients make are consistent across choice scenarios. A review of existing patient preference studies to examine the consistency of responses using hypothetical choices might provide some guidance as to the level of consistency that can be expected from such studies.

As noted above, stated-preference methods typically involve scenarios in which patients are asked to make hypothetical choices, and it is unknown whether patients would actually do what they say they would do. A patient preference study designed to generate information that can help validate the evidence collected through premarket patient preference studies and to understand the effect of experience on patient preferences could be conducted (see suggestion for future research under Sample). One study could be conducted among patients who would be eligible for a medical technology but who have no prior experience with the medical technology. The same patient preference study could then be conducted among patients who receive the medical technology once the medical technology becomes available.
Each of these issues and suggestions for future research is discussed in more detail in Appendix A: The Catalog of Methods.

Opportunities for Future Work in the Use of Patient Preferences Information for Regulatory Purposes

During the process of developing this Framework Report, the PCBR Steering Committee noted several areas where additional thought, experience, and analysis would be valuable in improving the ability of FDA staff, industry, patient groups, and others to collect and use patient preference information. Additionally, feedback from MDIC members on the draft of this report confirmed the need for additional work in some of these areas and identified other areas as well. These areas are discussed below. These opportunities for future work fall into three broad areas:

• Gaining additional experience with collecting and analyzing patient preference information;
• Effectively communicating benefit and risk information to patients and providers; and
• Using patient preference information in the regulatory process.

Each of these areas is discussed in more detail below.

Gaining Additional Experience with the Collection and Analysis of Patient Preference Information

The most significant need in the field of assessing patient preferences for regulatory purposes is simply gaining more experience with doing such studies and applying them in the regulatory context. In its work, the PCBR Steering Committee could only identify one study of a patient preference study being used as part of the CDRH regulatory process: the study of patient preferences in obesity initiated by the FDA.\(^{39}\) The use of this study to develop to a benefit-risk framework for thinking about clinical requirements for medical devices for obesity\(^{4}\) and the recent approval of Enteromedic’s Maestro Rechargeable System for obesity\(^{40}\) illustrate the potential value of patient preference information in the regulatory process. Its singularity also highlights need for more examples of the collection and use of patient preference information in the FDA process.

The value to FDA, industry, and others of additional patient preference studies goes beyond the use of the specific results of those studies. The value of additional preference studies might also include:

• Gaining more experience with the variety of methodologies described in the Catalog of Methods:
  - Obtaining greater insight into how best to elicit the full range of benefits and risks that need to be assessed in a particular clinical indication;
  - Learning how to best define benefits and risks and describe their level and probability to patients in order to conduct useful patient preference studies;
  - Comparing the results of different methods of assessing patient preference information for the same technology or clinical indication;
  - Validating the use of various methods of patient preference elucidation;
  - Gaining a better understanding of the comparative strengths and weaknesses of different patient preference assessment methods and best practices for applying each method.

• Gaining more experience with using patient preference information in regulatory benefit-risk analysis:
  - Better understanding the study pre-specification, statistical, and validation considerations that are important in assuring accurate and useful preference studies;
  - Learning how best to compare patient preferences for the benefits and risks of different types of therapies, such as devices vs. conservative care, invasive vs. non-invasive devices, acute vs. longer term therapies, devices vs. drugs;
  - Learning how best to evaluate preferences and preference changes over time.

• Learning how to most efficiently and cost-effectively design and execute patient preference studies.

• Learning how to best communicate the results of patient preference studies to patients, providers, FDA staff, industry staff, the public, and others.

As experience with additional studies is gained, the ability of FDA, industry, and other groups to collect and use patient preference information to enhance benefit-risk assessments should improve.

As noted in Section VI, the collection and incorporation of patient preference information is not an FDA requirement, and is currently elective on the part of the sponsor of a particular FDA approval application. Therefore, gaining additional experience with patient preference studies will result from sponsors thinking about the potential value of patient preference information in a particular situation, perhaps using
the factors outlined in Section III; deciding to take on collecting such information; and then publishing the results of such studies or referencing them in publically available materials such that others in industry and the FDA can learn from that experience. As noted in Section VII, similar to the publication of clinical studies publication of patient preference studies may support marketing, reimbursement, and shared medical decision making efforts as well as enhance the knowledge of the medical device ecosystem about the potential value and best practices around assessing patient preferences. Beyond the value of such discussions in a specific situation, the collective experience with such discussions may enhance future discussions about patient preferences in other situations and help all involved figure out the most efficient and cost-effective way to collect such information.

**Collaboration on Studies of Patient Preferences in Emerging Areas of Medical Technology.**
In addition to the value of additional patient preference studies to support FDA applications for specific technologies, patient preference studies may be particularly helpful to both FDA and industry in framing benefit-risk issues in emerging or important areas of medical technology. The obesity study used throughout this report is an excellent example of using a patient preference study to better understand patient benefit-risk tradeoffs regarding technology use in one clinical area – devices for obesity -- that has helped shape the thinking about regulating new devices that in that area. The value of such broad studies of patient preferences regarding treatment options in a particular disease state is that they are not tied to consideration of the benefit and risks of a particular technology. Rather, they can help understand patient perspective on benefit-risk tradeoffs in a clinical area independent of a specific technology, and thereby help to assure a clear and fair approach to establishing regulatory requirements for the full range of technologies, and possibly drugs, attempting to address the particular clinical problem.

While the CDHR undertook by itself a broad study of patient preferences in obesity, the FDA cannot be expected to undertake all such studies in other clinical areas as they arise. Rather, other interested parties might be better positioned to undertake or collaborate on similar broad studies of patient preferences in particular clinical areas. Such collaborations might take the form of a group of companies working together to use a patient preference study to help define clinical requirements in a particular area; an FDA-industry collaboration on a particular area, perhaps through a group such as MDIC; an effort led by an independent research organization such as PCORI, an academic study undertaken with government or foundation funding support, a project undertaken by one or more patient advocacy groups in a particular area; or some combination of the above. A good example of a broad patient preference study sponsored by a patient advocacy group to help shape the regulatory requirements in a particular area is the study sponsored by Parent Project Muscular Dystrophy regarding caregiver (parent) preferences regarding therapies for Duchenne’s Muscular Dystrophy previously mentioned in this section.  

**Areas of emerging technology in which broad patient preference studies might be particularly useful include:**

- **Less invasive alternatives to existing invasive procedures:** The obesity study represents one important example of studying patient preferences in an area in which many of the emerging technologies being pursued are less-invasive alternatives to existing surgery procedures. As noted in Section III, patient preference studies might be particularly helpful when the benefits as well as the risks of less invasive approaches are less than those of the more invasive options.

- **Device alternatives to drugs:** Patient preference studies might be particularly useful when there is a fundamental difference in treatment paradigms, such as a device-based alternative in disease states traditionally treated with drugs. One example is when a single procedure is being developed as an alternative to chronic treatment with drugs, such as renal denervation as an alternative to medication in treating hypertension. A different example might be the use of an implantable device as an alternative to chronic treatment with drugs, such as implantable neurostimulation for Parkinson’s disease as an alternative to drug therapy. Devices, which generally work locally at an anatomic or end-organ level to influence disease, may raise fundamentally different issues of risk than drugs, which generally work at a molecular or cellular level and often go throughout the body. Patient preference studies in clinical areas traditionally treated with drugs in which device approaches are emerging might be particularly valuable to help regulators and sponsors think about the important benefit-risk tradeoffs for drug vs. device therapies.

**Development of a Repository of Patient Preference Studies.** One approach to improving the collective understanding of how to collect and use patient preference information might be to establish a repository of patient preference studies. A patient preference registry might be similar in concept to the Cost-effectiveness Analysis Registry run by the Center for the Evaluation of Value and Risk in Health
at Tufts University.* Such a repository might include a centralized database that contains a broad range of published patient preference studies, including those regarding specific medical devices, drugs, and diagnostics as well as more general studies of diagnostic or treatment approaches to specific disease states. The repository might include studies undertaken by industry, FDA, academics, or others, whether used in the regulatory process or undertaken for other purposes. It might also include patient preference studies by industry or others that are submitted to the registry but that have not been formally published. The repository might be sponsored and operated by a public entity, such as FDA, NIH, or PCORI; a public-private partnership such as MDIC; a private entity such as a particular university or foundation; or some combination of these organizations.

Such a repository of existing patient preference information might prove valuable as a “one-stop shop” for FDA staff, industry, or others looking for existing information on patient preferences so as not to have to undertake a new study. It would also offer prior examples of patient preference studies to help inform the design and implementation of new patient preference studies. Additionally, a repository might also facilitate periodic assessment of the field of patient preference measurement, particularly the comparison of different methodologies for collecting and analyzing patient preference information. By bringing a focus on patient preference studies, a central collection of patient preference research should help advance this emerging field of regulatory science.

**Development of Tools to Help Parties Considering Patient Preference Studies.** In feedback to the draft of this report, several MDIC members highlighted the potential value of having worksheets or other tools to help those considering undertaking a patient preference study to decide if such a study would be useful, decide when in the development process to undertake such a study, decide how to design such a study, and how to present such information for use in the regulatory process. They cited the value of the worksheets provided by FDA in the Benefit-Risk Guidance document as a precedent for such tools for helping in the process of collecting and using patient preference information.

As an initial thought piece on the collection and use of patient preferences in regulatory benefit-risk assessment and given limited experience with the use of patient preference information in the regulatory process, the PCBR Steering Committee specifically avoided taking a “cookbook” or checklist approach to the decisions that would be involved in designing, undertaking, and using the results of a patient preference study, choosing instead to offer ways of thinking about the issues and a “factors to consider” approach in several sections of this report. With additional FDA and industry experience with patient preference information in the regulatory process, however, the PCBR Steering Committee envisions developing worksheets or other tools for facilitating the process of undertaking patient preference studies and using such information in the regulatory process, potentially in collaboration with other public-private partnerships, academic, or related groups. Down the road, based on experience with additional patient preference studies and their use in the regulatory process, MDIC might consider developing such tools as part of updating this report; FDA might consider developing such tools as part of developing guidance on patient preference information; or other groups might consider developing such tools on their own.

**Effectively Communicating Benefit and Risk Information to Patients and Providers**

As discussed in Section VI, informing patients of the potential benefits and risks is necessary to be able to elicit their preferences regarding the diagnosis or treatment of a disease, a large topic that has a considerable body of literature. Given the focus of the report on the patient preferences themselves, this report does not address how best to inform patients regarding benefits and risks. And while the report discusses the potential value of patient preference information in the regulatory labeling of a technology, it does not discuss best practices for communicating benefits and risks to patients and providers so as to assure that patients can make a well-informed choice about the use of a particular technology.

**Review of Best Practice for Communicating Benefit-Risk Information to Patients and Providers.** A follow-on project coming out of this report might be to review the best practices for communicating benefit and risk information to both patients and providers in the context of the elicitation of patient preferences, informed consent, and shared medical decision making. Such a report might review the existing

---

* The Center for the Evaluation of Value and Risk in Health (CEVR) at Tufts University analyzes the benefits, risks and costs of strategies to improve health and health care. In addition to their work as a research and training center on cost-effectiveness research, CEVR has developed and maintains two databases that are resources for health care stakeholders; the Cost-effectiveness Analysis (CEA) Registry and the National Coverage Determinations Database. For more information on the CEA Registry, see: [https://research.tufts-nemc.org/cear4/Home.aspx](https://research.tufts-nemc.org/cear4/Home.aspx)
and Beyond

there are several possible projects that would be valuable to FDA, sponsors, patient groups, preference information in the regulatory process and experience around how to actually use patient and risk information to patients, further thought and analyzing patient preference information and risks to patients to assure that the patients can make well-informed choices about their medical care may be of significant value to providers and industry in reducing medico-legal liability.

**Development of a Framework for Incorporating Patient Preference Information into Product Labeling.** As discussed in Section VI, patient preference information might support labeling claims for a product in which the indicated population to use the technology is based on patient preferences in addition to or instead of more traditional demographic or disease severity characteristics. Similar to the label for the Vision Care Implantable Miniature Telescope (IMT) approval referenced in Section VI, such labeling might include specific informed consent requirements along with documentation of the patient’s choice (i.e., expressed preference) in order for the patient to be eligible for the technology. Building on the review of best practices for communicating benefit and risk to patients, MDIC, FDA, and patient groups might collaborate on a project to think through issues related to incorporating patient preference information into product labeling. Beyond issues of when and how preference information is presented in labeling, this project could consider issues related to how labeling information is used in informed consent and shared medical decision making to facilitate providers’ ability to help patients make well-informed choices about the use of medical technology.

**Using Patient Preference Information in the Regulatory Assessment Process and Beyond**

In addition to gaining experience in collecting and analyzing patient preference information and understanding how best to communicate benefit and risk information to patients, further thought and experience around how to actually use patient preference information in the regulatory process would be valuable to FDA, sponsors, patient groups, and others. There are several possible projects that might contribute to this understanding of how to best use patient preference information in the regulatory process, including gaining experience with using quantitative benefit-risk models. Beyond the value of patient preference information in the initial approval of medical devices, it may be valuable to explore the value of such information in the drug and biologic approval processes and in the post-market setting.

**Use of Quantitative Benefit-Risk Analysis in the Regulatory Process.** As noted in Section VI, while most benefit-risk assessments can be performed using clinical judgment applied to study data, there are cases where the interaction between multiple benefits and harms, the diversity of views of the relative importance of treatment attributes, or the need to make a defensible argument make a quantitative model for benefit-risk highly informative. An example of such a quantitative approach is used in several figures in Section II of this Framework in which a quantitative benefit-risk measure is used to illustrate the relationship between benefits and risks over the population. There are numerous quantitative approaches to benefit-risk assessment, many of which incorporate weights that reflect the relative importance of benefits, harms and other attributes, however these approaches currently have traction only in academic and health economic types of applications. The tool developed based on CDRH’s obesity preference study is a good example of such a quantitative model. As noted elsewhere in this report, the quantitative model has allowed CDRH to apply the preferences to help establish the regulatory requirements for new obesity technologies as well as has influenced the approval of at least one medical device, the Enteromedics Maestro Rechargeable System.

There is a significant opportunity for additional work to explore the value of quantitative benefit-risk assessment in the regulation of medical devices and drive towards consensus amongst stakeholders on the use of such models. Sponsors, perhaps in consultation with FDA staff, might undertake studies not only to assess patient preferences, but also to develop quantitative benefit-risk models that can be submitted as part of the information supporting the application of a novel device for FDA approval. Examples where patient preference information is used in quantitative benefit-risk assessments would build experience with such approaches, providing insights on how such models might be used for both internal sponsor purposes as well as regulatory purposes.

**Use of Patient Preference Information in Post-Market Studies.** While much of the emphasis on the value of patient preference information in the initial approval of a product, such information may have value in post-approval studies as well.
in Section VI, patient preference information collected in the post-market setting might help clarify which risks and benefits are of most importance to patients; help assess the relative importance these benefits and risks; help identify additional patient populations that might prefer the technology over other treatments; and support the development of quantitative benefit-risk models discussed above, particularly models that might be useful beyond the regulatory process in reimbursement, marketing, and shared decision making.

With the growing interest in post-market data collection on the outcomes and risks of a technology in routine use, one area to explore is capturing patient preference information as part of registries and other post-market studies. Beyond the potential value of such information in obtaining expanded indications for a product, companies may want to explore the use of post-market patient preference information for other purposes, notably reimbursement and marketing. Post-market patient preference studies will further build the overall experience with undertaking patient preference studies and further understanding of how best to collect and use preference information.

**Use of Patient Preference Information in the Regulatory Process for Drugs and Biologics.**

Given MDIC’s focus on regulatory science related to medical devices, this Framework Report has focused on how patient preference information might be used in the regulation of medical devices. Yet such preference information may be valuable in the regulation of pharmaceuticals and biologics as well. Incorporating patient preferences into the development of drugs as well as devices has become an important area of regulatory focus, as illustrated by Title I of the 21st Century Cures Initiative currently before Congress emphasizing the importance of incorporating the patient’s perspective into the regulatory process for both drugs and devices. In response to Federal Register Notice FDA-2014-N-1698, "FDA Activities for Patient Participation in Medical Product Discussion," both the Biotechnology Industry Organization (BIO) and FasterCures, a center of the Milken Institute, submitted letters that discuss the potential value of patient preference studies among a number of other approaches to bring the patient perspective into CDER’s and CBER’s approval processes. The Parent Project Muscular Dystrophy’s preference study in Duchenne's disease referenced earlier in this section is one early example of a patient-group-initiated preference study intended to help guide the regulation of drugs and biologics in a specific disease state. This interest in bringing the patient perspective into pharmaceutical regulation is not limited to the U.S. The Innovative Medicines Initiative, a public–private partnership in Europe to promote the development of new therapeutics, has proposed “Patient perspective elicitation on benefits and risks of medicinal products, supplementing benefit risk assessments by regulators and HTAs (health technology assessments) from development through the entire life cycle” as a new initiative under its IMI 2 proposal for its next phase of projects.

The methods evaluated in the Catalog are not tied to specific types of therapy, so this compendium of patient preference assessment methodologies should be of value to those interested in collecting patient preferences regarding the use of pharmaceuticals and biologics. However, the product development lifecycle and the process of evaluating drugs and biologics is somewhat different than that for devices, so how patient preference information might be used in the CDER and CBER approval processes may be different than how it would be used the CDRH approval process. While some of the considerations discussed in this Framework Report may be useful in thinking about drug and biologics, a separate consideration of how best to incorporate patient preference information in to the drug and biologic approval process may be valuable to both FDA and industry. FDA, perhaps in conjunction with industry organizations, patient groups, and other interested parties, might consider undertaking their own “framework” project regarding how to use patient preference information in the CDER and CBER regulatory approval processes.

**Additional Opportunities to Improve the Incorporation of Patient Preferences into Regulatory Decision Making**

The list of opportunities for further work in the collection and use of patient preference information in regulatory process contained in this section is based on the PCBR Steering Committee’s review of its work and of initial feedback from MDIC members based on an initial draft of this Framework report. This list of areas for possible future work should be considered a starting point. Additional ideas regarding both the content of this report as well as areas for additional work will emerge as this Framework Report is reviewed over time by both MDIC members and by others outside of MDIC. MDIC and the PCBR Steering Committee welcome constructive feedback on this report and ideas for further work in the field of patient preference assessment.

While it is important to be aware of the areas where more knowledge and experience would be valuable to enhance the ability to undertake patient preference studies and use them to inform the regulatory process, these areas should not be viewed as obstacles to undertaking patient preference studies for regulatory or...
other purposes. To the contrary, there is an important need for more studies of patient preference to expand industry, FDA, patient groups’, researchers’ and others’ experience with such studies. The MDIC PCBR Steering Committee hopes that this Framework Report and the Catalog of Methods will be helpful to those considering undertaking patient preferences studies, and thereby encourage the continued growth and maturation of this field.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AHP</td>
<td>Analytic Hierarchy Process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRAT</td>
<td>Benefit-Risk Action Team</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDRH</td>
<td>Center for Devices and Radiological Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDA</td>
<td>Food and Drug Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMI</td>
<td>Innovative Medicines Initiative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDIC</td>
<td>Medical Device Innovation Consortium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MI</td>
<td>Myocardial Infarction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCBR</td>
<td>Patient Centered Benefit-Risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRO</td>
<td>Patient-Reported Outcome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROTECT</td>
<td>Pharmacoepidemiological Research on Outcomes of Therapeutics by a European Consortium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RTI-HS</td>
<td>RTI Health Solutions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SG</td>
<td>Standard Gamble</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TTO</td>
<td>Time Tradeoff</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Introduction

Background to the Patient Centered Benefit-Risk Initiative and the Catalog of Methods

There is increasing interest among regulators, industry sponsors, and patient-advocacy groups in ensuring that decisions regarding the development, regulatory approval, and reimbursement of pharmaceutical and medical technologies account for the views and preferences of patients. The Center for Devices and Radiological Health (CDRH) of the United States Food and Drug Administration (FDA) issued guidance in 2012 outlining the factors CDRH considers when assessing the benefits and harms of certain medical technologies during a premarket review. This guidance specifically emphasizes the role of the patient perspective and patients’ risk tolerances in evaluating the balance between efficacy and safety of medical technologies. However, this guidance provides no clear direction for industry or for health authorities regarding how to collect or use patient-preference data in benefit-risk assessments. The goal of the Medical Device Innovation Consortium’s (MDIC’s) Patient Centered Benefit-Risk (PCBR) project is to help advance the regulatory science supporting the assessment of patient preferences for the benefits and harms of medical technologies.

The MDIC PCBR Steering Committee prioritized both the development of a framework for how patient-preference information can be used in regulatory benefit-risk assessments of medical devices and the development of a catalog of available methods to support this framework. The “Framework” was developed by the Framework Working Group, a subgroup of the PCBR Steering Committee members, supplemented by involvement of additional FDA reviewers, who represent those who would potentially be using the framework in the future. The Framework Working Group focused on developing a guide to help CDRH staff and applicants think about what patient-preference information is, when it might be useful in the regulatory process, how such information might be collected, other potential uses of patient-preference information, and what additional research might be valuable to improve the use of patient preference information in the regulatory process.

A Catalog Working Group was formed from the PCBR Steering Committee members and outside experts in preference assessment methodologies to develop a “Catalog” of the Methods that are available to assess patient preferences. Given the technical nature of the development of the Catalog of Methods, the MDIC PCBR Steering Committee sought external expertise for the development of the patient-preference methods catalog. RTI Health Solutions (RTI-HS), a health research organization with experience in health-preference studies, was contracted to develop the Catalog. RTI-HS then contracted with academic experts with specific expertise in the methods to be examined in the Catalog; these experts also joined the Catalog Working Group. Table 1 presents the members of the Catalog Working Group.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: MDIC PCBR Project Catalog Working Group Members</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Principal Investigator</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brett Hauber, PhD, Senior Economist, Health Preference Assessment, RTI Health Solutions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RTI Health Solutions Staff</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juan Marcos González, PhD, Senior Economist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angelyn Fairchild, Associate Research Economist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Margaret Mathes, Medical Editor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kimberly Moon, Project Manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Academic Experts and Consultants</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scott Braithwaite, MD, MS, FACP, Department of Population Health, NYU School of Medicine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ken Deal, PhD, McMaster University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Dolan, MD, University of Rochester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin Ho, MSc, FDA, Center for Devices and Radiological Health, Office of Surveillance and Biometrics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telba Iony, PhD, FDA, Center for Devices and Radiological Health, Biostatistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ross Jaffe, MD, Versant Ventures and National Venture Capital Association (NVCA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bennett Levitan, MD, PhD, Janssen R&amp;D LLC, Johnson &amp; Johnson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bryan Luce, PhD, MBA, Patient Centered Outcomes Research Institute (PCORI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bray Patrick-Lake, MFS, Clinical Trials Transformation Initiative</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FDA = Food and Drug Administration; MDIC PCBR = Medical Device Innovation Consortium Patient Centered Benefit-Risk.
The Catalog Working Group reported regularly to the PCBR Steering Committee during the development of the Catalog and members of the PCBR Steering Committee provided valuable input to the development of the Catalog. Additional input to and review of the Catalog was elicited from CDRH premarket reviewers and representatives from MDIC member companies. Dr. John F.P. Bridges, PhD, Associate Professor at the Johns Hopkins Center for Excellence in Regulatory Science and Innovation (CERSI), reviewed a draft of the Catalog and provided valuable feedback and guidance to the Working Group. Editorial support on an earlier draft of the Catalog was provided by Gail Zona from RTIHS.

Financial support from an FDA BAA contract (HHSF223201400011C) made the Catalog and this Framework Report possible and was primarily used to fund the work of RTI-HS and outside experts on the Catalog.

**Objective of the Catalog**

The objective of the Catalog is to identify and provide an overview of a range of available patient-preference methods. The Catalog is intended to be a resource for researchers, industry sponsors, and FDA staff to consult when considering which patient-preference methods could be used when such data would be helpful in supporting development, regulatory, and postmarketing decisions related to medical technologies. Although the Catalog was developed, at least in part, in response to recent CDRH guidance, it is intended to be general enough to be a useful resource for sponsors, FDA staff, and other researchers considering the use of patient-preference methods in benefit-risk assessments of pharmaceuticals, biologics, and other health care products and services.

The Catalog is an introduction to a number of potential patient-preference methods. However, it is not a systematic review of methods. The Catalog is neither the definitive guide to determining which patient-preference method should be used in each situation nor a primer on how to implement each method. Rather, the Catalog is intended to provide an overview of methods and to be a starting point for understanding approaches to patient-preference studies.

**Organization of the Catalog**

Section 2 of the Catalog begins with a working definition of patient-preference methods and introduces the methods included in the Catalog. This section includes a discussion of the types of information provided by patient-preference methods, the categorization of methods in the Catalog, and a discussion of methods that were explicitly excluded from the Catalog. Section 2 concludes with a description of each method included in the Catalog. Section 3 begins by introducing questions to consider when evaluating patient-preference methods. The questions are intended to be a guide for understanding and distinguishing among methods. General considerations related to the implementation of a patient-preference study, regardless of the method used, are also discussed. In Section 4, each method is reviewed using the questions presented in Section 3. To the extent that they were identified by the Working Group, examples of prior use of each method are provided in Section 5. Section 6 presents suggestions for future research.
Benefit-Risk Preference Methods

Definition of Patient-Preference Methods

Before determining the set of methods to include in the Catalog, the Working Group developed a working definition of patient-preference methods. The Working Group determined that patient-preference methods should allow for characterizing preferences for desirable attributes and acceptability of undesirable attributes and account for the relative nature of preferences (i.e., allow for direct or indirect comparison across attributes and, thus, treatment alternatives). The resulting working definition is as follows:

*Patient preference methods are methods for collecting and analyzing data that allow quantitative assessments of the relative desirability or acceptability to patients of attributes that differ among alternative medical treatment approaches.*

Methods Included in the Catalog

Basic Principles for Including Methods in the Catalog

Before identifying methods to be included in the Catalog, the Working Group identified the following set of principles that could be used to guide the selection of methods for inclusion in the Catalog:

- The method should provide information on the relative importance of or tradeoffs among attributes that differ among alternative health interventions or diagnostic strategies, either directly or indirectly.
- The methodology, analysis, and interpretation of results of the method should have been published in peer-reviewed literature.
- The method should have been applied to health interventions previously.
- The method should be able to be applied to eliciting patient preferences even if the method is typically applied to elicit preferences or views of stakeholders other than patients.

These principles were developed to guide the process of selecting methods and were not treated as strict inclusion criteria. The final list of methods included in the Catalog was determined by consensus of the Working Group.

Quantitative Versus Qualitative Methods

Both qualitative and quantitative methods can be used to elicit information about patients’ preferences for benefits and risks associated with medical technologies. Qualitative methods are designed to gain an understanding of patients’ thoughts, feelings, and experiences. Although the concepts of interest are broadly defined before interacting with patients, patients are encouraged to share and provide input without restrictions. The most commonly used qualitative methods are individual interviews and focus groups, although open-ended survey questions and social media also provide the opportunity to capture qualitative data. Typically, information gathered using qualitative methods is organized using some form of thematic analysis (see Fraenkel et al.2 for an example). Although qualitative methods may also yield data that can be summarized numerically (e.g., the percentage of patients reporting a specific symptom, treatment benefit, or side effect), quantifying patient responses is not the primary objective of these methods (see Fried et al.3 for an example of a qualitative study that yielded numeric data on patients’ benefit-risk preferences). Quantitative data derived from qualitative studies may provide some information regarding the attributes of a medical technology that are important to patients and may even provide some evidence of the relative importance of these attributes to patients; however, quantifying the relative importance of attributes to patients using qualitative methods will most likely require supplementing a qualitative study with one or more of the quantitative methods presented in the Catalog.

Within the context of benefit-risk assessments, qualitative methods often are used to identify attributes that are important to patients in managing their disease and in evaluating treatment options. In fact, qualitative research, particularly concept elicitation, is often key to the development of rigorous studies designed to quantify benefit-risk preferences, and the development of many quantitative patient-preference studies relies heavily on qualitative research. Although qualitative methods may also provide an indication of patients’ preferences among medical technologies, these methods are not optimal for quantifying the relative importance of individual treatment attributes or patients’ willingness to trade off among these attributes.
In contrast to qualitative methods, quantitative methods are structured, with the type of data to be collected clearly defined and the response options limited to permit statistical analysis. For example, benefit-risk preference studies are explicitly designed to provide quantitative estimates of preference weights or the rate at which patients are willing to trade off among the benefits and risks of a medical technology.

Quantitative and qualitative methods need not be used in isolation and may actually prove most powerful when used in combination. For example, a survey that is primarily quantitative may include open-ended questions that provide supplemental information that can be analyzed using thematic analyses, and quantitative tasks, such as rating or ranking, may be included within a qualitative study to provide numerical outputs.

Although both qualitative and quantitative methods can be used to elicit patients’ benefit-risk preferences, qualitative methods alone will likely not provide the level of information required to inform regulatory benefit-risk assessments. Therefore, the Catalog focuses on quantitative methods for collecting and analyzing patient preference data.

Exclusion of Certain Potential Quantitative Methods From the Catalog

Several methods commonly used to incorporate the patient perspective in decision making are beyond the scope of the Catalog based on the guiding principles specified in Section 2.2.1. These include patient-reported outcome (PRO) methods and multicriteria decision-making methods. Strictly speaking, PRO methods are intended to measure health gains or losses that can only be assessed through direct reporting by a patient. In contrast, preference elicitation methods quantify how patients value those gains or losses. Moreover, quantitative benefit-risk trade-off preference methods are designed to quantify the value patients place on health outcomes or health care attributes whether or not the patients actually experience these outcomes. Multicriteria decision-making methods, such as multicriteria decision analysis (MCDA) and analytic hierarchy process (AHP), are intended to lead to or predict a decision. Eliciting preferences over the outcomes or health care attributes that define the decision problem is only part of these methods; the other part of these methods is combining preference weights with observed or expected outcomes in order to lead to or predict a decision. In other words, multicriteria decision-making methods require patient preference information as part of the inputs on how factors are weighed in these methods, but MCDA methods do more than elicit patient preferences. Therefore, neither PROs nor multicriteria decision-making methods are evaluated in the Catalog.

Descriptions of Methods Included in the Catalog

Table 2 presents the methods included in the Catalog. The methods are divided into four groups: structured weighting, health-state utilities, stated preference, and revealed preference. Although the grouping of methods may appear to be somewhat arbitrary, it reflects the nature of the method (e.g., qualitative vs. quantitative or stated vs. revealed), the current application of the method (e.g., whether used as part of a decision-analysis method or for the elicitation of preferences independent of the application of the results), and the underlying theoretic framework (e.g., decision-theoretic methods for most structured-weighting methods, expected-utility-theoretic methods for health-state-utility methods, and ordinal- or random-utility-theoretic methods for most stated-preference methods). This grouping scheme is meant only to facilitate a discussion of the methods and is not intended to preclude other grouping schemes that can be adequate in other contexts. In addition, some methods (e.g., simple direct weighting, ranking exercises, and point allocation) could be appropriately assigned to multiple groups.
### Table 2: List of Methods Included in the Catalog

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Structured-weighting| Simple direct weighting  
                        | Ranking exercises  
                        | Swing weighting  
                        | Point allocation  
                        | Analytic hierarchy process  
                        | Outranking methods       |
| Health-state utility| Time tradeoff  
                        | Standard gamble       |
| Stated-preference   | Direct-assessment questions  
                        | Threshold technique  
                        | Conjoint analysis and discrete-choice experiments  
                        | Best-worst scaling exercises |
| Revealed-preference | Patient-preference trials  
                        | Direct questions in clinical trials |

Table 3 describes each method and group of methods. Following each description is one or more citations of empirical examples of the use of the methods. Further detail on some of these examples is provided in Section 5 (Examples of Prior Use of Methods). If no empirical example is cited for a particular method, this is because a PubMed search in February 2015 did not reveal any published applications of this method to elicit patient preferences related to benefits and risks of pharmaceuticals or medical technologies.

Patient-preference methods can be used to provide one or more general categories of information: attributes, relative importance, or tradeoffs.

- **Attributes**
  
  Attribute information indicates what matters to patients; that is, which attributes of a medical technology are important to patients when they weigh benefits and risks. Attributes are features that describe outcomes or events associated with treatment options (e.g., myocardial infarction [MI], nausea and vomiting, or response) or treatment characteristics (e.g., open surgery or recommended diet restrictions). They can be clinical in nature (e.g., outcomes or events) or nonclinical in nature (e.g., mode or frequency of administration or location of intervention or diagnostic service). Attributes can take on different levels representing the degree to which a treatment manifests, satisfies, or causes the attribute (e.g., probability or severity of the outcome or event). Attributes or attribute levels also can be combined into profiles.

Attributes can also be classified as health states (e.g., mild diarrhea, moderate pain, lung function), time in a health state (e.g., time to disease progression), or probability of a health state or the rate at which a health state occurs (patient rate, risk of serious adverse event). Attributes can be defined as the existence of the health state (e.g., severe diarrhea), a specific time in a health state (e.g., 1 week of severe diarrhea), or a specific probability or rate of a health state (e.g., 8% chance of severe diarrhea). Alternatively, attributes can be defined as a range of levels or change in the levels of a health state (e.g., severe diarrhea to mild diarrhea; 1 week of severe diarrhea to 2 days of severe diarrhea; 8% chance of severe diarrhea to 3% chance of severe diarrhea).

Throughout the Catalog, we use the term *attribute* to refer to a feature, characteristic, or health state. We use the term *levels* to refer to the various values an attribute can take and the term *profile* to describe a combination of attributes or attribute levels used to characterize a health state or medical technology.
• **Relative importance**

Relative importance information tells you how much each attribute matters to patients when compared with other attributes. Estimates of relative importance can be described as preference weights. Health-state utility studies typically provide weights for a health state without regard to the time in the health state or the probability of the occurrence of the health state. Structured-weighting methods are used in multicriteria decision methods, such as MCDA or AHP, and typically provide weights for a range of variations in health state that is determined to be relevant to the underlying benefit-risk decision. Stated-preference methods typically provide weights for a unit change in the range of an attribute or for the range of levels of the attribute included in the study design. All of these types of weights reflect the relative importance that patients place on different outcomes or features of a treatment; however, weights from these different methods can only be compared directly if the framing of the attribute (i.e., health state, time in a health state, probability of the health state) and the unit of measure (i.e., health state, change over a range of levels of the health state, or unit change in the health state) are comparable. Often relative importance weights estimated using different methods can be adjusted for framing and unit of measure to facilitate a direct comparison.

• **Tradeoffs**

Trade-off information tells you how much each attribute matters by explicitly stating what tradeoffs patients are willing to make to obtain or avoid a given attribute, or to change the level of a given attribute. Tradeoffs can be estimated between any pair of attributes or any pair of changes in attribute levels. The most common rates of tradeoff used in benefit-risk analysis are tradeoffs between health states (see Yuan et al.4) in the form of maximum acceptable risk (see Wilson et al.5) and minimum required benefit (see Ho et al.6). Although tradeoffs can be elicited indirectly and approximated by comparing the relative importance that patients assign to each attribute, obtaining accurate trade-off information may require quantitative methods designed explicitly for this purpose.

Data acquisition can be thought of as falling into three different categories: panel approaches, survey approaches, and clinical-study approaches. Panel approaches typically involve a small number of patients (perhaps 5-10) working together following a discussion guide or protocol and moderated by a facilitator to arrive at a mutual decision or consensus. Survey approaches typically involve relatively larger numbers patients (perhaps hundreds or thousands), and each patient responds independently to a structured set of questions. Clinical-study approaches involve decisions that result in or follow patients’ exposure to a medical technology and observing effects or outcomes resulting from the exposure. In the Catalog, clinical-study approaches require a clinical study for implementation and do not include hybrid approaches in which health-state-utility or stated-preference surveys are included in a clinical study. In general, panel approaches are used for structured weighting, survey approaches are used for health-state utility and stated-preference methods, and clinical-study approaches are used for revealed-preference methods. However, there are exceptions to this general rule. For example, survey approaches can be used for many structured-weighting methods (see Hummel et al.7 for examples and Stafinski et al.8). In addition, survey methods can be added to clinical studies to elicit preferences from a clinical-study sample.
### Table 3: Descriptions of Methods Included in the Catalog

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Brief Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Structured weighting</td>
<td>Simple direct weighting</td>
<td>Simple direct weighting is a method for eliciting a weight for an attribute or attribute level on a predefined numeric scale. The scale is anchored between two defined points (e.g., death and perfect health, extremely important and not at all important, most and least). Higher ratings indicate greater weight. Each rating provides a single weight for an attribute or attribute level. Weights for different attributes or attribute levels can be compared directly as long as the different attributes or attribute levels are measured on the same numeric scale with the same anchors. (For an empirical example, see Stafinski et al.8) In special cases, when the anchors are defined such that 0 equals death and 1 equals perfect health, the resulting rating can be interpreted as the health state utility of an attribute or attribute level (see description below and Section 4.2). Although included among structured weighting methods in the Catalog, simple direct weighting could also be classified as a stated-preference method.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ranking</td>
<td>Ranking</td>
<td>Ranking is a method for placing a set of attributes, attribute levels, or profiles in order of increasing or decreasing preference or importance. Ranking may be strict (no ties permitted) or nonstrict (ties permitted). Often, no numeric values reflecting the magnitude of preference are provided; however, methods exist for translating rankings into weights so that a relative weight can be applied to each feature, attribute level, or profile in the set.9-11 (For empirical examples, see Stafinski et al.8 and Caster et al.12) Although included among structured weighting methods in the Catalog, ranking could also be classified as a stated-preference method.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swing weighting</td>
<td>Swing weighting</td>
<td>Swing weighting requires that each attribute in a set be assigned a range of minimum to maximum levels, such that the full range of expected levels is included within the range. The attributes are then ranked in decreasing order of the importance that a change in each attribute, from its lowest level to its highest level, would have on a given decision. The attribute with the highest rank is assigned a weight of 100. The second attribute is then assigned a weight on a scale from 1 to 100, reflecting the degree a swing from its lowest to highest level would influence the decision, compared with the highest-ranked feature. Thus, higher weights indicate greater importance. This process is repeated for all attributes. The resulting weights are normalized to sum 100 and provide a weight for each attribute over the range of levels assigned to that feature.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Point allocation</td>
<td>Point allocation</td>
<td>Point allocation requires that each attribute in a set be assigned points proportional to the importance associated with each attribute or specified changes in the levels of each attribute. The total number of points to be allocated among the attributes is fixed. The resulting values are usually normalized and interpreted as weights for the set of attributes. Higher weights indicate greater importance. (For an empirical example, see Stafinski et al.5) Although included among structured weighting methods in the Catalog, point allocation could also be classified as a stated-preference method.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analytic hierarchy process</td>
<td>Analytic hierarchy process</td>
<td>Analytic hierarchy process requires that changes in the levels of each attribute are compared to derive weights that indicate the relative importance of changes in attribute levels to achieving a decision goal. This is accomplished through a series of pairwise comparisons between every pair of attributes. The questions are used to indicate which attribute is preferred, more likely, or more important as well as the strength of preference. Software interrogates a patient when choices are contradictory. These comparisons then are used to compute a weight for each attribute. For beneficial attributes, higher weights indicate greater preference. For undesirable attributes, higher weights indicate lower preference.5 (For empirical examples, see Hummel et al.7 and Singh et al.14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group</td>
<td>Method</td>
<td>Brief Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outranking methods</td>
<td></td>
<td>Outranking methods compare a set of decision alternatives or profiles using pairwise comparisons. Unlike swing weighting and AHP, outranking methods base their comparisons on whether one profile is at least as good as or better than the other. The individual comparisons are then aggregated to develop a ranking of profiles in terms of preference. The ranking is ordinal and does not provide a set of weights measured on a common scale. However, outranking methods are commonly combined with direct weighting in which outranking is used to compare the alternatives and the direct weighting is used to elicit weights.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health-state utility</td>
<td>Time trade-off</td>
<td>Time trade-off is a stated-preference approach in which patients are asked to choose between living a specified time in a specified state of health and a shorter time in perfect health. Health states can be defined by individual attributes or by profiles. The time spent in perfect health then is varied until the patient is indifferent between longer life in the worse health state and the shorter life in perfect health. The ratio of the shorter amount of time in perfect health to the longer amount of time in the health state is the health-state utility. Higher values indicate greater preference for the health state. (For an empirical example, see Avila et al.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Standard gamble</td>
<td>Standard gamble is a stated-preference approach in which patients are asked to choose between a certain outcome and a gamble between two uncertain outcomes, each with a probability of occurrence and where their aggregate chance of occurrence is 100%. Typically, the certain outcome is described as a health state. Health states can be defined by individual attributes or by profiles. The two outcomes in the gamble are death and perfect health. The probabilities of death and perfect health are varied until the patient is indifferent between the certain outcome and the gamble between death and perfect health. The probability of perfect health at which the patient is indifferent between the certain outcome and the gamble is the health-state utility. (For empirical examples, see Avila et al. and Kuchuk et al.) Standard gamble also can be used to elicit risk tolerance directly. One minus the health utility can be interpreted as the maximum risk of death that would be tolerated in exchange for an improvement from experiencing the outcome to perfect health (i.e., elimination of the outcome or outcomes that define the health state). (For an empirical example, see O’Brien et al.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stated preference</td>
<td>Direct-assessment questions</td>
<td>Direct-assessment questions ask patients to provide a direct answer to a statement or relative-importance question. The statement or question asks the patient the extent to which he or she agrees with the statement regarding an attribute or profile or whether he or she prefers or would choose one attribute or profile over all other available attributes or profiles. When a statement is structured to evaluate the extent to which a patient values an attribute or the importance a patient places on an attribute, the result is a weight for that feature. Most direct assessments of profiles provide only a preferred profile or an ordinal ranking of profiles from the set of profiles presented to a patient and, thus, do not result in weights. (For empirical examples of direct assessments of profiles, see Sarkissian et al. and Yachimski et al.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Threshold technique</td>
<td>The threshold technique is a stated-preference approach in which patients are asked to choose between a reference profile and an alternative profile. Both the reference profile and the alternative profile are defined by a common set of attributes, although the levels of each attribute can vary between the two alternatives. In the threshold technique, one attribute is considered to be the study object. If the reference profile is chosen, the level of the study object in the alternative profile is improved until the patient changes his or her choice from the reference profile to the alternative profile. If the alternative profile is chosen, the study object in the alternative profile is made worse until the patient changes his or her choice from the alternative profile to the reference profile. The point at which the patient switches his or her choice is the threshold. If the attribute that is the study object is a risk, the threshold probability is an estimate of maximum acceptable risk. If the attribute that is the study object is an efficacy or effectiveness outcome (i.e., benefit), then the threshold probability is an estimate of minimum required benefit. (For a list of empirical examples, see Hauber et al. For additional empirical examples, see Stafinski et al., Kennedy et al., and Kök et al.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group</td>
<td>Method</td>
<td>Brief Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revealed preference</td>
<td>Conjoint analysis and discrete-choice experiments</td>
<td>In discrete-choice experiments and conjoint analysis, the attributes of each medical treatment are assigned different levels that can be combined into profiles, and the profiles are combined into groups of profiles known as choice sets. The profiles and choice sets are determined by an experimental design. Each patient is presented with a series of choice sets and asked to choose one profile in each choice set. Alternatively, a patient could be asked to rank profiles in a choice set or rate his or her strength of preference for one profile over an alternative profile or to allocate the percentage of patients that would be treated best with each alternative profile in each choice set. The pattern of responses is analyzed to estimate the rate at which patients are willing to trade off among the attributes and changes in attribute levels included in the study. The results can provide measures of the relative importance of attributes or changes in attribute levels and the rate of trade-off among attributes or attribute levels. (For a list of empirical examples, see Hauber et al.²⁰ For additional empirical examples, see Ho et al.,³ Mühlbacher and Bethge,²³ Fraenkel et al.,²⁴ Wouters et al.,²⁵ and Guimaraes et al.²⁶)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revealed preference</td>
<td>Best-worst scaling</td>
<td>There are three types of best-worst scaling: object case, single-profile case, and multiple-profile case. In all cases, patients are presented with a set of alternatives and asked to identify the best or most important alternative and the worst or least important alternative. In the object case, attributes are combined into sets. Each set does not necessarily (and often does not) include all attributes. For each of a series of sets, patients are asked to indicate which of the attributes in the set is best or most desirable and which is worst or least desirable. In the single-profile case, each attribute takes on different levels. The attribute levels are combined into profiles. Patients are presented with a series of profiles and asked to indicate which attribute level in the profile is best or most desirable and which attribute level in the profile is worst or least desirable. In the multiple-profile case, attribute levels are combined into profiles, and the profiles are combined into sets of three or more. The multiple-profile case is very similar to a discrete-choice experiment. In each of a series of sets, patients are asked to indicate which profile is best or most desirable and which profile is worst or least desirable. In all three types of best-worst scaling, the pattern of responses is analyzed to estimate the relative importance of each attribute or attribute level. (For empirical examples, see Yuan et al.⁴ and Peay et al.²⁷)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revealed preference</td>
<td>Patient-preference trials</td>
<td>Patient-preference trials are clinical trials in which patients are placed into arms of the trial depending on whether the patient has a strong preference for at least one of the medical technologies being studied. For example, in a trial with two medical technologies, A and B, patients with a strong preference for technology A are assigned to technology A, those with a strong preference for B are assigned to B, and those with no strong preference are randomly assigned to technologies A or B, effectively creating four study arms. An alternative approach is to randomize patients into two study arms. In the first arm, patients are randomly assigned to a medical technology. In the second arm, patients are assigned to a medical technology based on the patient’s preference. If there are two technologies included in the study, then the study effectively has four arms. Follow-up questions can be administered to elicit the relative importance that each attribute of the medical technologies had on the patient’s choice (or lack thereof). (For empirical examples, see Crowther et al.²⁸ and Long et al.²⁹)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revealed preference</td>
<td>Direct questions in clinical trials</td>
<td>Direct questions consist of questions that ask patients in a clinical trial to indicate their choice between a medical technology with which they have had experience and either their current care or an alternative technology. Direct questions can be administered in any phase of clinical research. The most rigorous approach to administering direct questions is to conduct a phase 3 trial with a classic cross-over design in which each patient is exposed to first one medical technology and then another; the patient then is asked to indicate which technology he or she would like to or plans to continue at the conclusion of the study. Follow-up questions can then be administered to elicit the relative importance a patient’s experience with each attribute of the medical technologies had on his or her choice. (For empirical examples, see Escudier et al.³⁰ and Mitchell and Parikh.³¹)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Review of Methods

Questions to Consider when Evaluating Methods

The Catalog Working Group developed a set of questions to consider when evaluating patient-preference methods. The questions are divided into four categories: methodology-related questions, sample- or patient-related questions, analysis-related questions, and output-related questions. Table 4 presents the questions with descriptions. The questions are intended to be a guide for understanding and distinguishing among methods. For many methods, the questions can be answered in only general terms because there are multiple variations of a method and each variation might lead to a different answer to the question or because the answer to the question depends on the design or implementation of an individual study. Therefore, these questions are meant as a starting point for understanding patient-preference methods and their potential application to benefit-risk assessments. They are not intended to represent criteria for choosing a method for a specific application or an algorithm for conducting a patient-preference study.

Table 4: Questions to Consider

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Questions</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Methodology-related questions</strong></td>
<td>Methodology-related questions are intended to distinguish among the different patient-preference methods by considering some of the fundamental characteristics of the method such as data acquisition, hypothetical versus real-world decision making, the method for determining the attributes to be included in the study, and the experimental nature of the study.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How is the data acquired?</td>
<td>Data acquisition can be thought of as falling into 3 different categories: panel approaches, survey approaches, and clinical-study approaches. Panel approaches typically involve a small number of patients (perhaps 5-10) working together in a structured format to arrive at a mutual decision or consensus. Survey approaches typically involve relatively larger numbers of patients (perhaps hundreds or thousands), and each patient responds independently to a structured set of questions. Clinical-study approaches involve exposing patients to a medical technology and observing effects or outcomes resulting from the exposure.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are hypothetical scenarios required?</td>
<td>Hypothetical scenarios are often required to elicit patient preferences because real-world data do not provide sufficient information for evaluating tradeoffs among risks and harms of a medical technology. Some panel approaches and most survey approaches use hypothetical scenarios to elicit patient preferences. In general, clinical study approaches do not use hypothetical scenarios to elicit patient preferences.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How are attributes and attribute levels determined and defined?</td>
<td>Attributes and attribute levels to be assessed in a patient-preference study can be determined prior to implementing the method (external identification) or as part of the method itself (internal identification). In most cases, panel methods typically use internal identification. Most survey approaches and most clinical study approaches typically use external identification to determine which attributes will be evaluated.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is the method experimental?</td>
<td>Experimental methods are those patient-preference methods in which the researcher controls the attributes and scenarios to which patients are asked to respond. Typically, panel approaches are nonexperimental. Survey approaches can be experimental or nonexperimental. Clinical study approaches most often are experimental.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample-related questions</td>
<td>Sample-related questions are divided into 2 categories: sample size and patient burden. There is great variation in both the sample sizes that could be used for any method and the patient burden associated with any method. Therefore, these questions are intended to identify a range of possibilities for each method and to identify potential limitations of different methods with regard to each of these questions. Issues of sample frame, patient recruitment, response rates, or patient incentives are not addressed in the Catalog.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Questions</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is the minimum sample size required?</td>
<td>Some methods require a sample of a minimum size to achieve the desired results of the study. Minimum sample size is meant to represent a lower bound on the sample size for any method. Typically, panel approaches do not require large sample sizes. Survey approaches often require a minimum sample size; however, there is a great deal of variation in the magnitude of the minimum sample size across survey methods. Sample sizes for clinical study approaches are often determined by power calculations that indicate the sample size necessary to test for the presence of a given effect.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is the maximum sample size that can be reasonably achieved?</td>
<td>Panel approaches are typically implemented with smaller sample sizes (perhaps 510). Although these methods do not preclude the use of larger sample sizes, achieving larger samples may be difficult because of the nature of the methods. In contrast, the maximum sample size that is feasible with survey approaches or clinical study approaches may be limited only by considerations of time and cost.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is the time commitment required of patients?</td>
<td>Different patient-preference methods require different levels of interaction with patients. Survey approaches may require the least amount of time by patients (probably measured in minutes). Panel approaches typically require relatively more patient time (probably measured in hours). Clinical study approaches may require the greatest time commitment if multiple site visits or interactions between the patient and investigator are required.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What are the cognitive and knowledge requirements of patients?</td>
<td>Most patient-preference methods require patients to evaluate scenarios or make choices. The process of choosing among or evaluating alternatives often can be cognitively challenging. Different patient-preference methods may impose different levels of cognitive burden on patients and thus require a greater level of knowledge and/or cognitive capacity on the part of patients. For both ethical and cognitive reasons, patient-preference studies typically are not conducted among patients with diminished cognitive capacity or developmental insufficiencies or among vulnerable populations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analysis-related questions</td>
<td>Some patient-preference methods can be implemented and analyzed without the need for complex statistical analysis whereas other methods require advanced statistical techniques. The level of statistical sophistication required to analyze the data from any method often determines the need for specialized software, expertise to conduct the methods, and the ease with which the methods and results can be described.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does the method require statistical analysis?</td>
<td>Some patient-preference methods yield results that are descriptive in nature or that can be presented as simple counts or proportions. Other methods require statistical inference and, therefore, require statistical methods. The complexity of statistical analysis required can also vary significantly across methods.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does the method require specialized software?</td>
<td>Some patient-preference methods yield data that can be compiled and summarized without the need for specialized software. Some methods can yield data that can be analyzed using commonly available analytic software packages. Other patient-preference methods yield data that may require analysis using specialized software.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can the results be described and interpreted easily?</td>
<td>Whether the results can be described or interpreted easily is typically a function of both the complexity of the analysis and the familiarity of end-users with the method. Some methods are simple and direct and can be easily interpreted. Some methods can yield results that are easily interpreted, but the process by which the results were achieved may be complex or lack transparency. Some methods may require statistical methods that may be difficult to explain and yield results that are not easily interpreted to those unfamiliar with the method.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output criteria</td>
<td>Patient-preference methods can be used to provide 3 general types of information. <strong>Attributes:</strong> which attributes of a medical technology are important to patients when they weigh benefits and risks <strong>Relative importance:</strong> how much each attribute matters to patients <strong>Tradeoffs:</strong> how much each attribute matters and what tradeoffs patients are willing to make to obtain or avoid a given attribute. In addition, patient preference methods can be used to quantify heterogeneity of preferences within a sample.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can the method be used to identify attributes that are important to patients?</td>
<td>This type of information tells you what matters to patients; that is, which attributes of a medical technology are important to patients when they weigh benefits and risks.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Questions Description

| Can the method be used to estimate weights for attributes? | This type of information tells you how much each attribute matters to patients. Obtaining this type of information requires using quantitative methods that provide a weight for each attribute. |
| Can the method be used to estimate the tradeoffs that patients are willing to make among attributes? | This type of information tells you both how much each attribute matters and what tradeoffs patients are willing to make to obtain or avoid a given attribute. Understanding tradeoffs is usually necessary to calculate measures of maximum acceptable risk or minimum required benefit. |
| Can the method be used to detect, describe, or quantify heterogeneity in preferences across patients and across time? | Preferences are heterogeneous. Some preference heterogeneity may be explained by differences in observable patient characteristics. Some preference heterogeneity may be unobserved either because the characteristics that explain heterogeneity are unobserved or because the characteristics that explain heterogeneity are latent or unknowable. |

---

### General Considerations

When evaluating patient-preference methods, it is important to distinguish between the characteristics of the method and the implementation of the method. Many decisions regarding how a method is implemented can affect the results of a study. Sound methods can be implemented poorly and yield results of low quality or limited or no use. Therefore, any study of patient preferences should be conducted following good research practices to the extent that they exist. A detailed discussion of the proper implementation of each of these methods is beyond the scope of the Catalog; however, there are five overarching and interrelated issues that should be considered when evaluating the appropriateness of a method for use in assessing patient preferences: research question and study objective, representativeness of the sample and generalizability of results, the ability of the method to account for or describe within-sample heterogeneity of patients’ preferences, validity of the study, and resources required to conduct the study.

### Research Question and Study Objective

The first step in conducting a benefit-risk preference study is to define the research question based on the study objective. Research objectives can span the range from assessing patient views on a medical technology for guiding development decisions to developing statistical evidence of benefit-risk tradeoffs from a representative sample of patients to inform regulatory decision making. The study objective will vary across the medical product lifecycle. The research question should be designed to achieve the study objective and guide the choice of method. The research question and method will then determine the size of the sample required for any primary data collection. For example, obtaining patient views on specific benefits and potential harms of a medical technology early in development may require qualitative input or responses to simple surveys from a small group of patients or potential patients. Such studies typically can be conducted quickly and at relatively low cost. In this case, a representative sample probably is not necessary. In contrast, evidence of benefit-risk tradeoffs used to inform regulatory decision making may require a more robust statistical approach applied to a larger, more diverse, or more representative sample of patients to allow for the identification of subgroups with different preferences or to ensure generalizability of the results to a broader patient population.

The study objective and the specification of the research question will also determine the attributes that need to be evaluated in the benefit-risk study. The attributes of interest may be limited to those that have been identified as most concerning to patients or regulators or to those that differ among alternative medical technologies for the same indication. Alternatively, the attributes of interest may be determined by the primary endpoints and observed or expected safety signals in clinical trials. In each of these cases, the specific research question will be different and will depend on the study objective.
Representativeness of a sample is the extent to which the sample represents the population of interest on some selected characteristics of interest. The importance of the representativeness of the sample used in primary data collection will be determined by the study objective and should be specified in the research question. Generalizability of the results is the extent to which the results derived from a sample can be applied to the population of interest. Representativeness and generalizability are largely a function of sample size and the sampling frame. In general, it is more difficult to have representative samples and to generalize the results when sample sizes are smaller; however, larger sample sizes alone do not guarantee representativeness. In addition, results derived using a representative sample may be generalizable to a population on average; however, it may not be possible to analyze data from small subsamples of interest if the subgroup of interest represents a small proportion of the overall patient population. In addition, the population from which the sample is drawn and the methods used to draw a sample from that population will influence the representativeness of the sample and the ability to generalize the results from the sample to the population of interest.

Representativeness is evaluated entirely by comparing the sample with the population of interest; thus, the representativeness of any sample will be determined, in part, by the research question. As in any area of research in which samples are used to gather data, the research question in a patient-preference study may involve understanding the preferences of a population with well-defined characteristics (e.g., a clinical trial population for which there are well-defined inclusion and exclusion criteria). In this case, recruiting a representative sample is relatively straightforward. However, the research question may be broader and involve understanding the preferences of the population that will be exposed to the medical technology in the future. In this case, recruiting a representative sample may be difficult because the characteristics of the overall population of interest may not be well understood. For example, a medical technology may be indicated to treat a given condition, but the number of patients with that condition and the distribution of ages and genders of patients in that population may not be known with any degree of certainty. Even if observable characteristics of the population are known, it is impossible to ensure that the preferences of any sample are representative of the overall population because differences in preferences may not be completely explainable by observable characteristics. Therefore, it is important to specify criteria for testing the representativeness of the sample that are relevant to the study and achievable.

Generalizability of the results to a population of interest almost always requires a representative sample. One exception arises when certain subgroups of patients are a small proportion of the overall population. In this case, it may not be possible to evaluate the preferences of the subgroup (or differences in preferences between the subgroup and the rest of the population) due to the small sample size of the subgroup. To remedy this, oversampling of this subgroup may be required. That oversampling will then lead to weighting of the sample for overall analyses and determining appropriate bases on which to calculate the weights.

Issues of representativeness and generalizability are not unique to preference studies. Patients in randomized controlled trials are rarely, if ever, representative of the patient population for which a medical technology will be indicated. Although inclusion criteria in clinical trials are intended to safeguard certain patients (e.g., pregnant women) or to reduce the likelihood of confounding (e.g., by excluding patients with comorbidities), these inclusion criteria have the effect of generating data for only a subset of the types of patients for whom the medical technology may be indicated. In addition, patient advice and testimony presented to advisory boards during the review process often is limited to a few patients or a single patient group that may or may not be representative of the overall patient population for whom a medical technology may be indicated. Each of these situations is an example of a case in which representativeness may be lacking; however, in both of these cases, the information provided by samples that are not strictly representative of an overall patient population can be important to decision makers. Therefore, any study of patient preferences should include a transparent assessment of the representativeness of the sample in which the study was conducted.

Heterogeneity of Patients’ Preferences

Patients’ preferences for the benefits and harms of medical technologies are likely not consistent within populations. Sometimes preference heterogeneity can be attributed to differences in observable characteristics of subgroups of patients in the sample, such as age, weight, gender, and diagnostic variables. However, in most cases, the preference heterogeneity may simply reflect that different patients have different preferences and that those differences cannot be explained by differences in observable characteristics.

Most of the methods in the Catalog, with the possible exception of methods implemented using panel approaches where preference results are based on the consensus of a group, can provide some evidence of explainable preference heterogeneity to the extent that it exists as long as the sample includes a sufficient number of individuals with different characteristics to which preference heterogeneity can be attributed. Unexplained or latent preference heterogeneity can usually be identified even when there is little diversity of observable patient characteristics in the sample. For example, for methods that yield a single preference measure for each individual, such as the threshold technique that often results in
Quantifying preference heterogeneity may be important if the benefits of a medical technology will outweigh the risks for some patients but not others, even if the expected clinical outcomes are the same among these patients. When all patients view the benefits of a medical technology as exceeding the risks, understanding preference heterogeneity may be less important. However, if there are some patients who view the benefits of the medical technology as outweighing the risks and others who do not, knowing that such patients exist and being able to identify these two types of patients and the size of each of these groups relative to the overall sample will be necessary to infer the size of the overall patient population for whom the benefits might outweigh the risks. Even in cases in which the average patient in a sample perceives the risks to outweigh the benefits, it may be important to understand the size of the population for whom the benefits outweigh the risks and, to the extent possible, identify specific characteristics that are correlated with the likelihood of being in one of these groups.

If preference heterogeneity exists, the subgroups of patients whose preferences are similar within the group and systematically different from other patients outside the group are referred to as segments. Whether membership of a segment is explained or unexplained, simulations can be used to identify the circumstances in which the benefits outweigh the risks for each segment. Optimal configurations of medical technologies may be substantially different among the different segments of the population, and adaptations of a medical technology could be designed for several segments. Such adaptations could provide greater net benefits to individual patients and to the overall patient population than would a single device developed for an average patient. Of course, the result of heterogeneity analyses may be that, although many segments can be served well with existing devices or adaptations of those technologies, some segments may have such distinctly different needs that evolutionary devices need to be developed specifically to provide benefits that outweigh the risks.

Prior experience with the medical technology under consideration or with the attributes included in a preference study (e.g., having a family member experience a stroke may increase the weight an individual associates with stroke) often may be the most likely patient characteristics that can explain preference heterogeneity across a sample. However, patient experiences can change over time, especially when patients are exposed to a medical technology or after years of experience with a disease, after which patients may develop adaptations that lessen the weight they associate with some aspects of the disease. As a result, measures of preferences for a single individual can change over time. Changes in preference measures over time typically can be explained by changes in experience over time (e.g., over the course of a clinical trial or before and after exposure to a medical technology). In theory, all the patient-preference methods included in the Catalog can be used longitudinally to assess changes in preferences over time.

Finally, preferences are influenced by culture and preferences may differ substantially among patients from different cultural groups. In this context, culture is meant to be a broad term that encompasses the characteristics that a patient shares with members of a group who have a distinct, yet common, history, beliefs, or ways of life. Probably the most common characteristics that may indicate membership in a cultural group are country or area of residence, race or ethnicity, and national origin. To the extent that a reasonable number of distinct cultural subgroups can be identified within a sample, it may be possible to test for differences in preferences across cultures. However, it may not be possible to test for such preference heterogeneity when samples include relatively small samples of people from each of a large number of countries, as is not uncommon in clinical trials.

Validity of Patient-Preference Methods

Validity is the extent to which quantitative measures of relative importance or tradeoffs reflect the true preferences of patients. Validating patient-preference assessments is intrinsically difficult for stated-preference methods because these methods typically involve scenarios in which patients are asked to make hypothetical choices without actually experiencing the consequences of that choice. Therefore, it is unknown whether patients would actually do what they say they would do. Often hypothetical choices are necessary because observing actual choices is impossible or observing actual choices does not provide sufficient variation in attributes or attribute levels to tease out the rates at which patients would be willing to trade off among attributes.
Although there is no clear definition of what constitutes a valid patient-preference study, there are methods for evaluating patient-preference data. One method includes examining the consistency of responses that patients provide when asked a series of preference questions. Consistency reviews can be based on responses to repeated questions or whether responses to a series of questions reflect properties of monotonicity (more of a good thing is better than less, and less of a bad thing is better than more) and transitivity (if a patient prefers A to B and B to C, then that patient should prefer A to C). However, it may be incorrect to assume that inconsistencies invalidate a study. First, no study will be free from inconsistencies; however, there is not a standard level of inconsistency against which the validity of a study can be assessed. Second, inconsistencies that may appear to represent errors, irrational responses, or responses that lack face validity may indeed be rational. Therefore, users of patient-preference data must use caution when using consistency measures such as these to evaluate the quality of a patient-preference study.

Two additional methods for assessing the validity of a patient-preference study or a patient-preference method may be to examine the test-retest reliability of the patient-preference method or patient-preference instrument. One study found positive test-retest reliability of time tradeoff (TTO). However, there is little evidence regarding the test-retest reliability of a large majority of stated-preference survey instruments, as these instruments are often developed for a single study and not used again in subsequent studies. In addition, test-retest reliability may be difficult to establish for preference methods, as patient preferences may change over time due to factors that are unexplained and thus cannot be controlled in such a study. Face validity is perhaps an easier test of validity. In some cases, errors in the ranking or weighting of widely disparate outcomes may be an obvious violation. For example, if a serious outcome such as disabling stroke is ranked as less important than a minor outcome such as the common cold, a study probably would be considered to lack face validity. In addition, the ranking of preference weights for naturally ordered outcomes may provide some information regarding face validity. For example, if achieving a lower response rate is rated as more important than achieving a higher response rate or if a more severe adverse event is rated as being better than a less severe adverse event, a study could be considered to lack face validity. However, as noted above, caution is needed in evaluating what appear to be violations of face validity except in certain extreme or obvious cases.

Assessing the ability of preference data to predict a patients’ actual or hypothetical decision may be the most obvious method for evaluating the validity of a patient-preference study. When patients are asked a series of questions, the resulting preference estimates can be used to predict how patients would respond to any individual question in the series. Although this information may provide insight into the ability of a patient-preference study to predict patient choices, these results should be viewed with caution. First, there is no standard by which to judge what level of predictive accuracy is necessary for a study to be considered valid. Second, many patient preference studies are designed to evaluate the tradeoffs patients are willing to make among attributes and prediction is not the objective of the study. Therefore, using the precision with which the data from a patient preference study can predict a single decision to evaluate the study may be inconsistent with the underlying objectives of the study.

It may be possible to gain insight into the validity of stated preferences by evaluating the same research question using two or more different preference methods. Although this type of analysis would not provide a formal test of validity, if the results derived using two or more methods are similar or support the same conclusion, the user of these results would have greater confidence in the validity or accuracy of the methods. To date, a few studies comparing methods have been published; however, these studies have been designed to understand the properties of the methods and have not necessarily been used to validate the results of one study using the results obtained using a different method.

Some may consider assessing the ability of the results of a patient-preference study to predict a patients’ actual decision in the real world to be the ultimate test of validity. However, opportunities to make such a comparison are limited because not all patients have the opportunity to choose among alternatives in the real world because only one or a limited number of alternatives exist or because the choice is made on behalf of the patient by a physician or a third-party payer. However, a patient-preference study designed to generate information that can help validate the evidence collected through premarket patient-preference studies and to understand the effect of experience on patient preferences could be conducted. One study could be conducted among patients who would be eligible for a medical technology but who have no prior experience with the medical technology. The same patient-preference study could then be conducted among patients who receive the medical technology once the medical technology becomes available. There may also be different study designs that could capture similar information. To date, we are unaware of any published study that has used this or a similar approach.

Resources Required to Conduct a Patient-Preference Study

Patient-preference methods differ in their approaches to acquiring data and in the complexity of the methods required to analyze the data. These differences result in variations in the time and cost required to complete a patient-preference study. It is impossible to generalize about the time of financial resources required to conduct a patient-preference study.
by method alone because so much of the time and the cost of conducting a study depends on the study implementation. Instead, it may be more informative to describe broadly the steps required to implement each approach to patient-preference measurement – panel approaches, survey approaches, and clinical-study approaches.

Panel approaches require developing the materials required to conduct the panel, recruiting and scheduling panel participants, conducting the panel, and analyzing the data. Although conducting the panel may take only a day, the preparation of the panel materials and the recruiting and scheduling of panel participants could take weeks or months. Also, although compiling and analyzing the results of the panel may be relatively straightforward, experience is required to develop panel materials and conduct the panel.

Survey approaches require developing the survey instrument, recruiting patients, administering the survey and analyzing the results. The time required to develop a survey instrument and analyze the data will depend upon the type of survey and the planned use of the results of the survey. Simple surveys such as those using simple direct weighting, ranking, rating, or direct assessment questions for which summary statistics such as counts, means, standard deviations and proportions are reported might be developed more quickly than more complex surveys using more sophisticated methods, which typically take at least several months. The use of the survey results may also dictate the level of rigor required and expertise for survey development. Developing surveys used to generate data for internal decision-making purposes may require less time and effort than developing a survey to generate evidence to support a regulatory submission.

Recruiting patients and administering a survey can have a significant impact on both time and cost of a patient-preference study. Recruiting patients through a patient organization or existing Internet panel may require less time and cost than recruiting patients through referral from healthcare providers. In addition, recruiting patients with rare diseases may require more effort than recruiting patients with highly prevalent diseases. Finally, Internet surveys may require less time and cost than face-to-face interviews or pencil-and-paper surveys.

Clinical-study approaches probably require the most time and cost. Intervventional and observational clinical studies are subject to well-established good practices and regulations to which panel and survey methods may not be.

Further discussion of the factors related to the resources available to undertake a patient preference study is provided in Section V of the Framework Report.

**Reviewing Different Patient-Preference Methods Relative to the CDRH Weight-Loss Preference Study**

Ho et al. described a patient-preference method designed to elicit preferences of obese people for weight-loss technologies. The study was a pilot study sponsored by CDRH and was motivated by the desire to assess patient preferences over a range of potential weight-loss devices, each with different levels of potential benefits and potential risks. The attributes and attribute levels included in the CDRH study were determined by consensus of clinical, regulatory, and methodology experts based on knowledge of existing and potential devices at the time the study was conducted. The study was designed to generate patient preference information that could assist CDRH in evaluating patients’ risk tolerance for weight-loss devices. The relevant information included patient preferences on device efficacy and safety and device-related process measures. The study elicited preferences for several types of device benefits to determine the minimum clinically meaningful benefit required for patients to accept a given risk profile. The attributes included in the study were:

- Percentage of weight loss
- Duration of weight loss
- Reduction in the need for prescription drugs to treat obesity-related comorbidities or reduction in the risk of developing obesity-related comorbidities in the future
- Risk of dying as a result of getting the device
- Risk of device-related side effects requiring hospitalization
- Duration of side effects
- Dietary restrictions
- The type of operation required to implant the device
One finding from the CDRH weight-loss study was that, all else equal, a 30% reduction in total body weight was approximately 1.3 times as important as avoiding a 1% risk of death from the device. The results of the study also implied that, for a 30% reduction in total body weight, patients would, on average, be willing to accept a 1.4% risk of death due to the device.

A discrete-choice experiment was chosen as the method for eliciting patient preferences for weight-loss devices in the CDRH study for a number of reasons. First, discrete-choice experiments have been widely used to elicit patients' benefit-risk preferences and to estimate the maximum level of treatment-related risk that patients would be willing to accept to achieve a given benefit (MAR) and the minimum level of treatment benefit that would be required for patients to accept a given level of treatment-related risk. Second, discrete-choice experiments can be used to estimate both tradeoffs and relative importance. Finally, discrete-choice experiments can be used to explore the distribution of patients' benefit-risk preferences across a sample and, therefore, provide information regarding the proportion of the population for whom the benefits of a technology are likely to exceed the risks.

Although a discrete-choice experiment was used in the CDRH weight-loss preference study, other methods could potentially have been used to address the same research question. Therefore, following the review of each patient-preference method in Section 4 of the Catalog, we provide a brief, top-level description of how each method might have been used to elicit relative importance of and tradeoffs among the potential benefits and harms of weight-loss devices. Examples are not provided for conjoint-analysis methods or best-worst scaling because these methods are similar to those used by Ho et al. In addition, there are now a few examples comparing the use of discrete-choice experiments and best-worst scaling in patient-preference studies (see Hollin et al.). Examples are not provided for TTO and standard gamble (SG) because using these methods requires a different conceptual framework for conducting benefit-risk analysis.

Each example is intended only to illustrate how a patient-preference method might be applied to eliciting preferences for the attributes included in the CDRH weight-loss study. The examples are not case studies and are not intended to provide a “how-to” guide to conducting studies of patients' preferences for the benefits and harms of weight-loss devices using these methods. In addition, a discussion of the advantages and limitations of each method in addressing the weight-loss research question is not evaluated systematically. Rather, the examples are designed to provide additional information and context to potential users of these methods with a starting point for thinking about how different methods can be applied to an existing patient-preference question. As is indicated in suggestions for future research in Section 6 of the Catalog, we recommend that additional studies be conducted in which multiple patient-preference methods are used to address the same research question. Such studies will enable users to directly compare and contrast the performance of different patient-preference methods and their implications for decision making, along with the relative advantages and limitations of any given method in a different situation.
Methods Reviews

Structured-Weighting Methods

Structured weighting is the term used to describe the methods that typically are used to derive weights in multicriteria decision methods such as multicriteria decision analytic methods and AHP. Multicriteria decision methods typically are used to help people make evidenced-based decisions by systematically combining clinical evidence with subjective judgments or weights. Structured-weighting methods in the Catalog are limited to those methods used in multicriteria decision methods to derive weights (see Dolan, Felli et al., and Dodgson et al.). Structured-weighting methods included in the Catalog are simple direct weighting, ranking, swing weighting, point allocation, AHP, and outranking.

Simple Direct Weighting

Overview

Simple direct weighting is a method for eliciting a weight for an attribute or attribute level on a predefined numeric scale. The scale is anchored between two defined points (e.g., death and perfect health, extremely important and not at all important, most and least). Higher ratings indicate greater weight. Each rating provides a single weight for an attribute or attribute level. Weights for different attributes or attribute levels can be compared directly as long as the different attributes or attribute levels are measured on the same numeric scale with the same anchors.

In special cases, when the anchors are defined such that 0 equals death and 1 equals perfect health, the resulting rating can be interpreted as the health state utility of an attribute or attribute level.

Review

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Review</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Methodology criteria</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How is the data acquired?</td>
<td>Survey approaches are typically used; panel approaches can be used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are hypothetical scenarios required?</td>
<td>Panel methods typically used to evaluate real-world scenarios; survey methods typically used to evaluate hypothetical scenarios</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How are attributes determined and defined?</td>
<td>Survey approaches typically require external identification; panel approaches can allow for internal identification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is the method experimental?</td>
<td>Experimental design not required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sample criteria</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is the minimum sample size required?</td>
<td>No minimum sample size is required unless statistical inference is required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is the maximum sample size that can be reasonably achieved?</td>
<td>No maximum sample size for survey approaches; large sample sizes may be cost- and time-prohibitive for panel approaches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is the time commitment required of patients?</td>
<td>Minutes to less than an hour required for survey approaches; time for getting to and attending the panel session required for panel approaches; preparation for panel session may also be required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What are the cognitive and knowledge requirements of patients?</td>
<td>Minimal cognitive requirements for survey approaches; panel approaches may be more challenging; understanding of attributes required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Analysis criteria</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does the method require statistical analysis?</td>
<td>Only descriptive statistics required; basic regression methods can be used in certain circumstances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criteria</td>
<td>Review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does the method require specialized software?</td>
<td>Basic spreadsheet software required; commonly available statistical packages can be used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can the results be described and interpreted easily?</td>
<td>Methods and results easy to describe and interpret</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Output criteria**

| Can the method be used to identify attributes that are important to patients? | Panel approaches can allow for internal identification; survey approaches can allow for identification of important attributes from a set of externally identified attributes |
| Can the method be used to estimate weights for attributes?             | Yes, simple weights for all attributes                                  |
| Can the method be used to estimate the tradeoffs that patients are willing to make among attributes? | Possibly: ratios of weights could be interpreted as tradeoffs, however, tradeoffs are not elicited directly |
| Can the method be used to detect, describe, or quantify heterogeneity in preferences across patients and across time? | Possibly: Using survey approaches, differences in weights across individuals in a sample can be characterized; if panel approaches are used to achieve consensus among the panel, then this is not possible; differences in weights over time can be characterized if data are elicited from the same sample at different points in time |

**Applying the method to the CDRH weight-loss example:** Each weight-loss device attribute or attribute level could be evaluated independently by asking patients to rate each attribute or attribute level on a numeric scale. For example, a rating question could be presented as follows: “On a scale of 0 to 10, where 0 is totally unimportant and 10 is extremely important, how important is a 30% reduction in total body weight to you when you are thinking about getting a weight-loss device?” The question could then be repeated for each attribute or attribute level to provide a set of importance weights for all attributes or attribute levels. For example, suppose a 30% reduction in total body weight loss was assigned a value of 10. If the patients completing the direct-weighting exercise had preferences that were similar to those patients who participated in the CDRH study, we would expect that patients would assign a value of approximately 8.1 to a 1% risk of death due to the device. The weights can then be compared across attributes or attribute levels. The weights could also be used to determine a subset of the most important attributes of weight-loss devices when only a limited number of items can be considered. For example, a user of this information could determine the five most important attributes to consider in a separate preference elicitation effort or moving forward with device development decisions.
Ranking Exercises

Overview

Ranking is a method for placing a set of attributes, attribute levels, or profiles in order of increasing or decreasing preference or importance. Ranking may be strict (no ties permitted) or nonstrict (ties permitted). Often, no numeric values reflecting the magnitude of preference are provided; however, methods exist for translating rankings into weights so that a relative weight can be applied to each feature, attribute level, or profile in the set.

Review

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Review</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Methodology criteria</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How is the data acquired?</td>
<td>Survey approaches are typically used; panel approaches can be used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are hypothetical scenarios required?</td>
<td>Panel methods typically used to evaluate real-world scenarios; survey methods typically used to evaluate hypothetical scenarios</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How are attributes determined and defined?</td>
<td>Survey approaches typically require external identification; panel approaches can allow for internal identification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is the method experimental?</td>
<td>Experimental design not required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sample criteria</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is the minimum sample size required?</td>
<td>No minimum sample size if weighting not required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is the maximum sample size that can be reasonably achieved?</td>
<td>No maximum sample size for survey approaches; large sample sizes typically cost- and time-prohibitive for panel approaches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is the time commitment required of patients?</td>
<td>Minutes to less than an hour required for survey approaches; time for getting to and attending the panel session required for panel approaches; preparation for panel session may also be required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What are the cognitive and knowledge requirements of patients?</td>
<td>Minimal cognitive requirements for survey approaches; panel approaches may be more challenging; understanding of attributes required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Analysis criteria</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does the method require statistical analysis?</td>
<td>Only descriptive statistics required; basic regression methods can be used in certain circumstances. Weighting requires more advanced statistical methods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does the method require specialized software?</td>
<td>Basic spreadsheet software required; commonly available statistical packages can be used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can the results be described and interpreted easily?</td>
<td>Methods and results easy to describe and interpret for descriptive statistics. Weighting methods are more difficult to describe; however, results are easy to describe and interpret</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Output criteria</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can the method be used to identify attributes that are important to patients?</td>
<td>Panel approaches can allow for internal identification; survey approaches can allow for identification of important attributes from a set of externally identified attributes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can the method be used to estimate weights for attributes?</td>
<td>Possibly: simple weights for all attributes can be estimated only if weighting methods are applied to ranking</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Criteria

| Can the method be used to estimate the tradeoffs that patients are willing to make among attributes? | Possibly: if weighting methods are applied, ratios of weights could be interpreted as tradeoffs; however, tradeoffs are not elicited directly |
| Can the method be used to detect, describe, or quantify heterogeneity in preferences across patients and across time? | Possibly: using survey approaches, differences in weights across individuals in a sample can be characterized; if panel approaches are used to achieve consensus among the panel, then this is not possible; differences in weights over time can be characterized if data are elicited from the same sample at different points in time |

---

**Applying the method to the CDRH weight-loss example:** A list of weight-loss device attributes or attribute levels could be presented to patients. Patients would then be asked to rank the attributes or attribute levels from best to worst or most important to least important. For example, if the patients completing the ranking exercise had preferences that were similar to those patients who participated in the CDRH study, we would expect that patients would, on average, rank a 5% risk of death due to the device as most important and changes in the risk of side effects requiring hospitalization as least important. The results of this type of question will not provide numeric weights for the attributes or attribute levels unless the ranking is translated into weights using mathematical methods. However, the proportion of patients assigning each rank to each attribute or attribute level could be reported.
Swing Weighting

Overview

Swing weighting requires that each attribute in a set be assigned a range of minimum to maximum levels, such that the full range of expected levels is included within the range. The attributes are then ranked in decreasing order of the importance that a change in each attribute, from its lowest level to its highest level, would have on a given decision. The attribute with the highest rank is assigned a weight of 100. The second attribute is then assigned a weight on a scale from 1 to 100, reflecting the degree a swing from its lowest to highest level would influence the decision, compared with the highest-ranked feature. Thus, higher weights indicate greater importance. This process is repeated for all attributes. The resulting weights are normalized to sum 100 and provide a weight for each attribute over the range of levels assigned to that feature.

Review

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Review</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Methodology criteria</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How is the data acquired?</td>
<td>Panel approaches are typically used; survey approaches can be used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are hypothetical scenarios required?</td>
<td>Panel methods typically used to evaluate real-world scenarios; survey methods can be used to evaluate hypothetical scenarios</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How are attributes determined and defined?</td>
<td>Panel approaches typically use internal identification; survey approaches may require external identification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is the method experimental?</td>
<td>Experimental design not required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sample criteria</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is the minimum sample size required?</td>
<td>No minimum sample size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is the maximum sample size that can be reasonably achieved?</td>
<td>No maximum sample size for survey approaches; large sample sizes typically cost- and time-prohibitive for panel approaches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is the time commitment required of patients?</td>
<td>Minutes to less than an hour required for survey approaches; time for getting to and attending the panel session required for panel approaches; preparation for panel session may also be required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What are the cognitive and knowledge requirements of patients?</td>
<td>Some cognitive requirements for survey approaches; panel approaches may be more challenging; understanding of attributes and tradeoff task required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Analysis criteria</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does the method require statistical analysis?</td>
<td>Basic calculations are required; basic regression methods can be used in certain circumstances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does the method require specialized software?</td>
<td>Basic spreadsheet software is required; commonly available statistical packages can be used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can the results be described and interpreted easily?</td>
<td>Methods and results easy to describe and interpret</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Output criteria</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can the method be used to identify attributes that are important to patients?</td>
<td>Panel approaches can allow for internal identification; survey approaches can allow for identification of important attributes from a set of externally identified attributes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can the method be used to estimate weights for attributes?</td>
<td>Yes, weights for all attributes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criteria</td>
<td>Review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can the method be used to estimate the tradeoffs that patients are willing to make among attributes?</td>
<td>Yes, pairwise tradeoffs estimated for all attributes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can the method be used to detect, describe, or quantify heterogeneity in preferences across patients and across time?</td>
<td>Possibly: Using survey approaches, differences in weights and tradeoffs across individuals in a sample can be characterized; if panel approaches are used to achieve consensus among the panel, then this is not possible; differences in weights over time can be characterized if data are elicited from the same sample at different points in time</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Applying the method to the CDRH weight-loss example:** A list of weight-loss device attributes or attribute levels could be presented to patients. Patients would then be asked to rank the attributes or attribute levels from best to worst or most important to least important when choosing a weight-loss device. Each attribute is assigned a relevant range of levels. Using panel approaches, the panel might determine the relevant range of levels for each attribute. Using survey approaches, the research team likely would need to determine the range of levels. Suppose that the relevant range of levels for total body weight loss is determined to be from 0% to 30% and the range of levels of the risk of dying as a result of getting the device is from 0% to 1%. Once the range of levels is determined, patients would be asked to provide a rating from 1 to 100 reflecting the relative importance of changing a weight-loss device from having the worst or least desirable level to the best or most desirable level in the range of each attribute individually. In this rating, 100 is given to the most important change in the levels of a single attribute. If the patients completing the rating exercise had preferences that were similar to those patients who participated in the CDRH study, we would expect that patients would rate a 30% reduction in total weight loss to be tied with a 60-month duration of weight loss. If both attribute changes are considered to be the most important when choosing a weight-loss device, a 30% reduction in total body weight and a 60-month duration of weight loss would be assigned a score of 100. Then the patient would be asked to assign a weight indicating the importance of each of the other attribute changes, including a change in the risk of death from 0% to 1%, relative to the importance of a 30% reduction in total body weight. We would expect that the score assigned to a 1% change in the risk of death in this case would be 81. The weights make possible the comparison of attributes and attribute levels. The weights could also be applied to the characteristics of alternative devices to provide a measure of the extent to which one combination of attributes or attribute levels would be preferred to an alternate combination of attributes or attribute levels.
Point Allocation

Overview

Point allocation requires that each attribute in a set be assigned points proportional to the importance associated with each attribute or specified changes in the levels of each attribute. The total number of points to be allocated among the attributes is fixed. The resulting values are usually normalized and interpreted as weights for the set of attributes. Higher weights indicate greater importance.

Review

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Review</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Methodology criteria</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How is the data acquired?</td>
<td>Survey approaches and panel approaches can be used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are hypothetical scenarios required?</td>
<td>Panel methods typically used to evaluate real-world scenarios; survey methods typically used to evaluate hypothetical scenarios</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How are attributes determined and defined?</td>
<td>Panel approaches typically use internal identification; survey approaches typically require external identification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is the method experimental?</td>
<td>Experimental design not required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sample criteria</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is the minimum sample size required?</td>
<td>No minimum sample size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is the maximum sample size that can be reasonably achieved?</td>
<td>No maximum sample size for survey approaches; large sample sizes typically cost- and time-prohibitive for panel approaches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is the time commitment required of patients?</td>
<td>Minutes to less than an hour required for survey approaches; time for getting to and attending the panel session required for panel approaches; preparation for panel session may also be required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What are the cognitive and knowledge requirements of patients?</td>
<td>Minimal cognitive requirements for survey approaches; panel approaches may be more challenging; understanding of attributes required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Analysis criteria</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does the method require statistical analysis?</td>
<td>Only descriptive statistics required; basic regression methods can be used in certain circumstances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does the method require specialized software?</td>
<td>Basic spreadsheet software required; commonly available statistical packages can be used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can the results be described and interpreted easily?</td>
<td>Methods and results easy to describe and interpret</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Output criteria</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can the method be used to identify attributes that are important to patients?</td>
<td>Panel approaches can allow for internal identification; survey approaches can allow for identification of important attributes from a set of externally identified attributes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can the method be used to estimate weights for attributes?</td>
<td>Yes, simple weights for all attributes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can the method be used to estimate the tradeoffs that patients are willing to make among attributes?</td>
<td>Possibly: Ratios of weights could be interpreted as tradeoffs; however, tradeoffs are not elicited directly</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Criteria Review

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Review</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Can the method be used to detect, describe, or quantify heterogeneity in preferences across patients and across time?</td>
<td>Possibly: Using survey approaches, differences in weights across individuals in a sample can be characterized; if panel approaches are used to achieve consensus among the panel, then this is not possible; differences in weights over time can be characterized if data are elicited from the same sample at different points in time</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Applying the method to the CDRH weight-loss example:** A list of weight-loss device attributes or attribute levels could be presented to patients. Patients would then be asked to allocate a fixed number of points (assume 100 points) across the set of attributes or attribute levels where more points imply greater importance of an attribute in the decision to choose a weight-loss device. Because patients are endowed with a fixed number of points, their point allocation must add up to the total number of points given across all attributes. If the range for the risk of death was 0 to 1%, and the preferences of these patients are similar to those who participated in the CDRH study, we would expect patients, on average, to allocate approximately 15 points to a 1% risk of death due to the device and approximately 18 points to a 30% reduction in weight loss. The weights can then be compared across attributes or attribute levels. The weights could also be applied to the characteristics of alternative devices to provide a measure of the extent to which one combination of attributes or attribute levels would be preferred to an alternate combination of attributes or attribute levels.
Analytic Hierarchy Process

Overview

Analytic hierarchy process requires that changes in the levels of each attribute are compared to derive weights that indicate the relative importance of changes in attribute levels to achieving a decision goal. This is accomplished through a series of pairwise comparisons between every pair of attributes. The questions are used to indicate which attribute is preferred, more likely, or more important as well as the strength of preference. Software interrogates a patient when choices are contradictory. These comparisons then are used to compute a weight for each attribute. For beneficial attributes, higher weights indicate greater preference. For undesirable attributes, higher weights indicate lower preference.

Review

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Review</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Methodology criteria</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How is the data acquired?</td>
<td>Panel approaches are typically used; survey approaches can be used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are hypothetical scenarios required?</td>
<td>Panel methods typically used to evaluate real-world scenarios; survey methods can be used to evaluate hypothetical scenarios</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How are attributes determined and defined?</td>
<td>Panel approaches typically use internal identification; survey approaches may require external identification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is the method experimental?</td>
<td>Experimental design not required, but could be used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample criteria</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is the minimum sample size required?</td>
<td>No minimum sample size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is the maximum sample size that can be reasonably achieved?</td>
<td>No maximum sample size for survey approaches; large sample sizes typically cost- and time-prohibitive for panel approaches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is the time commitment required of patients?</td>
<td>Minutes to less than an hour required for survey approaches; time for getting to and attending the panel session required for panel approaches; preparation for panel session may also be required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What are the cognitive and knowledge requirements of patients?</td>
<td>Some cognitive requirements for survey approaches; panel approaches may be more challenging; understanding of attributes and tradeoff task required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analysis criteria</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does the method require statistical analysis?</td>
<td>Advanced statistical analysis often required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does the method require specialized software?</td>
<td>Commonly available statistical packages can be used; specialized software available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can the results be described and interpreted easily?</td>
<td>Methods and results can be difficult to describe; advanced statistical methods make describing results difficult; combining positive and negative values for weights can make results difficult to interpret</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output criteria</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can the method be used to identify attributes that are important to patients?</td>
<td>Panel approaches can allow for internal identification; survey approaches can allow for identification of important attributes from a set of externally identified attributes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can the method be used to estimate weights for attributes?</td>
<td>Yes, weights for all attributes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Review</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Can the method be used to estimate the tradeoffs that patients are willing to make among attributes?</td>
<td>Yes, pairwise tradeoffs estimated for all attributes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can the method be used to detect, describe, or quantify heterogeneity in preferences across patients and across time?</td>
<td>Possibly: Using survey approaches, differences in weights and tradeoffs across individuals in a sample can be characterized; if panel approaches are used to achieve consensus among the panel, then this is not possible; differences in weights over time can be characterized if data are elicited from the same sample at different points in time</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Applying the method to the CDRH weight-loss example:** Each patient would be presented with a pair of attributes and asked to indicate the relative strength of preference for the attributes when choosing a weight-loss device using a visual analog scale. If we assume that the pair of attributes comprises a 30% reduction in total body weight and a 1% risk of death due to the device, the patient would be asked to rate these two attributes between one end of the scale indicating that a 30% reduction in total body weight is very important and a 1% risk of death is completely unimportant and the other end of the scale indicating that a 30% reduction in total body weight is completely unimportant and a 1% risk of death is very important. The visual analog scales are often numeric and symmetrically depict the intensity of relative preferences for attributes around zero. If the patient gives a rating of zero for a pair of attributes, then the patient is indicating that he or she is indifferent between the two attributes or that the attributes are of equal importance when choosing among weight-loss device options. If the patients completing the AHP had preferences that were similar to those patients who participated in the CDRH study, we would expect that patients would assign a rating close to zero, although leaning some toward the end representing greater preference for a 30% reduction in total body weight. This evaluation would indicate that, although both attributes are important, a 30% reduction in total body weight is somewhat more important than a 1% risk of death due to the device. The process would then be repeated for all possible pairs of attributes or attribute levels, and statistical methods could then be used to estimate a full set of weights for the attributes or attribute levels.
Outranking Methods

Overview
Outranking methods compare a set of decision alternatives or profiles using pairwise comparisons. Unlike swing weighting and AHP, outranking methods base their comparisons on whether one profile is at least as good as or better than the other. The individual comparisons are then aggregated to develop a ranking of profiles in terms of preference. The ranking is ordinal and does not provide a set of weights measured on a common scale. However, outranking methods are commonly combined with direct weighting in which outranking is used to compare the alternatives and the direct weighting is used to elicit weights.

Review

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Review</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Methodology criteria</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How is the data acquired?</td>
<td>Panel approaches are typically used; survey approaches can be used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are hypothetical scenarios required?</td>
<td>Panel methods typically used to evaluate real-world scenarios; survey methods can be used to evaluate hypothetical scenarios</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How are attributes determined and defined?</td>
<td>Panel approaches typically use internal identification; survey approaches may require external identification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is the method experimental?</td>
<td>Experimental design not required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sample criteria</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is the minimum sample size required?</td>
<td>No minimum sample size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is the maximum sample size that can be reasonably achieved?</td>
<td>No maximum sample size for survey approaches; large sample sizes typically cost- and time-prohibitive for panel approaches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is the time commitment required of patients?</td>
<td>Some cognitive requirements for survey approaches; panel approaches may be more challenging; understanding of attributes and task required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What are the cognitive and knowledge requirements of patients?</td>
<td>Some cognitive requirements for survey approaches; panel approaches may be more challenging; understanding of attributes and tradeoff task required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Analysis criteria</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does the method require statistical analysis?</td>
<td>Only descriptive statistics required; basic regression methods can be used in certain circumstances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does the method require specialized software?</td>
<td>Basic spreadsheet software required; commonly available statistical packages can be used; specialized software available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can the results be described and interpreted easily?</td>
<td>Methods and results easy to describe and interpret</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Output criteria</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can the method be used to identify attributes that are important to patients?</td>
<td>Panel approaches can allow for internal identification; survey approaches can allow for identification of important attributes from a set of externally identified attributes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can the method be used to estimate weights for attributes?</td>
<td>Possibly: When combined with direct weighting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criteria</td>
<td>Review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can the method be used to estimate the tradeoffs that patients are willing to make among attributes?</td>
<td>Possibly: When combined with direct weighting, ratios of weights could be interpreted as tradeoffs; however, tradeoffs are not elicited directly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can the method be used to detect, describe, or quantify heterogeneity in preferences across patients and across time?</td>
<td>Possibly: Using survey approaches, differences in weights across individuals in a sample can be characterized; if panel approaches are used to achieve consensus among the panel, then this is not possible; differences in weights over time can be characterized if data are elicited from the same sample at different points in time</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Applying the method to the CDRH weight-loss example:** Each patient would be presented with a set of device alternatives defined by attributes included in the study and asked to rank the alternatives from most preferred to least preferred. If the preferences of patients completing the outranking exercise are similar to those who participated in the CDRH study, we would expect that these patients would, on average, rank a profile including a 30% reduction in total body weight and a 1% risk of death due to the device as preferred to a profile including a 5% reduction in total body weight and a 0% risk of death due to the device. Direct weighting of the attributes would be required to elicit weights.
Health-State Utility Methods

Health-state utility methods yield an estimate of preferences for a health state (described as a single attribute or a profile) when compared with death and perfect health in which death is given a value of 0 and perfect health is given a value of 1. Higher weights equal greater preferences for a given health state. Health-state utility methods include TTO and SG.

Time Tradeoff

Overview

Time tradeoff is a stated-preference approach in which patients are asked to choose between living a specified time in a specified state of health and a shorter time in perfect health. Health states can be defined by individual attributes or by profiles. The time spent in perfect health then is varied until the patient is indifferent between longer life in the worse health state and the shorter life in perfect health. The ratio of the shorter amount of time in perfect health to the longer amount of time in the health state is the health-state utility. Higher values indicate greater preference for the health state. Time tradeoff health-state utilities can be compared directly to determine relative preferences for different health states or used as weights in models of incremental net benefits.

Review

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Review</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Methodology criteria</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How is the data acquired?</td>
<td>Survey approaches are required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are hypothetical scenarios required?</td>
<td>Hypothetical scenarios are required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How are attributes determined and defined?</td>
<td>Can use internal or external identification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is the method experimental?</td>
<td>Experimental design not required but could be used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sample criteria</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is the minimum sample size required?</td>
<td>Minimum sample size typically &lt; 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is the maximum sample size that can be reasonably achieved?</td>
<td>No maximum sample size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is the time commitment required of patients?</td>
<td>Minutes to less than an hour; total time requirement depends on number of scenarios to be evaluated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What are the cognitive and knowledge requirements of patients?</td>
<td>Some cognitive requirements; understanding of attributes and tradeoff task required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Analysis criteria</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does the method require statistical analysis?</td>
<td>Only descriptive statistics required; basic regression methods can be used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does the method require specialized software?</td>
<td>Basic spreadsheet software required; commonly available statistical packages can be used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can the results be described and interpreted easily?</td>
<td>Methods and results easy to describe and interpret</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Output criteria</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can the method be used to identify attributes that are important to patients?</td>
<td>Possibly: can allow for identification of important attributes from a set of externally identified attributes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criteria</td>
<td>Review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can the method be used to estimate weights for attributes?</td>
<td>Yes, weights for all attributes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can the method be used to estimate the tradeoffs that patients are willing to make among attributes?</td>
<td>Possibly: ratios of weights could be interpreted as tradeoffs; however, tradeoffs are not elicited directly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can the method be used to detect, describe, or quantify heterogeneity in preferences across patients and across time?</td>
<td>Yes, differences in weights across individuals in a sample can be characterized; differences in weights over time can be characterized if data are elicited from the same sample at different points in time</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Applying the method to the CDRH weight-loss example:** Using TTO may require a conceptual approach that is different than the one used by in the CDRH study. Such an approach would likely be similar to those approaches used in cost-utility analysis or incremental net-health benefit approaches in which TTO could be used to elicit preferences for outcomes (e.g., hospitalization requiring surgery), regardless of the probability or the duration of the outcome, and the weights are then applied to a series of health states over time in a probabilistic model. A description of these probabilistic modeling methods is beyond the scope of the Catalog; however, an example of this type of modeling approach is presented by Lynd et al.45
Standard Gamble

Overview

Standard gamble is a stated-preference approach in which patients are asked to choose between a certain outcome and a gamble between two uncertain outcomes, each with a probability of occurrence and where their aggregate chance of occurrence is 100%. Typically, the certain outcome is described as a health state. Health states can be defined by individual attributes or by profiles. The two outcomes in the gamble are death and perfect health. The probabilities of death and perfect health are varied until the patient is indifferent between the certain outcome and the gamble between death and perfect health. The probability of perfect health at which the patient is indifferent between the certain outcome and the gamble is the health-state utility.

Standard gamble also can be used to elicit risk tolerance directly. One minus the health utility can be interpreted as the maximum risk of death that would be tolerated in exchange for an improvement from experiencing the outcome to perfect health (i.e., elimination of the outcome or outcomes that define the health state).

Review

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Review</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Methodology criteria</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How is the data acquired?</td>
<td>Survey approaches are required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are hypothetical scenarios required?</td>
<td>Hypothetical scenarios are required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How are attributes determined and defined?</td>
<td>Can use internal or external identification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is the method experimental?</td>
<td>Experimental design not required but could be used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sample criteria</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is the minimum sample size required?</td>
<td>Minimum sample size typically &lt; 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is the maximum sample size that can be reasonably achieved?</td>
<td>No maximum sample size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is the time commitment required of patients?</td>
<td>Minutes to less than an hour; total time requirement depends on number of scenarios to be evaluated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What are the cognitive and knowledge requirements of patients?</td>
<td>Some cognitive requirements; understanding of attributes and tradeoff task required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Analysis criteria</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does the method require statistical analysis?</td>
<td>Only descriptive statistics required; basic regression methods can be used in certain circumstances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does the method require specialized software?</td>
<td>Basic spreadsheet software required; commonly available statistical packages can be used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can the results be described and interpreted easily?</td>
<td>Methods and results easy to describe and interpret</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Output criteria</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can the method be used to identify attributes that are important to patients?</td>
<td>Possibly: can allow for identification of important attributes from a set of externally identified attributes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criteria</td>
<td>Review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can the method be used to estimate weights for attributes?</td>
<td>Yes, weights for all attributes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can the method be used to estimate the tradeoffs that patients are willing to make among attributes?</td>
<td>Possibly: ratios of weights could be interpreted as tradeoffs; however, tradeoffs are not elicited directly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can the method be used to detect, describe, or quantify heterogeneity in preferences across patients and across time?</td>
<td>Yes, differences in weights across individuals in a sample can be characterized; differences in weights over time can be characterized if data are elicited from the same sample at different points in time</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Applying the method to the CDRH weight-loss example: Using SG may require a conceptual approach that is different than the one used by in the CDRH study. Such an approach would likely be similar to those approaches use in cost-utility analysis or incremental net-health benefit approaches in which SG could be used to elicit preferences for outcomes (e.g., hospitalization requiring surgery), regardless of the probability or the duration of the outcome, and the weights are then applied to a series of health states over time in a probabilistic model. A description of these probabilistic modeling methods is beyond the scope of the Catalog; however, an example of this type of modeling approach is presented by Lynd et al.45
Stated-Preference Methods

Stated-preference methods are used to elicit relative preferences across attributes and changes in attribute levels using profiles. These methods differ from health-state utility methods because the weights elicited in these methods are not anchored on a cardinal scale between 0 and 1 in which 0 and 1 have a defined meaning. Instead, the weights elicited in stated-preference surveys can only be interpreted as ordinal rankings or relative preference weights. Stated-preference methods include direct assessment questions, threshold technique, conjoint analysis and discrete-choice experiments, and best-worst scaling.

Direct-Assessment Questions

Overview

Direct-assessment questions ask patients to provide a direct answer to a statement or relative-importance question. The statement or question asks the patient the extent to which he or she agrees with the statement regarding an attribute or profile or whether he or she prefers or would choose one attribute or profile over all other available attributes or profiles. When a statement is structured to evaluate the extent to which a patient values an attribute or the importance a patient places on an attribute, the result is a weight for that feature. Most direct assessments of profiles provide only a preferred profile or an ordinal ranking of profiles from the set of profiles presented to a patient and, thus, do not result in weights.

Review

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Review</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Methodology criteria</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How is the data acquired?</td>
<td>Survey approaches are required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are hypothetical scenarios required?</td>
<td>Typically used to evaluate hypothetical scenarios; can be used to evaluate real-world scenarios</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How are attributes determined and defined?</td>
<td>Typically use external identification; internal identification can be used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is the method experimental?</td>
<td>Experimental design not required but could be used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sample criteria</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is the minimum sample size required?</td>
<td>No minimum sample size if experimental design not used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is the maximum sample size that can be reasonably achieved?</td>
<td>No maximum sample size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is the time commitment required of patients?</td>
<td>Minutes to less than an hour; total time requirement depends on number of scenarios to be evaluated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What are the cognitive and knowledge requirements of patients?</td>
<td>Minimal cognitive requirements; understanding of attributes required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Analysis criteria</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does the method require statistical analysis?</td>
<td>Only descriptive statistics required; basic regression methods can be used in certain circumstances; more advanced analysis is possible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does the method require specialized software?</td>
<td>Basic spreadsheet software required; commonly available statistical packages can be used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can the results be described and interpreted easily?</td>
<td>Results easy to describe and interpret. Basic methods are easy to describe. More advanced statistical methods may be more difficult to describe</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Criteria Review

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Review</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Output criteria</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can the method be used to estimate weights for attributes?</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can the method be used to estimate weights for attributes?</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can the method be used to estimate the tradeoffs that patients are willing to make among attributes?</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can the method be used to detect, describe, or quantify heterogeneity in preferences across patients and across time?</td>
<td>Yes, differences in choices across individuals in a sample can be characterized; differences in choices over time can be characterized if data are elicited from the same sample at different points in time</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Applying the method to the CDRH weight-loss example:** Direct-assessment questions would simply require that patients be presented with alternative device profiles (see, for example, the set of profiles presented in Table 2 in Ho et al.⁶) and asked to choose among them. The proportion of patients preferring each profile can then be reported. If the patients completing the AHP have preferences that are similar to those patients who participated in the CDRH study, we would expect the results to look similar to those presented in the second column of Table 2 in Ho et al.⁶ This method would need to be supplemented with additional patient-preference methods to determine the relative importance of different attributes or attribute levels to the choice of profile.
Threshold Technique

Overview

The threshold technique is a stated-preference approach in which patients are asked to choose between a reference profile and an alternative profile. Both the reference profile and the alternative profile are defined by a common set of attributes, although the levels of each attribute can vary between the two alternatives. In the threshold technique, one attribute is considered to be the study object. If the reference profile is chosen, the level of the study object in the alternative profile is improved until the patient changes his or her choice from the reference profile to the alternative profile. If the alternative profile is chosen, the study object in the alternative profile is made worse until the patient changes his or her choice from the alternative profile to the reference profile. The point at which the patient switches his or her choice is the threshold. If the attribute that is the study object is a risk, the threshold probability is an estimate of maximum acceptable risk. If the attribute that is the study object is an efficacy or effectiveness outcome (i.e., benefit), then the threshold probability is an estimate of minimum acceptable benefit.

Review

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Review</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Methodology criteria</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How is the data acquired?</td>
<td>Survey approaches are required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are hypothetical scenarios required?</td>
<td>Hypothetical scenarios are required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How are attributes determined and defined?</td>
<td>Typically use external identification; internal identification can be used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is the method experimental?</td>
<td>Experimental design not required but could be used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sample criteria</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is the minimum sample size required?</td>
<td>No minimum sample size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is the maximum sample size that can be reasonably achieved?</td>
<td>No maximum sample size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is the time commitment required of patients?</td>
<td>Minutes to less than an hour; total time requirement depends on number of scenarios to be evaluated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What are the cognitive and knowledge requirements of patients?</td>
<td>Some cognitive requirements; understanding of attributes and task required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Analysis criteria</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does the method require statistical analysis?</td>
<td>Only descriptive statistic required; basic regression methods can be used in certain circumstances; more advanced analysis is possible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does the method require specialized software?</td>
<td>Basic spreadsheet software required; commonly available statistical packages can be used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can the results be described and interpreted easily?</td>
<td>Results easy to describe and interpret. Basic methods are easy to describe. More advanced statistical methods may be more difficult to describe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Output criteria</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can the method be used to identify attributes that are important to patients?</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criteria</td>
<td>Review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can the method be used to estimate weights for attributes?</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can the method be used to estimate the tradeoffs that patients are willing to make among attributes?</td>
<td>Yes, tradeoffs are a direct output of this method</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can the method be used to detect, describe, or quantify heterogeneity in preferences across patients and across time?</td>
<td>Yes, differences in tradeoffs across individuals in a sample can be characterized; differences in weights over time can be characterized if data are elicited from the same sample at different points in time</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Applying the method to the CDRH weight-loss example:** The threshold technique requires specifying two profiles, similar to the profiles presented in Table 2 in Ho et al. One profile is the reference profile and one profile is the alternative profile. One attribute in the alternative profile is then chosen as the attribute for which a threshold is to be estimated. If we assume that the reference profile includes a 5% reduction in total body weight and a 0% risk of death due to the device and the alternative profile includes a 30% reduction in body weight and a 1% risk of death due to the device, a patient would be asked to choose between these two profiles. If a patient chooses the alternative weight-loss device, then to estimate the maximum acceptable risk of death due to the device that a patient would be willing to accept to achieve the increase in total body weight loss from 5% to 30%, the rate of death due to the alternative device is increased incrementally until the patient prefers the reference profile. If a patient chooses the alternative device, then to estimate the minimum required increase in total body weight reduction, the percentage-point reduction in total body weight in the alternative profile is decreased incrementally until the person prefers the reference profile. If the patients completing the threshold-technique exercise have preferences that are similar to those patients who participated in the CDRH study, we would expect that the mean threshold for risk of death due to the device given a 25 percentage-point reduction in total body weight (30% 5%) would be approximately 1.3% and the mean threshold for increase in the percentage-point reduction in total body weight (above 5%) given a 1% risk of death would be approximately 22.4%. This process can be repeated for any attribute for which a threshold value is needed.
Conjoint Analysis and Discrete-Choice Experiments

Overview

In conjoint analysis and discrete-choice experiments, the attributes of each medical treatment are assigned different levels that can be combined into profiles, and the profiles are combined into groups of profiles known as choice sets. The profiles and choice sets are determined by an experimental design. Each patient is presented with a series of choice sets and asked to choose one profile in each choice set. Alternatively, a patient could be asked to rank profiles in a choice set or rate his or her strength of preference for one profile over an alternative profile or to allocate the percentage of patients that would be treated best with each alternative profile in each choice set. The pattern of responses is analyzed to estimate the rate at which patients are willing to trade off among the attributes and changes in attribute levels included in the study. The results can provide measures of the relative importance of attributes or changes in attribute levels and the rate of trade-off among attributes or attribute levels.

Review

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Review</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Methodology criteria</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How is the data acquired?</td>
<td>Survey approaches are required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are hypothetical scenarios required?</td>
<td>Hypothetical scenarios are required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How are attributes determined and defined?</td>
<td>Typically use external identification; internal identification can be used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is the method experimental?</td>
<td>Experimental design required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sample criteria</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is the minimum sample size required?</td>
<td>Minimum sample size typically 200-300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is the maximum sample size that can be reasonably achieved?</td>
<td>No maximum sample size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is the time commitment required of patients?</td>
<td>Typically 20 minutes to less than an hour; total time requirement depends on number of scenarios to be evaluated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What are the cognitive and knowledge requirements of patients?</td>
<td>Potentially significant cognitive requirements; understanding of attributes and trade-off task required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Analysis criteria</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does the method require statistical analysis?</td>
<td>Advanced statistical analysis is typically required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does the method require specialized software?</td>
<td>Analysis can be conducted using commonly available statistical packages; specialized software is also available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can the results be described and interpreted easily?</td>
<td>Methods and results can be difficult to describe; advanced statistical methods make describing results difficult; numerous relative weights can make results difficult to interpret</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Output criteria</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can the method be used to identify attributes that are important to patients?</td>
<td>Possibly: can allow for identification of important attributes from a set of externally identified attributes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can the method be used to estimate weights for attributes?</td>
<td>Yes, weights for both attributes and changes in attribute levels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criteria</td>
<td>Review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can the method be used to estimate the tradeoffs that patients are willing to make among attributes?</td>
<td>Yes, tradeoffs among any attributes or changes in attribute levels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can the method be used to detect, describe, or quantify heterogeneity in preferences across patients and across time?</td>
<td>Yes, some statistical methods can provide quantitative estimates of the distribution of preferences across the sample; however, this method infers preferences from repeated observations from each patient; latent class analysis may be required to identify segments or subgroup analysis may be needed to test for differences in preferences; differences in preferences over time can be evaluated if the survey is implemented with the same patients at multiple points in time</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Best-Worst Scaling

Overview

There are three types of best-worst scaling: object case, single-profile case, and multiple-profile case. In all cases, patients are presented with a set of alternatives and asked to identify the best or most important alternative and the worst or least important alternative. In the object case, attributes are combined into sets. Each set does not necessarily (and often does not) include all attributes. For each of a series of sets, patients are asked to indicate which of the attributes in the set is best or most desirable and which is worst or least desirable. In the single-profile case, each attribute takes on different levels. The attribute levels are combined into profiles. Patients are presented with a series of profiles and asked to indicate which attribute level in the profile is best or most desirable and which attribute level in the profile is worst or least desirable. In the multiple-profile case, attribute levels are combined into profiles, and the profiles are combined into sets of three or more. The multiple-profile case is very similar to a discrete-choice experiment. In each of a series of sets, patients are asked to indicate which profile is best or most desirable and which profile is worst or least desirable. In all three types of best-worst scaling, the pattern of responses is analyzed to estimate the relative importance of each attribute or attribute level.

Review

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Review</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Methodology criteria</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How is the data acquired?</td>
<td>Survey approaches are required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are hypothetical scenarios required?</td>
<td>Hypothetical scenarios are required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How are attributes determined and defined?</td>
<td>Typically use external identification; internal identification can be used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is the method experimental?</td>
<td>Experimental design required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sample criteria</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is the minimum sample size required?</td>
<td>No minimum sample size for simple methods. Minimum sample size required for regression methods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is the maximum sample size that can be reasonably achieved?</td>
<td>No maximum sample size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is the time commitment required of patients?</td>
<td>Minutes to less than an hour; total time requirement depends on number of scenarios to be evaluated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What are the cognitive and knowledge requirements of patients?</td>
<td>Some cognitive requirements; understanding of attributes and task required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Analysis criteria</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does the method require statistical analysis?</td>
<td>Simple analysis is possible; advanced statistical analysis is possible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does the method require specialized software?</td>
<td>Basic spreadsheet software required for simple analysis; commonly available statistical packages can be used for more advanced analysis; specialized software packages are available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can the results be described and interpreted easily?</td>
<td>Simple methods can be described easily; more advanced methods may be difficult to describe; results derived from simple methods may be more difficult to interpret because weights can be positive and negative; scaled results derived from more complex methods are easy to interpret</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Output criteria</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can the method be used to identify attributes that are important to patients?</td>
<td>Possibly: can allow for identification of important attributes from a set of externally identified attributes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criteria</td>
<td>Review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Can the method be used to estimate weights for attributes?             | Yes, weights for both attributes and changes in attribute levels  
|                                                                         | Yes, tradeoffs among any attributes or changes in attribute levels                                                                                                                                 |
| Can the method be used to estimate the tradeoffs that patients are willing to make among attributes? | Yes, tradeoffs among any attributes or changes in attribute levels if attribute levels are included; ratios of attribute weights could be interpreted as tradeoffs if attribute levels are not included |
| Can the method be used to detect, describe, or quantify heterogeneity in preferences across patients and across time? | Yes, some statistical methods can provide quantitative estimates of the distribution of preferences across the sample; however, this method infers preferences from repeated observations from each patient; latent class analysis may be required to identify segments or subgroup analysis may be needed to test for differences in preferences; differences in preferences over time can be evaluated if the survey is implemented with the same patients at multiple points in time |
Revealed-Preference Methods

Revealed-preference methods are used to analyze patients’ choices and behaviors in the real world. These methods can provide information on the number of patients for whom the benefits of a medical technology outweigh the risks and potentially the reasons why patients believe that benefits outweigh risks; however, unlike stated-preference methods, revealed-preference methods often cannot be used to derive weights for or the relative importance of individual attributes or changes in attribute levels. Revealed-preference methods include patient-preference trials and direct questions in clinical trials.

Patient-Preference Trials

Overview

Patient-preference trials are clinical trials in which patients are placed into arms of the trial depending on whether the patient has a strong preference for at least one of the medical technologies being studied. For example, in a trial with two medical technologies, A and B, patients with a strong preference for technology A are assigned to technology A, those with a strong preference for B are assigned to B, and those with no strong preference are randomly assigned to technologies A or B, effectively creating four study arms. An alternative approach is to randomize patients into two study arms. In the first arm, patients are randomly assigned to a medical technology. In the second arm, patients are assigned to a medical technology based on the patient’s preference. If there are two technologies included in the study, then the study effectively has four arms. Follow-up questions can be administered to elicit the relative importance that each attribute of the medical technologies had on the patient’s choice (or lack thereof).

Review

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Review</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Methodology criteria</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How is the data acquired?</td>
<td>Clinical-study approaches are required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are hypothetical scenarios required?</td>
<td>Real-world scenarios are required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How are attributes determined and defined?</td>
<td>External identification is required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is the method experimental?</td>
<td>Experimental design required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sample criteria</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is the minimum sample size required?</td>
<td>Minimum sample size calculated based on expected effect sizes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is the maximum sample size that can be reasonably achieved?</td>
<td>Large sample sizes typically cost- and time-prohibitive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is the time commitment required of patients?</td>
<td>Significant time commitment associated with participation in a clinical trial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What are the cognitive and knowledge requirements of patients?</td>
<td>Minimal cognitive requirements; understanding of attributes required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Analysis criteria</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does the method require statistical analysis?</td>
<td>Advanced statistical methods are required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does the method require specialized software?</td>
<td>Commonly available statistical packages can be used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can the results be described and interpreted easily?</td>
<td>Advanced statistical analysis may be more difficult to describe; results are easily interpreted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criteria</td>
<td>Review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Output criteria</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can the method be used to estimate weights for attributes?</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can the method be used to estimate weights for attributes?</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can the method be used to estimate the tradeoffs that patients are willing to make among attributes?</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can the method be used to detect, describe, or quantify heterogeneity in preferences across patients and across time?</td>
<td>Yes, differences in choices across individuals in a sample can be characterized; it may be impractical to implement the study with the same patients at different points in time</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Applying the method to the CDRH weight-loss example:** To evaluate patients’ preferences for weight-loss devices using a patient-preference trial, patients could be randomized to those who choose which device to receive in the trial or to a randomization arm in which the device a patient receives is randomized. Patients who are allowed to choose the device they receive are explained the expected benefits and risks with each device and then directly asked which device they prefer.
Direct Questions in Clinical Trials

Overview

Direct questions consist of questions that ask patients in a clinical trial to indicate their choice between a medical technology with which they have had experience and either their current care or an alternative technology. Direct questions can be administered in any phase of clinical research. The most rigorous approach to administering direct questions is to conduct a phase 3 trial with a classic cross-over design in which each patient is exposed to first one medical technology and then another; the patient then is asked to indicate which technology he or she would like to or plans to continue at the conclusion of the study. Follow-up questions can then be administered to elicit the relative importance a patient’s experience with each attribute of the medical technologies had on his or her choice.

Review

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Review</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Methodology criteria</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How is the data acquired?</td>
<td>Clinical-study approaches are required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are hypothetical scenarios required?</td>
<td>Real-world scenarios are required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How are attributes determined and defined?</td>
<td>External identification is required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is the method experimental?</td>
<td>Experimental design required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sample criteria</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is the minimum sample size required?</td>
<td>Minimum sample size calculated based on expected effect sizes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is the maximum sample size that can be reasonably achieved?</td>
<td>Large sample sizes typically cost- and time-prohibitive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is the time commitment required of patients?</td>
<td>Significant time commitment associated with participation in a clinical trial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What are the cognitive and knowledge requirements of patients?</td>
<td>Some cognitive requirements; experience with attributes required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Analysis criteria</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does the method require statistical analysis?</td>
<td>Advanced statistical methods are required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does the method require specialized software?</td>
<td>Commonly available statistical packages can be used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can the results be described and interpreted easily?</td>
<td>Advanced statistical analysis may be more difficult to describe; results are easily interpreted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Output criteria</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can the method be used to identify attributes that are important to patients?</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can the method be used to estimate weights for attributes?</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can the method be used to estimate the tradeoffs that patients are willing to make among attributes?</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criteria</td>
<td>Review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can the method be used to detect, describe, or quantify heterogeneity in preferences across patients and across time?</td>
<td>Yes, differences in choices across individuals in a sample can be characterized; it may be impractical to implement the study with the same patients at different points in time</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Applying the method to the CDRH weight-loss example:** Including direct questions in clinical trials of weight-loss devices may not be possible because most clinical trials that include direct preference questions require that patients experience both options. This may not be possible in the case of implantable weight-loss devices. Temporary devices implanted endoscopically or nonsurgical weight-loss devices may allow for the type of cross-over design required to use direct questions to elicit preferences in clinical trials. In such examples, the patient would be asked to state which technology they would continue to use after experiencing the benefits and being exposed to the risks of each device.
Examples of Prior Use of Methods

In this section, we review some examples of prior use of the methods in the Catalog (structured weighting, health-state utilities, stated preference, and revealed preference) in benefit-risk assessments. The remainder of this section considers examples in each of the categories. Definitions of methods are repeated for those specific methods for which examples of prior use have been identified.

Hauber et al.20 and Mt-Isa et al.46 have described the use of many of these methods in benefit-risk assessment and provided numerous empirical examples. The Innovative Medicines Initiative (IMI) Pharmacoepidemiological Research on Outcomes of Therapeutics by a European Consortium (PROTECT) project resulted in a number of case studies of benefit-risk assessments in which preferences were incorporated. Recommendations from IMI-PROTECT are presented in Hughes et al.47 In the Catalog, we identify the case studies evaluated by the IMI-PROTECT working group as examples of prior use where appropriate and provide citations to allow users to review the relevant case-study reports. We do not describe each of the IMI-PROTECT case studies or empirical examples identified by Hauber et al.20 and Mt-Isa et al.46 in detail. Instead, we focus on identifying additional examples of the prior use of each method in benefit-risk analysis when they exist. For some methods included in the Catalog, no examples of prior use of the method in eliciting patients’ benefit-risk preferences exist to the best of our knowledge.

Examples of Structured-Weighting Studies

Structured-weighting methods included in the Catalog are simple direct weighting, ranking exercises, swing weighting, point allocation, AHP, and outranking. Simple direct weighting, ranking exercises, swing weighting and point allocation are methods for eliciting the relative importance of benefit and risk outcomes and typically are used as part of a decision analysis such as MCDA. Analytic hierarchy process and outranking methods are decision-analysis methods that include both an assessment of the magnitude of relevant benefit and risk outcomes and the importance of benefit and risk outcomes. Decision-analysis methods have been used in benefit-risk analyses for regulatory decisions; however, most of these applications have been conducted using expertise and judgment of clinical experts or other professionals rather than patients (see Levitan et al.48).

Ranking is a method for placing a set of attributes, attribute levels, or profiles in order of increasing or decreasing preference or importance. Ranking may be strict (no ties permitted) or nonstrict (ties permitted). Often, no numeric values reflecting the magnitude of preference are provided. Point allocation requires that each feature attribute in a set be assigned points proportional to the importance associated with specified changes in each feature attribute from its lowest level to its highest level. The total number of points to be allocated among the attributes is fixed. The resulting values are usually normalized and interpreted as weights for the set of attributes. Higher weights indicate greater importance.

• Stafinski et al.8 used multiple methods, including ranking and point allocation, to elicit the relative importance of different cardiovascular outcomes to patients with coronary disease or previous MI. Each patient was asked to complete multiple exercises to evaluate the relative importance of cardiovascular outcomes, including death, cardiogenic shock, congestive heart failure, and repeat MI. The ranking exercise asked patients to rank these events from most severe to least severe. The proportion of patients assigning the same rank to each outcome was calculated. In the point-allocation exercise, patients were asked to allocate 20 points among the four endpoints with more points indicating greater severity. The mean number of points allocated to each outcome was reported. In both exercises, death was considered worse than cardiogenic shock, which, in turn, was considered worse than congestive heart failure. Repeat MI was the least important among the four outcomes.

Swing weighting requires that each attribute in a set be assigned a range of minimum to maximum levels, such that the full range of expected levels is included within the range. The attributes are then ranked in decreasing order of the importance that a change in each attribute, from its lowest level to its highest level, would have on a given decision. The attribute with the highest rank is assigned a weight of 100. The second attribute is then assigned a weight on a scale from 1 to 100, reflecting the degree a swing from its lowest to highest level would influence the decision, compared with the highest-ranked feature. Thus, higher weights indicate greater importance. This process is repeated for all attributes. The resulting weights are normalized to sum 100 and provide a weight for each attribute over the range of levels assigned to that feature.

• The IMI-PROTECT Benefit-Risk Group conducted six benefit-risk case studies in which swing weighting was used as part of an MCDA.49-54
Analytic hierarchy process requires that changes in the levels of each attribute are compared to derive weights that indicate the relative importance of changes in attribute levels to achieving a decision goal. This is accomplished through a series of pairwise comparisons between every pair of attributes. The questions are used to indicate which attribute is preferred, more likely, or more important as well as the strength of preference. Software interrogates a patient when choices are contradictory. These comparisons then are used to compute a weight for each attribute. For beneficial attributes, higher weights indicate greater preference. For undesirable attributes, higher weights indicate lower preference.

- Hummel et al.7 provided an example of how AHP can be used to conduct a benefit-risk assessment. The AHP was illustrated using a hypothetical example of tissue regeneration for repairing small cartilage lesions in the knee. The benefits and risks considered in this example included effectiveness, adverse events, and surgical procedure. These researchers concluded that the increased benefits of tissue-engineered cartilage exceeded the increased risks of adverse events and the increased burden of surgery when compared with standard of care.

Examples of Health-State Utility Studies

Health-state utility methods include SG and TTO. Both SG and TTO can be used to provide measures of relative preference for benefit and risk outcomes. Standard gamble is a stated-preference approach in which patients are asked to choose between a certain outcome and a gamble between two uncertain outcomes, each with a probability of occurrence and where their aggregate chance of occurrence is 100%. The probabilities of the uncertain outcomes are varied until the patient is indifferent between the certain outcome and the gamble between the alternatives. Conventionally, SG is used to elicit health-state utilities for use in cost-utility models. In studies using SG to estimate health-state utilities, the certain health state is the health state for which the utility is estimated, and the uncertain health states are death and perfect health. Standard gamble health-state utilities can be used as weights in models of incremental net benefits. Standard gamble also can be used to elicit risk tolerance directly.

Time tradeoff is a stated-preference approach in which patients are asked to choose between living a specified time in a health state and a shorter time in perfect health. The time in perfect health is varied until the patient is indifferent between longer life in the worse health state and the shorter life in perfect health. Time tradeoff health-state utilities can be used as weights in models of incremental net benefits. Two examples of the use of health-state utilities in benefit-risk analysis are described below. In addition, Hauber et al.20 described an example of the use of SG in benefit-risk analysis proposed by O’Brien et al.17

- Lynd et al.45 conducted a benefit-risk analysis of rofecoxib relative to naproxen to treat arthritis. The research team used TTO-based health-state utility estimates from an existing cost-effectiveness analysis. Risks in the study included gastrointestinal bleeding, gastrointestinal perforation, dyspepsia, acute MI, and the risk of death. The study team developed a discrete-event simulation model to model benefit and risk outcomes over a 1-year time horizon using data from clinical trials. Health-state utility weights were applied to the corresponding outcomes. The model was used to calculate incremental gains in quality-adjusted life-years resulting from using rofecoxib instead of naproxen. Gains in quality-adjusted life-years were positive (favoring rofecoxib) in 94% of the model simulations. The researchers concluded that the benefits of rofecoxib are likely to exceed the risks.

- Johnson & Johnson Pharmaceutical Research & Development55 conducted a weighted quantitative benefit-risk analysis of rivaroxaban for the prevention of deep vein thrombosis and pulmonary embolism in patients undergoing hip or knee replacement surgery using health-state utilities. The study team reviewed utilities from numerous existing sources and developed three health-state utility estimates (low, typical, high) for each potential outcome. They then applied the change in health-state utility to the number of excess events for each type of event using pooled data from clinical trials to calculate the net utility of rivaroxaban versus enoxaparin. The authors demonstrated that an increase in utility indicated that the net benefits of rivaroxaban outweighed the net risks in this indication.

Examples of Stated-Preference Studies

Stated-preference methods include direct-assessment questions, threshold technique, conjoint analysis and discrete-choice experiments, and best-worst scaling.

Direct-assessment questions ask patients to provide a direct answer to a statement or relative-importance question. The statement or question asks the patient the extent to which he or she agrees with the statement regarding an attribute or profile or whether he or she prefers or would choose one attribute or profile over all other available
attributes or profiles. When a statement is structured to evaluate the extent to which a patient values an attribute or the importance a patient places on an attribute, the result is a weight for that feature. Most direct assessments of profiles provide only a preferred profile or an ordinal ranking of profiles from the set of profiles presented to a patient and, thus, do not result in weights.

- Sarkissian et al.\textsuperscript{16} presented patients with three options for the management of asymptomatic renal calculi: a surgical option, shock wave therapy, and observation. Each option was defined by benefit and risk attributes. Patient choices among these three options were then regressed on patient characteristics. Patients were also given the opportunity to defer the treatment decision to their physicians. These authors concluded that patients’ choice of treatment was influenced by their prior treatment experiences and that most patients preferred to allow the physician to make the choice.

- Yachimski et al.\textsuperscript{19} presented patients with two options for the treatment of nondysplastic Barrett’s esophagus: endoscopic ablation or aspirin. Each option was defined by benefit and risk attributes. In addition, the level of endoscopic surveillance was varied systematically for both options. The authors found that most patients preferred endoscopic ablation regardless of the frequency of surveillance. In addition, the authors found no correlation between patients’ demographic characteristics of health history and treatment choice.

The threshold technique is a stated-preference approach in which patients are asked to choose between a reference treatment and an alternative treatment. Both the reference treatment and the alternative treatment are defined by a common set of treatment attributes, although the levels of each attribute can vary between the two alternatives. In the threshold technique, one attribute is considered to be the study object. If the reference treatment is chosen, the study object in the alternative treatment is improved until the patient changes his or her choice from the reference treatment to the alternative treatment. If the alternative treatment is chosen, the study object in the alternative treatment is made worse until the patient changes his or her choice from the alternative treatment to the reference treatment. The point at which the patient switches his or her choice is the threshold. Hauber et al.\textsuperscript{20} described numerous examples of the use of threshold techniques in benefit-risk analysis. Three additional examples are described as follows:

- Stafinski et al.\textsuperscript{8} used a threshold technique to evaluate willingness to accept risks of systemic bleed and nonfatal intracranial hemorrhage in exchange for reducing the risk of death, cardiogenic shock, congestive heart failure, or repeat MI among patients with coronary disease or previous MI. The authors calculated the proportion of patients who would accept varying levels of risks of systemic bleed and nonfatal intracranial hemorrhage for each of multiple scenarios. The results of this study indicate that most patients are willing to accept increases in the risk of systemic bleed and intracranial hemorrhage in exchange for significant decreases in the risks of cardiovascular outcomes.

- Kennedy et al.\textsuperscript{21} used a threshold technique to evaluate the minimum required increase in treatment effect for five pairwise comparisons of treatments for Crohn’s disease. Each treatment-choice question was followed by a question in which patients were asked to choose a reason that best described why they chose one treatment over another. These authors found significant heterogeneity among patients in the sample in the minimum required benefit thresholds. This heterogeneity was not explained by differences in patients’ demographic characteristics or health history.

- Kok et al.\textsuperscript{22} assessed expectant parents’ (both mothers’ and fathers’) preferences for vaginal or cesarean delivery of a fetus in breech presentation. The study was designed to estimate the threshold for risks of neonatal complications at which patients would switch their choice of delivery. Patients were then asked to rate the importance of each attribute of the delivery options using a Likert scale. Most patients preferred cesarean delivery to vaginal delivery but were sensitive to changes in neonatal complication risks. The risk of neonatal complications at 2 years was the most important attribute for mothers. The health of the mother was the most important attribute to fathers.

Discrete-choice experiments are a form of conjoint analysis in which a medical technology is decomposed into a set of attributes. Each of the attributes is assigned different levels. The attribute levels are combined into profiles, and the profiles are combined into choice sets according to an experimental design. Each patient is presented with a series of choice sets and asked to indicate which profile he or she would choose in each of a series of choice sets. The pattern of responses is analyzed to estimate the rate at which patients are willing to trade off among the attributes included in the study. Hauber et al.\textsuperscript{20} provided numerous examples of the use of discrete-choice experiments in benefit-risk analysis. A more recent example is described as follows:

- In 2011, the CDRH commissioned a pilot study to conduct a discrete-choice experiment to elicit benefit-risk preferences for the attributes of weight-loss technologies among Americans with a body mass index of 30 kg/m\textsuperscript{2} or greater.\textsuperscript{6} The discrete-choice experiment was designed to measure tradeoffs that patients were willing to make among total weight loss, duration of weight loss, duration of mild-to-moderate side effects, mortality risk, risk of a
side effect requiring hospitalization, recommended dietary restrictions, reduction in risk of comorbidity or reduction in prescription dosage for existing comorbidity, and type of surgery. The results of this study included maximum risk tolerance for each risk for different levels of weight loss and the minimum weight loss required to accept different levels of each risk. CDRH is using the study tool to define minimum clinical effectiveness for a given technology profile and evaluate new weight-loss technologies.

Additional examples of discrete-choice experiment studies include Mühlbacher and Bethge,23 Fraenkel et al.,24 Wouters et al.,25 and Guimaraes et al.26

There are three types of best-worst scaling: object case, single-profile case, and multiple-profile case. In the object case, the attributes are combined into sets. For each of a series of sets, patients are asked to indicate which of the attributes is best or most desirable and which is worst or least desirable. In the single-profile case, each attribute can take on different levels. The attribute levels are combined into profiles. Patients are presented with a series of profiles and asked to indicate which attribute level is best or most desirable and which attribute level is worst or least desirable for each profile. In the multiple-profile case, attribute levels are combined into profiles, and the profiles are combined into sets of three or more. In each of a series of sets, patients are asked to indicate which profile is best or most desirable and which profile is worst or least desirable. In all three types of best-worst scaling, the pattern of responses is analyzed to estimate the relative importance of each attribute or attribute level.

- Yuan et al.4 used object-case best-worst scaling to elicit the relative importance of different cardiovascular outcomes to patients with acute coronary syndrome and to cardiologists. Patients and physicians were asked to choose the most concerning and least concerning outcomes in a series of questions. Each question included a subset of outcomes from the full set of possible outcomes. Possible outcomes included death, various levels of stroke, MI, and bleeding. The relative importance of each outcome was scaled relative to death so that the importance of each outcome could be interpreted as the number of deaths that would be equivalent to one case of that outcome. Among patients and physicians, nonfatal disabling stroke was viewed as equivalent to or worse than death, and all levels of bleeding were viewed as significantly less concerning than death. The results of this study provided a complete set of importance weights that could be used to evaluate the benefits and risks of antithrombotic medical technologies for acute coronary syndrome.

- Peay et al.27 conducted a study among caregivers of patients with Duchenne muscular dystrophy using object-case best-worst scaling. Each caregiver was presented with a series of questions, each including six outcomes from a set of 18 benefit and risk outcomes. The outcomes included varying levels of a treatment’s effect on muscle function, life expectancy, knowledge about the treatment, nausea, risk of bleeds, and risk of arrhythmia. The study team found the treatment’s effect on muscle function was the most important feature, followed by the risk of arrhythmia and the risk of bleeding. These researchers concluded that caregivers were willing to accept treatment risks to improve muscle function even if the treatment did not increase life expectancy.

Examples of Revealed-Preference Studies

Revealed-preference methods for benefit-risk analysis include patient-preference trials and direct questions in clinical trials. Patient-preference trials are clinical trials in which patients are placed into arms of the trial depending on whether the patients have a strong preference for at least one of the treatments being studied. For example, in a trial with two treatments, A and B, patients with a strong preference for treatment A are assigned to treatment A, those with a strong preference for B are assigned to B, and those with no strong preference are randomly assigned to treatments A or B, effectively creating four treatment arms. These studies are of value when patients (or clinicians) have such strong treatment preferences that they refuse randomization. The absence of these patients from trials may restrict generalization of the results, as patients may not be representative. A further potential source of bias exists when patients with strong treatment preferences are recruited and randomized. When it is not possible to blind patients to their treatment allocation, as often occurs with medical technology trials, they may experience resentful demoralization if they do not receive their preferred treatment, and they may have poor treatment compliance. On the other hand, patients receiving their preferred treatment may have better than average treatment compliance. Therefore, there may be a treatment effect that results from patient preferences and not from therapeutic efficacy.

- Torgerson and Sibbald56 described a perceived need for patient-preference trials. Tilbrook et al.57 conducted a systematic review of patient-preference trials in musculoskeletal diseases and determined that patient preferences were systematically correlated with outcomes and persistence in these trials. Marcus et al.58 demonstrated analytically how to derive an unbiased estimate of the effect of randomization versus preferences on endpoints.
• Crowther et al.\textsuperscript{28} conducted a patient-preference trial of outcomes of vaginal birth versus cesarean among women with prior cesarean. Women were assigned to a randomization arm or a preference arm. The vast majority were assigned to the preference arm with only a very small number assigned to the randomization arm. The authors found that the risk of fetal or infant death or serious adverse infant outcome was lower among those with planned elective cesarean when compared with planned vaginal birth but that the risk of major maternal hemorrhage was greater among the cesarean group. The authors did not attempt to compare the results between the randomization arm and the patient-preference arm of the trial.

• Long et al.\textsuperscript{29} described a patient-preference trial of behavioral interventions for women with heart disease. Women were assigned to a randomization arm or a patient-preference arm. The results of the study indicated that women in the patient-preference arm had greater improvements in sickness-impact-profile scores and were more likely to adhere to the behavioral intervention than women in the randomization arm. Through this study, the authors described methods for estimating the causal effect of patient preferences on improvements in outcomes.

Direct questions in clinical trials consist of questions that ask patients in a clinical trial to indicate their choice between a medical technology with which they have had experience and either their current care or an alternative technology. Direct questions can be administered in any phase of clinical research. The most rigorous approach to administering direct questions may be to conduct a phase 3 trial with a classic cross-over design in which each patient is exposed to first one medical technology and then another; the patient then is asked to indicate which technology he or she would like to continue with at the conclusion of the study.

• Escudier et al.\textsuperscript{30} reported the results of a cross-over trial of sunitinib and pazopanib for the treatment of renal cell carcinoma. Patients in the trial were exposed to both sunitinib and pazopanib and then asked which of the two drugs they preferred. A majority of patients preferred pazopanib. A minority of patients preferred sunitinib or had no preference. Additional questions were included at the conclusion of the trial in an effort to determine which factors most influenced patients’ preferences. However, it is important to note that patients were not informed of the efficacy of either drug when asked to indicate their preferences. Therefore, preferences were based on patients’ experiences with adverse events and dosing schedule.
Areas for Future Research Regarding Patient-Preference Methods

The Catalog was reviewed by a number of individuals at different stages during its development. These reviewers included members of the PCBR project Steering Committee, CDRH staff, and MDIC member companies. The feedback from these reviewers included questions for which no clear answers or guidance currently exists. These questions relate to the use of patient-preference methods in general and provide some indication of areas for future research into patient-preference methods that may increase the transparency, validity, and ultimate utility of patient-preference studies in benefit-risk assessments. The Working Group sought to identify the issues about which the feedback was concerned and provide some suggestions for future research. The list of issues outlined below is not intended to be exhaustive but to reflect themes that emerged during the development of the Catalog and questions provided by reviewers in response to earlier versions of the Catalog. In addition, although there may be many areas in which further research would provide a greater understanding of properties of individual methods, the questions listed here are intended to apply generally to the use of all patient-preference methods in benefit-risk analysis and not to address the potential lack of experience with an individual method.

The list of issues that may be answered by future research falls into four broad categories: the choice of method, the sample, the design development of a study, and the validity of the method. One or more suggestions for future research are provided to address questions. The suggestions for future research are only suggestions and are not meant to be prescriptive. There may be other approaches to providing information to address these questions.

Choice of Method

The question posed most often by reviewers was how to choose a specific method in any individual situation. At the present, there is no algorithmic answer to this question. As described in Section V of the Framework, different types of information probably are required at different stages of the product lifecycle. In addition, different methods provide different types of information. Therefore, several methods could be relevant at different stages of the product lifecycle. In addition, the Catalog describes the ability of methods to provide different types of outputs. However, beyond this information, little is known about how well any given patient-preference method performs relative to other potential methods in any given situation.

Issue: Once a regulator or sponsor has identified the type of patient-preference information required and identified a set of methods that could potentially provide that information, the best option among this set of alternative methods may be difficult to determine. Another way to think about this question is whether using different methods to answer the same research question will yield results sufficiently consistent to lead to the same decision.

Suggestion for Future Research: There are only a few studies comparing the outputs of different patient-preference methods applied to the same underlying research question. We recommend that additional studies be conducted in which multiple patient-preference methods are used to address the same research question. Such studies will enable users to directly compare and contrast the performance of different patient-preference methods and their implications for decision making, along with the relative advantages and limitations of any given method in a different situation.

Sample

As described in the Catalog, there are no clear guidelines for determining the sample from which patient-preference data should be derived. There are a number of challenges to determining the appropriate sample. First, there is no consensus on the extent to which samples used in patient-preference studies should be representative of a larger population. The need for sample representativeness can vary across a product lifecycle and with the specific research question of interest. Finally, there are several potential ways to test for, explain, and/or control for heterogeneity of preferences within a sample or across a population; however, these methods are applied inconsistently, if at all, in the literature.

Issue: There is no clear guidance on whose preferences should be measured in a patient-preference study. Representativeness is evaluated entirely by comparing the sample with the population of interest; thus, the representativeness of any sample will be determined, in part, by the research question. The research question may involve understanding the preferences of a population with well-defined characteristics (e.g., a clinical trial population for which there are well-defined inclusion and exclusion criteria). In this case, recruiting a representative sample is relatively straightforward. However, the research question may be broader and involve understanding the preferences
of the population that will be exposed to the medical technology in the future. In this case, recruiting a representative sample may be difficult because the characteristics of the overall population of interest may not be well understood. For example, a medical technology may be indicated to treat a given condition, but the number of patients with that condition and the distribution of ages and genders of patients in that population may not be known with any degree of certainty. Even if observable characteristics of the population are known, it is impossible to ensure that the preferences of any sample are representative of the overall population because differences in preferences may not be completely explainable by observable characteristics.

**Suggestion for Future Research:** Because it is difficult to know how the representativeness of a sample is likely to affect the results of a patient-preference study, it may be important to conduct the same patient-preference study with different samples with different characteristics. Such a study would provide evidence regarding the sensitivity of the results obtained with specific patient-preference methods to the choice of sample and may provide evidence of systematic biases resulting from sampling choice.

**Issue:** Patient preferences for the benefits and harms of medical technologies are likely not consistent within populations. Sometimes variations in preferences can be attributed to differences in observable characteristics of sampled patients such as age, weight, and sex and diagnostic variables. Of particular interest in benefit-risk assessments of medical technologies is whether people with prior experience with the medical technology or a similar technology have preferences that vary systematically from those people who do not have such experience. Whether prior experience influences patients' preferences for medical technologies in any case, every case, or only in cases with certain properties is unknown.

**Suggestion for Future Research:** A single study of patients' benefit-risk preferences for medical technologies might be conducted with samples of patients who have prior experience with a medical technology as well as patients who may potentially be eligible for a medical technology to provide evidence of the extent to which people with prior experience have systematically different preferences from those who do not. This type of study might be repeated for different types of medical technologies to provide evidence regarding the extent to which such differences in preferences may or may not exist for different technologies.

Alternatively, a patient-preference study could be conducted among patients who would be eligible for a medical technology but who have no prior experience with the medical technology. The same patient-preference study could then be conducted among patients who receive the medical technology once the medical technology becomes available. Information on differences in preferences between these groups would provide both an understanding of the effect of an experience on patient preferences and may also provide a method for validating the premarket patient-preference study (see suggestion for future research under Study Validity).

**Development of the Study**

The first step in conducting a benefit-risk preference study is to define the research question based on the study objective. Study objectives can span the range from eliciting patient views on a medical technology for guiding development decisions to eliciting rigorous statistical evidence of benefit-risk tradeoffs from a sample of patients to provide evidence for regulatory decision making. Implicit in the research question is the selection of a set of attributes of the medical technology to be evaluated in the patient-preference study.

**Issue:** There is no definitive guidance on the selection of attributes of medical technologies to be used in a preference study, yet the choice of attributes is critical. Different methods have been used to determine which attributes should be included in a patient-preference study. For some studies, the primary objective is to identify the attributes of the medical technology that are important to patients. However, in other studies, the objective is to quantify the relative importance of attributes or to quantify the tradeoffs patients are willing to make among these attributes. A variety of methods exists to identify attributes. Sometimes the attributes that are identified as important by patients during qualitative research are used in quantitative studies. Other approaches to identifying the attributes for a study include asking a group of medical or regulatory experts to identify those attributes that are most important to a regulatory decision or conducting a literature review or review of product labels to determine those attributes that distinguish one medical technology from alternative medical technologies or a standard of care. Benefit-risk frameworks, such as the Benefit-Risk Action Team (BRAT) Framework and PrOACT URL, also provide guidance on attribute selection. However, these methods are applied inconsistently across patient-preference methods and across patient-preference studies using a given method.
**Suggestion for Future Research:** A patient-preference study designed to determine the impact of changing the list of attributes with any given method could be conducted. Such a study could have two arms in which patients are assigned randomly to see different sets of attributes developed using different approaches to attribute identification. A key component of such a study would be to ensure that a number of attributes (perhaps half) are common to both studies. The results of a study such as this could provide an understanding of whether differences in attribute selection result in comparable weights or tradeoffs for a common set of attributes or whether the inclusion of different attributes affects patients' reviews of the common set of attributes.

**Issue:** In addition to determining the attributes included in a survey-based patient-preference study, researchers must define those attributes for patients, and there is no definitive guidance on how to accomplish this. Differences in the definition of an attribute could lead to different estimates of relative importance or tradeoffs. In addition, different levels of comprehension of an attribute definition could lead to different reviews of those attributes. The extent to which differences in attribute definitions and patients' comprehension of those definitions affect patient-preference estimates.

**Suggestion for Future Research:** A patient-preference study designed to determine the impact of changing definitions of attributes could be conducted. Such a study could include two arms in which patients are assigned randomly to one of two sets of attribute definitions could be conducted. The results of a study such as this could provide an understanding of the extent to which patient-preference estimates are sensitive to the way in which attributes are described. In addition, comprehension questions could be included to evaluate patients' understanding of the definitions presented in the survey, and the data could be analyzed to test whether differences in the level of comprehension systematically affect patient-preference estimates.

**Study Validity**

Stated-preference methods typically involve scenarios in which patients are asked to make hypothetical choices without actually experiencing the consequences of that choice. Therefore, it is unknown whether patients would actually do what they say they would do. Often hypothetical choices are necessary because observing actual choices is impossible or observing actual choices does not provide sufficient variation in attributes and attribute levels to tease out the rates at which patients would be willing to trade off among attributes. Despite providing experimental control over the attributes and attribute levels that are considered in treatment decisions, the hypothetical nature of the choice from which most patient-preference data are derived may undermine the validity of patient-preference estimates.

**Issue:** There is no clear definition of what constitutes a valid patient-preference study. Unlike in PRO research, there is not a standard set of validity tests that can be applied to patient-preference studies. In addition, it is not yet clear what regulators or other users of patient-preference data would need to be comfortable with using results from a patient-preference study.

**Suggestion for Future Research:** A review of standards and methods for assuring validity in other types of clinical studies, such as studies using PROs, might identify principles that could be useful in developing analogous, but likely different, approaches to validating patient preference studies.

**Issue:** Although some methods exist for evaluating the consistency of hypothetical choices when patients are asked to make multiple choices in the same study, there is little evidence as to what level of consistency would be required for a study to be considered valid. One method for establishing the validity of patient-preference methods is to determine whether the hypothetical choices patients make are consistent across choice scenarios and whether these choices are consistent with actual choices made later after exposure to a therapy.

**Suggestion for Future Research:** A review of existing patient-preference studies to examine the consistency of responses using hypothetical choices might provide some guidance as to the level of consistency that can be expected from such studies.

**Issue:** As noted above, stated-preference methods typically involve scenarios in which patients are asked to make hypothetical choices, and it is unknown whether patients would actually do what they say they would do.

**Suggestion for Future Research:** A patient-preference study designed to generate information that can help validate the evidence collected through premarket patient-preference studies and to understand the effect of experience on patient preferences could be conducted (see suggestion for future research under Sample). One study could be conducted among patients who would be eligible for a medical technology but who have no prior experience with the medical technology. The same patient-preference study could then be conducted among patients who receive the medical technology once the medical technology becomes available.
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There are a number of terms related to patient-centered benefit-risk analysis that have been used in the Framework and Catalog that may be new to users of these documents. In addition, some of the terms used in these documents may have different meanings to different people in different contexts. This glossary of terms is intended to define each of the terms as they are used in the Framework and Catalog. These terms may be defined differently in other documents and as used for other purposes. In addition, this glossary of terms does not include descriptions of each patient-preference method included in the Catalog. For descriptions of individual patient-preference methods, see Table 3 in Section 2 of the Catalog.

**Attribute:** A general characteristic of a medical technology such as effectiveness, safety, tolerability, or method of use.

**Attribute level:** A specified value of an attribute. For example, if response rate is an attribute describing efficacy, the actual probability (e.g., 78%) is the level of that attribute.

**Benefit:** A favorable effect or desirable outcome of a diagnostic or therapeutic strategy.

**Consistency:** The extent to which repeated choices made by a patient do not vary illogically or in violation of expectations.

**Diversity:** The degree to which patients in a sample have differences in observed characteristics such as age, gender, or disease experience. Diversity is related to preference heterogeneity to the extent that subgroups of patients with a specific characteristic or set of characteristics may have preferences that differ from patients without those characteristics or with different characteristics.

**Generalizability:** The extent to which the results derived from a sample can be applied to the population of interest.

**Harm:** An unfavorable effect or undesirable outcome of a diagnostic or therapeutic strategy.

**Health-state utility:** A quantitative measure of patient preferences for a health state or an attribute of a medical technology bounded by 0 and 1 in which 0 represents death and 1 represents perfect or normal health. It is a measure of the desirability or acceptability of a health state or an attribute of a medical technology relative to death and perfect health.

**Heterogeneity:** Differences in preferences among a sample. Preference heterogeneity can be explained (differences in preferences are correlated with known characteristics of the patients) or unexplained (differences in preferences are not correlated with any patient characteristics for which data are available).

**Hypothetical scenario:** A hypothetical decision context presented to patients that is used to motivate the need to make a choice or judgment that does not require any action that will result in experiencing the consequences of the decision (see also, stated preference).

**Judgment:** Considerations of individuals in making decisions or choices for others.

**Latent-class analysis:** A method for identifying segments of patients with similar preferences that are distinctly different from other segments and where the segmentation is defined by preferences.

**Maximum acceptable risk (MAR):** The greatest increase in probability or magnitude of a harm for which a patient would accept a given benefit.

**Minimum required benefit (MRB):** The smallest increase in probability or magnitude of a benefit for which a patient would require to offset a given risk.

**Patient-preference method:** Qualitative or quantitative assessment of the relative desirability or acceptability of attributes that differ among alternative medical technologies.

**Population:** The group of patients whose preferences are intended to be represented by patient-preference data.
Preference: Qualitative or quantitative statement of the relative desirability or acceptability of attributes that differ among alternative health interventions. Preference refers to the tradeoffs that individuals consider or exhibit in making decisions or choices for themselves.

Preference-sensitive decision: A decision in which there are multiple diagnostic or treatment options, and the decision of which option to pursue depends on the particular preferences of the decision maker.

Profile: A combination of attributes or attribute levels intended to represent a possible state of the world or medical technology.

Qualitative patient-preference method: A patient-preference method designed to gain an understanding of patients’ thoughts, feelings, and experiences in an unstructured or semistructured manner. Although qualitative methods may also yield data that can be summarized numerically (e.g., the percentage of patients reporting a specific symptom, treatment benefit, or side effect), quantifying patient responses is not the primary objective of these methods.

Quantitative patient-preference method: A patient-preference method that is structured, with the type of data to be collected clearly defined and the response options limited to permit statistical analysis.

Relative importance: A quantitative measure of the level of desirability or acceptability of an attribute of a medical technology.

Representativeness: The extent to which the sample represents the population of interest on some selected characteristics of interest.

Revealed preference: A choice or behavior made by a patient in the real world that reflects an action that results in experiencing the consequences of the decision.

Risk: The qualitative notion of the probability and/or severity of a particular harm.

Risk tolerance: A qualitative term reflecting the degree to which a patient would accept greater probability or severity of a harm in exchange for a given benefit.

Sample: The group of patients whose preferences are measured in a patient-preference study.

Segment: A group of patients in a sample with similar preferences that are systematically different from other groups.

Subgroup: A group of patients in a sample with a common observable characteristic or set of observable characteristics. Subgroups can also be referred to as strata.

Stated preference: A preference expressed by a patient that does not require any action that will result in experiencing the consequences of the decision (see also, hypothetical scenario).

Structured weighting: A group of patient-preference methods typically used in multicriteria decision making.

Subgroup: A group of patients in a sample defined by a common characteristic that distinguishes one group of patients from another group of patients.

Tradeoff: A measure of the extent to which a change in the level of one attribute of a medical technology is offset by a change in another attribute of that technology.

Uncertainty attitude: The degree to which uncertainty in the attributes of a treatment alters one’s decisions about use of the treatment. It is independent of the preferences that an individual places on particular benefits or harms.

Uncertainty averse: A term used to describe a patient who reacts to increases in uncertainty by decreasing his or her maximum acceptable risk for a given benefit or by increasing their minimum required benefit for a given risk. Increases in uncertainty regarding harms or benefits make uncertainty-averse patients less willing to take a chance on a treatment.

Uncertainty neutral: A term used to describe a patient whose maximum acceptable risk is not impacted by increases in uncertainty.

Uncertainty tolerant: A term used to describe a patient who reacts to increases in uncertainty by increasing his or her maximum acceptable risk for a given benefit or by decreasing their minimum required benefit for a given risk. Increases in uncertainty regarding harm make these patients more willing to take a chance on a treatment.

Validity: The extent to which quantitative measures of relative importance or tradeoffs reflect the true preferences of patients.

Weight: A quantitative measure of relative importance.
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